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When Good
Good Intentions
Intentions Go
GoBad:
Bad: The MCAS
MCAS Graduation
Special Education
Education Children
Children
Requirement and Special

Madeline’s parents
parents adopted
foreignorphanage
orphanage when
when she
she was
was
Madeline's
adopted her
her from
fom aaforeign
three
years
old.
Despite
her
age,
she
was
unable
to
walk,
talk,
or
eat
solid
three years old. Despite her age, she was unable to walk talk
foods. Once
Onceback
back ininthe
theUnited
UnitedStates,
States, she
she received
received intensive
foods.
intensivehelp
helpfrom
fom her
family and
and the
the local
local school
school district.
district. Madeline
Madelinewas
wasdiagnosed
diagnosed with
with cognitive
cognitive
family
learning
disabilities and
remained in the
the special
special education
education program
program
learning disabilities
and remained
throughout
her
school
career.
In
spite
of
these
hurdles,
Madeline
made
throughout her school career. In spite of these hurdles, Madeline made
excellent
making the
the honor
honor roll
rollconsistently
consistently
excellent progress,
progress,toto the
the point
point of making
throughout
She also
throughout middle
middle and
and high
high school.
school. She
also excelled
excelled in
in the
the arts,
arts, particularly
particularly
college and
and majoring
majoring in Theater
dancing and acting. She
She dreamed of attending college
Duringhigh
highschool,
school,however,
however,Madeline
Madelinecould
couldnot
notpass
passthe
theMCAS
MCASexam,
exam,
Arts. During
which
requirement to
to earn
earnaahigh
highschool
schooldiploma
diplomainin
Massachusetts.
which is aa requirement
Massachusetts.
Despite having overcome
many obstacles,
obstacles,making
makingthe
thehonor
honorroll,
roll, having nearovercome many
perfectattendance
attendance for
forthirteen
thirteenyears
years ofofpublic
publicschooling,
schooling, having
having spent
spent hours
hours
perfct
studying
everyday,
and
being
well-respected
by
her
teachers
and
peers,
studying everyday, and being well-respected by her teachers and peers,
Madeline’s dreams
dreams were shattered
Madeline's
shattered when
when MCAS
MCASprevented
preventedher
herfrom
fom earning a
high school diploma.
diploma.
1.
I.

NTRODUCTION
IINTRODUCTION

A
A conflict
conflictexists
existsbetween
betweenthe
thegoals
goalsofofthe
theMassachusetts
Massachusetts special
special education
education
program
and
the
requirements
of
the
Massachusetts
Comprehensive
program and the requirements of the Massachusetts Comprehensive
1
Assessment System
System (MCAS).
The
special education
education program
program in
Assessment
(MCAS).'
The special
Massachusetts ensures
address the unique
unique
Massachusetts
ensuresthat
thatschool
school systems
systemsidentify
identify and address
learning needs
acknowledges that
that some
some
needs of
of each
each special
special education
education student.2
student.2 It acknowledges
3
studentslearn
learnatataapace
pacedifferent
differentfrom
from the
the general
generalpopulation.
population.
In
students
Incontrast,
contrast,
Massachusettsalso
alsorequires
requiresthat
thatall
all students
studentsobtain
obtain aa minimum
minimum score
Massachusetts
score on the
the

Compare 603 MASS.
CODE
28.01(3)(2005)
(2005)(setting
(settingspecial
specialeducation
educationgoal
goal of
of developing
11.. Compare
MASS. C
ODE RREGS.
EGS. 28.01(3)
developing
individual educational
30.03(1)(2005)
(2005) (setting
(setting minimum
minimum score
individual
educational potential),
potential), with
with603
603MASS.
MASS.CODE
CODE REGS.
REGS. 30.03(1)
score for
passing
MASS.
DEP'T
EDUC.,
FOR
. DEPOF
’T OF
EDUCREQUIREMENTS
., REQUIREMENTS
FORTHE
THEPARTICIPATION
PARTICIPATIONOF
OFSTUDENTS
STUDENTS WITH
WITH
passing MCAS),
MCAS),and
and
MASS
DISABILITIES ININ MCAS
MCAS 11 (2004) [hereinafter
SPECIAL EED
D MCAS
MCAS REQUIREMENTS],
REQUIREMENTS], available
at
DISABILITIES
[hereinafter SPECIAL
available at
http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/alt/spedreq.pdf
pass MCAS
MCAS at
http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/alt/spedreq.pdf (requiring special
special education
education students
students pass
at same
same level
as
as regular education
education students).
students).
CODE
28.01(3)(2005)
(2005)(stating
(statingpurpose
purposeof
ofspecial
special education
education law).
law).
22.. 603 MASS.
MASS. C
ODE RREGS.
EGS. 28.01(3)
33.. 603 MASS.
MASS. CODE
CODE R
EGS. 28.05(2)(a)(1)(i)
may prevent
prevent special
special
REGS.
28.05(2)(a)(1)(i) (2005) (acknowledging
(acknowledging disability
disability may
education
studentsfrom
from progressing);
progressing); see
seealso
alsoBrookhart
Brookhartv.v.Ill.
Ill. State
State Bd.
Bd. of Educ., 697 F.2d 179,
179, 187
187 (7th Cir.
Cit.
education students
admitting slower
1983) (quoting school superintendent admitting
slower pace
pace of
of learning
learning for
forspecial
specialeducation
educationstudents).
students).
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MCAS exam
receive aahigh
high school
schooldiploma.
diploma.4 This
exam in order to receive
This minimum
minimum score
score
for both
is the same for
both regular
regularand
andspecial
specialeducation
educationstudents.5
students.5 Thus, a disparity
exists
local school
school systems
systems to
exists between
between the
the Commonwealth’s
Commonwealth's policy
policy requiring local
acknowledge and treat the unique learning
learning needs
needs of
of special
special education
education students
students
throughout their
entire schooling,
schooling, and
and its policy
policy requiring
requiring special
special education
education
throughout
their entire
students to
to pass
passMCAS
MCAS at the same
same level
level as
as their
their regular education counterparts
students
6
in order
order to
to graduate
graduate high
high school.6
school.
For
many special
special education
education students,
students, the
For many
the Commonwealth’s
Commonwealth'sshift
shif from
acknowledging to ignoring
ignoring their
their unique
unique educational
educational challenges
challenges and
and limitations
places
an insurmountable
insurmountable hurdle
hurdle between
betweenthem
themand
andthe
thediploma
diplomafor
for which
which they
places an
7
is that
that many
manyspecial
specialeducation
education students
students
may otherwise
otherwise qualify
qualify.7 The
The result is
evidence of
of their efforts,
complete their schooling without
without aa diploma
diploma to
to serve
serve as evidence
or even
even worse,
worse, simply give
give up
up hope
hope of
of graduating
graduating and
and drop
drop out
out of
ofschool.8
school.8
Without
high school
school diploma,
diploma, these
these students
students will
likelybe
bestigmatized,
stigmatized,
Without aa high
will likely
9
unable to attend college, and unable to realize their
their aspirations.9
aspirations.
The
special education
education and
programs were
were both
both designed
designed to
The special
and the
the MCAS programs
improve
education
for
the
students
of
Massachusetts,
reflecting
the
improve education for the students of Massachusetts, reflecting the
Commonwealth's long-standing
long-standing obligation to "cherish"
Since the
Commonwealth’s
“cherish” education.1°
education.10 Since

4.
30.03(1)
(2005)
(definingMCAS
MCASminimum
minimumpassing
passingscore).
score). The
The minimum
4. 603 MASS.
MASS. CCODE
ODE RREGS.
EGS. 30.03(1)
(2005)
(defining
passing score
A score
score of 220
220
passing
scorefor
forall
all students
studentsisis220,
220,both
bothfor
forEnglish
EnglishLanguage
LanguageArts
Artsand
andMathematics.
Mathematics.Id.Id A
corresponds
to “Needs
"Needs Improvement”
Improvement" in the
corresponds to
the four
four reporting
reportingbands
bands created
created by the Department of Education. See
See
MASS.
OF EEDUC.,
2005MCAS
MCAS TESTS
OFSSTATE
(2005)[hereinafter
[hereinafter
MASS. DEPT.
DEPT. OF
DUC., SSPRING
PRING 2005
TESTS SSUMMARY
UMMARY OF
TATE RRESULTS
ESULTS 7, 7,
1212(2005)
MCAS
MCAS SUMMARY
SUMMARY 2005], available
available atathttp://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/2005/results/summary.pdf
http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/2005/results/summary.pdf (describing
MCAS scoring).
scoring). The
Thethree
threepassing
passing bands,
bands, in
in order
order ofofperformance,
performance, are
are Advanced,
Advanced, Profcient,
Proficient, and
and Needs
Needs
Improvement.
Id at
is Warning
Warning(Failing).
(Failing). Id.
Id
Improvement. Id.
at 12.
12. The
The one
one failing band
band is
55.. See
See MCAS
SUMMARY 2005,
all students);
students);
MCAS SUMMARY
2005,supra
supranote
note4,4,atat77(listing
(listing 220 as
as minimum
minimum passing score for all
(allowingaccommodations
accommodations in
intest
test conditions
conditions but
butnot
notinintest
test content
content or
or results).
results).
id. at 9-10 (allowing
28.01 (3) (2005) (describing
66.. Compare
603 MASS.
MASS. CODE
CODE REGS.
REGS. 28.01(3)
purpose of special
special educational
educational
Compare 603
(describing purpose
30.03(1)
(2005)(setting
(settingminimum
minimumscore
scorefor
for passing
passing MCAS),
MCAS), and
services),
603 MASS.
MASS. CCODE
ODE RREGS.
EGS. 30.03(1)
(2005)
services), with 603
S
PECIAL EED
D MCAS
EQUIREMENTS, supra
note
1, 1,
at at
1 (summarizing
SPECIAL
MCASRREQUIREMENTS,
supra
note
1 (summarizingMCAS
MCASgraduation
graduation requirement).
requirement).
Christopher M.
M. Morrison,
Morrison, Note,
with Disabilities,
Disabilities, 41
77.. See
See Christopher
Note, Hgh-Stakes
High-StakesTests
Tests and Students
Students with
41 B.C.
B.C.L.
L.REV.
REV.
1139, 1153-54
cases involving
potential graduates
graduates denied
1153-54 (2000) (describing
(describing two cases
involving potential
denied diplomas
diplomasdue
dueto
to failing
The Fifh
FifthCircuit
Circuithas
hasrecognized
recognizedthat
that"some
“somehandicapped
handicapped children
childrenmay
maynot
notbe
beable
able to
to master
master
graduation tests).
tests). The
as much
much of the
the regular
regular education
education curriculum
curriculum as
as their
theirnonhandicapped
nonhandicapped classmates.
classmates. This
This does
does not
not mean,
mean,
as
however, that those
those handicapped
handicappedchildren
childrenare
arenot
notreceiving
receivingany
anybenefit
benefitfrom
from regular
regular education.”
education." Daniel
Daniel R.R.
R.R. v.
v.
State Bd.
Bd. of
ofEduc.,
Cit. 1989).
State
Educ., 874
874 F.2d 1036, 1047 (5th Cir.
1989).
David A.
A. Mittell,
88.. See
See David
Mittell, Jr.,
Jr., Commentary,
Commentary, Brunch with the
the Boss
Boss - Romney:
Romney: Leadership
Leadership or Politics?,
Politics?,
PROVIDENCE
Mar.9,9,2006,
2006,atatB5
B5(reporting
(reportingGovernor
Governor Romney’s
Romney's acknowledgement
acknowledgement of
of increasing
increasing drop out
Mar.
PROVIDENCE J.,J.,
risk due
due to MCAS);
MCAS); Maria
MariaSacchetti
Sacchetti &&Tracy
TracyJan,
Jan, Hgh
HighSchool
SchoolDropout
DropoutRate
RateReaches
Reaches Hghest
Highest in
in14
14Years,
Years,
BOSTON GGLOBE,
LOBE, Oct.
22,22,
2005,
at at
B1BI(analyzing
the
BOSTON
Oct.
2005,
(analyzingtrend
trendofofincreasing
increasingdropout
dropoutrate).
rate).“More
"More than
than half
half of the
juniors and
and more than aa third
juniors
third of the seniors
seniorswho
whodropped
droppedout
outfailed
failedthe
thetest.”
test." Id.
Id
1105, 1111-12
1111-12 (Conn.
9. See
See Cuillo v.
v. Cuillo,
Cuillo, 763 A.2d 1105,
Super. Ct.
Ct. 2000)
(quoting chairperson
chairperson of
(Conn. Super.
2000) (quoting
of
9.
Connecticut
Bar Association
Association Committee
Committeeregarding
regardingeffect
effectofofnot
nothaving
havingdiploma).
diploma).“[A]n
"[A]n individual
Connecticut Bar
individual who
who lacks
lacks aa
high school diploma in this country today, is both socially stigmatized
stigmatized and
andvocationally
vocationally handicapped.”
handicapped." Id.
Id
10
SeeMASS.
MASS. CONST.
CONST. pt.
(defining duty
duty ofofstate
statetotoeducate).
educate). Compare
Compare603
603MASS.
MASS.CODE
CODE
10.. See
pt. 2,
2, ch. 5, §§ 2 (defining
REGS. 28.01(3)
REGS.
28.01(3)(2005)
(2005)(describing
(describingpurpose
purposeof
ofspecial
specialeducational
educationalservices
servicesasasdeveloping
developingindividual
individual potential
potential in
least restrictive
environment),with
withSPECIAL
SPECIAL ED
ED MCAS
MCASREQUIREMENTS,
REQUIREMENTS, supra
least
restrictive environment),
supranote
note1,1,atat11(listing
(listing improvement
improvement
as goal
of student performance as
goal of education reform).
reform).
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early colonial
has stressed
stressedthe
theimportance
importanceofofeducation.11
early
colonial period,
period, Massachusetts
Massachusetts has
education.I
I
John Adams, designer
designer of the Massachusetts
Constitution, was
was said
said to
to favor the
Massachusetts Constitution,
clause concerning education more than any other section of the document.12
document.12 As
aa result of this
this historic
historiccommitment
commitmenttotoeducation,
education, the
theCommonwealth
Commonwealth created
created
one of
of the
one
the first
firstand
andmost
mostliberal
liberalspecial
specialeducation
educationprograms
programs ininthe
thecountry.13
country.13
1993
Similarly,
Massachusetts created
the 1993
Similarly, Massachusetts
createdthetheMCAS
MCASexam
examasaspart
part of
of the
Education
into law just days
Education Reform Act, which
which was
was passed
passed into
days afer
afterthe
the Supreme
Supreme
Judicial Court
Court (SJC),
v. Secretary
Secretary of
the Executive
Executive Office
(SJC), in
in McDuffy
McDufy v.
of the
Ofice of
of
Judicial
Education,14
Massachusetts was
longer meeting
meeting the
the
Education,14 declared
declared that
that Massachusetts
wasno
no longer
Constitutional
requirement
to "cherish"
Constitutional
requirement
to “cherish”
education.15
education.15
themany
manylegal
legal issues
issuesresulting
resultingfrom
from the
the confluence
confluence of
of
This Note addresses
addresses the
16
the MCAS
Part II
MCASexam
examand
andthe
thespecial
specialeducation
educationprogram
programininMassachusetts.
Massachusetts.16
Part
II
examines the
the legal history of
examines
of the
the special
special education
education program
program ininMassachusetts,
Massachusetts,
regulations, legislative
focusing on the
the state and federal Constitutions, statutes,
statutes, regulations,
intent,
and case
case law that
that helped
helped to
to formulate
formulate the
the current
current special
special education
education
intent, and
17
environment. 17
Part II
II also
thelegal
legal history
history behind
behind the
the MCAS
MCAS exam,
also addresses
addresses the
exam,
environment.
again
at the
thestate
stateand
andfederal
federalConstitutions,
Constitutions,statutes,
statutes, regulations,
regulations,
again looking at
legislative intent,
intent,and
andcase
case law.18
law.18 This Note
Note then
then introduces
introduces the
the legal
legal issues
issues
that resulted
resulted from
from the
the combination
combination of
of special
special education
education and
and MCAS
MCAS
that
requirements,
III analyzes
analyzes
requirements, such as
as due
due process
process and
and equal
equal protection.19
protection.19 Part
Part III
those legal issues,
issues, and
competing goals
goals
those
and offers
offers suggestions
suggestionsfor
for reconciling the competing
and requirements of special education
education and
and MCAS.20
MCAS.20

11.. See
11
See MASS.
MASS. CONST.
CONST. pt.
pt. 2, ch.
ch. 5, §§ 2 (illustrating
(illustrating state's
state’s early
early commitment
commitment to
to education);
education); see
see also
also
615 N.E.2d 516, 529 (Mass. 1993)
1993) (describing
McDuffy v.
v. Sec'y
Sec’y of
of the
the Executive
Executive Offce
Office of
ofEduc.,
Educ., 615
McDuffy

Massachusetts educational
to 1630).
1630).
Massachusetts
educational history
history dating back to
12.. See
12
See McDufy,
McDuffy,615
615N.E.2d
N.E.2datat534
534n.40
n.40(documenting
(documentingcreation
creationofofMassachusetts
Massachusetts Constitution).
Constitution).

13
MATHEWR.
R.TOBIN,
TOBIN, ET
ET AL.,
AL., School
SchoolLaw,
Law,inin1 1MASSACHUSETTS
MASSACHUSETTS M
UNICIPAL LLAW
AW 9,
(2002),
13.. MATHEW
MUNICIPAL
9, §§ 9.3.1 (2002),
available
Westlaw MLI
MA-CLE 9-1
9-1 (explaining
ofspecial
specialeducation
educationininMassachusetts).
Massachusetts).
(explaining history of
available at
at Westlaw
MLI MA-CLE
“Massachusetts
states to
"Massachusetts was
was one
one of
of the
the first
first states
to initiate
initiate a comprehensive scheme
scheme for
for the
the education
education of
of students
students with
with
disabilities when
when ‘Chapter
was enacted
enacted in 1972.”
Massachusettshas
hassince
sinceweakened
weakened its
its special
special
`Chapter 766’
766' was
1972." IdId.Massachusetts
education
possible development
potential,” to
to the
the federal
federal
education standard,
standard,from
from requiring
requiring the
the “maximum
"maximum possible
development of
of the
the child’s
child's potential,"
standard
at §§ 9.3.2(b).
9.3.2(b).
standard of
of aa“free
"free and
andappropriate”
appropriate"education.
education. Id.
Id at
14.. 615 N.E.2d 516 (Mass. 1993).
14
1993).
15.. See
15
See id.
meeting its constitutional
constitutional obligation);
obligation);see
see also
also
id. at
at 555-56
555-56 (declaring
(declaring Commonwealth
Commonwealth failed
failed in meeting
RHODA
E. SSCHNEIDER,
TheState
Stateand
andFederal
FederalRoles
Rolesin
in Massachusetts
Massachusetts Public
Public Schools,
R
HODA E.
CHNEIDER, The
Schools, in
in SCHOOL
SCHOOL LLAw
AW IN
IN
MASSACHUSETTS, § 3.4.1
(2003),
available
at at
Westlaw
MASSACHUSETTS,
§ 3.4.1
(2003),
available
WestlawSL
SLMA-CLE
MA-CLE 3-1
3-1 (describing
(describing background
background of Education
Act ofof1993).
1993).See
See
generally
SPECIALED
EDMCAS
MCASREQUIREMENTS,
REQUIREMENTS, supra
Reform Act
generally
SPECIAL
supranote
note11 (describing
(describing MCAS
for special
special education
education students).
students).
requirements, accommodations, and alternatives for
16
InfraParts
PartsII,II,IIIII
(describing
andanalyzing
analyzingspecial
specialeducation
educationand
and MCAS
MCAS relationship).
relationship).
16.. Infra
(describing
and
17
InfraPart
PartI II(tracing
(tracingspecial
specialeducation
education history).
history).
17.. Infra
18.. Infra
18
Infra Part
Part II
(tracing MCAS
MCAS history).
history).
I (tracing
19
InfraPart
PartI II
(examining
issuessurrounding
surroundingspecial
specialeducation
education and
and MCAS).
19.. Infra
(examining
issues
MCAS).
20
InfraPart
PartIIIIII
(analyzingspecial
specialeducation
educationand
andMCAS
MCASissues).
issues).
20.. Infra
(analyzing
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II.
ISTORY
HISTORY
II. H
SpecialEducation
EducationininMassachusetts
Massachusetts
A. Special
1.
1.
Overview

To understand
understand the current status
status of special education in
in Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, itit is
necessary
necessarytotogo
go back
back hundreds
hundredsofof years
yearstoto examine
examinethe
thecolonists’
colonists'view
view of
21
education.21
education.
Historically,
Massachusetts has
been an
an educationally
educationally
Historically, Massachusetts
has been
"revolutionary" state.22
“revolutionary”
state.22 Because
Because of
of the
the importance
importance that
that Massachusetts
Massachusetts colonists
placed
Constitution contains something that
placed on education,
education, the
the Massachusetts
Massachusetts Constitution
even
the United
United States
States Constitution
Constitution does
does not:
not: aa section
section dedicated
dedicated to
even the
23
education.23
This has
has allowed
allowed Massachusetts
Massachusetts to become
become aa ground-breaking
ground-breaking
education.
stateinin
special
state
special
education.24
education.24
Massachusettshas
hasaalong
longhistory
history of
of “cherishing”
"cherishing" education
Massachusetts
education for
forall
allyouths.25
youths.25
John
Adams, the
the primary author
Constitution, wrote that
John Adams,
author of
of the
the Massachusetts
Massachusetts Constitution,
"no
“no expense
expense for this
this purpose
purpose would
wouldbe
bethought
thoughtextravagant."26
extravagant.”26 He believed
ignorance led to oppression,
oppression, while knowledge
knowledge led
led to
toliberty.27
liberty.27 Samuel
that ignorance
Adams, another
another member
member of the
theMassachusetts
Massachusetts constitutional
constitutional drafing
drafting
Adams,
one of
of his few regrets of the Revolutionary War
committee, wrote that one
War was
was that
Massachusetts colonists
it took
took resources
resources away from
fromthe
thepublic
publicschools.28
schools.28 The Massachusetts
believed so
strongly in education
education that they
they devoted
devoted an
an entire
entire section
section of the
the
believed
so strongly
MassachusettsConstitution
Constitutiontoto it,
it, entitled "The
Massachusetts
“The Encouragement
Encouragement of Literature,
Literature,
29
etc."29
This
section declares
be the
the duty
duty of
oflegislatures
legislatures and
and
etc.”
This section
declaresthat
that“it
"it shall be
magistrates, in
in all future periods
magistrates,
periods of
of this
this commonwealth,
commonwealth, to
tocherish
cherish the
the interests
interests
30
.„30
of ...
schoolsin
in the
thetowns
towns. ...
. . .public
publicschools
schoolsand
and grammar
grammar schools
. . .”
21
See MASS.
MASS. C
ONST. pt.
Sec’y of
of the
the Executive
Executive
21.. See
CONST.
pt.2,2,ch.
ch.5,5,§ §22(creating
(creatingduty
dutyofofeducation);
education);McDuffy
McDufy v. Sec'y
Office
ofEduc.,
Educ., 615
615 N.E.2d
N.E.2d 516,
516, 536
536 (Mass.
(Mass. 1993) (describing view
view of
ofJohn
John Adams
Adams toward
toward education).
education).
Office of
22
Seeinfra
infranotes
notes25-30
25-30and
andaccompanying
accompanying text
text (documenting
(documenting achievements
achievements in
22.. See
in education
education during
during colonial
period).
period).
23
CompareMASS.
MASS. CONST.
CONST. pt.
5, §§ 2 (defining
(defining duty
dutyofofeducation),
education),with
withU.S.
U.S.CONST.
CONST. (lacking
23.. Compare
pt. 2, ch. 5,
reference to
reference
to duty of education)
13 and
24
See supra
supra note
note 13
accompanying text
(describing Massachusetts's
Massachusetts’s influential
special
and accompanying
text (describing
influential role
role in special
24.. See

education).
education).
25.. See
CONST.
pt.2,2,ch.
ch.5,5,§§22(requiring
(requiring duty
duty of
of education);
seealso
alsoMcDuffy,
MCDufj, 615 N.E.2d at
25
See MASS.
MASS. C
ONST. pt.
education); see
535-36 (describing
education as
government). The
The term
term "cherish"
“cherish” as
as used
used in colonial
(describing colonial
colonial view of education
as vital
vital to government).
times
diferent from
, 615
times is different
fromcurrent
current usage.
usage. McDuf]
McDuffy,
615N.E.2d
N.E.2d at
at 525.
525. AtAtthat
thattime,
time,"cherish"
“cherish”meant
meanttotosupport,
support,
nourish, or
nourish,
or nurture.
nurture. Id.
Id
26.. See
26
SeeMcDufv,
McDuffy,615
615N.E.2d
N.E.2datat536
536(describing
(describingJohn
John Adams's
Adams’s view
viewtoward
towardeducation).
education).
27
Seeidid.atat535-36
535-36(describing
(describingimportance
importanceplaced
placedon
oneducation
educationby
byJohn
John Adams).
Adams).
27.. See
28
Seeidid.atat536-37
536-37(describing
(describingview
viewofofSamuel
SamuelAdams
Adamstoward
towardeducation).
education).
28.. See
29
SeeMASS.
MASS. C
ONST. pt.
the Executive
29.. See
CONST.
pt.2,2,ch.
ch.5,5,§§22(declaring
(declaringduty
dutyofofeducation);
education);McDuffy
McDuffy v. Sec’y
Sec'y of the
(summarizing intent
Office of
ofEduc.,
Educ., 615
615 N.E.2d
N.E.2d 516,
516, 537
537 (Mass.
(Mass. 1993) (summarizing
intentofofMASS.
MASS.CONST.
CONST. pt. 2, ch. 5, § 2).
2).
Office
30
MASS. CONST.
CONST. pt. 2, ch.
ch. 5, §§ 2 (defining duty
duty ofofeducation).
education). Massachusetts
Massachusetts provides
provides compulsory
compulsory
30.. MASS.
nearly all
allchildren.
children.MASS.
MASS.GEN.
GEN.LAWS
LAWS ch. 76, §§ 11(2004) (requiring compulsory education,
education, with
education for nearly
with
for certain
certain employed
employedteenagers).
teenagers).
exceptions for
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Despite this
history, handicapped
handicapped children
schools were usually
usually
Despite
this proud history,
children in schools
31
Segregation
of
special
education
Segregation
of
special
education
segregated,
if
they
were
educated
at
all.
segregated, if
were educated all31
students was
was intended
intended to
to relieve stress
students
stress on the
the regular
regular education
education classroom
classroom
32
teachers
and children, as
This
teachers and
as well
well as
ason
onthe
thespecial
specialeducation
educationchildren.
children.32
started
to
change
with
the
landmark
case
of
Brown
v.
Board
of33
started to change with the landmark case of Brown v. Board of Education,
34
Education,33
which
articulated
which
articulated that
thatseparate
separate was
was not
not equal34
equal. Though Brown is best known
for mandating
mandating the integration
integration of
of minorities
minoritiesinto
intoclassrooms,
classrooms,ititalso
alsoserved
served as
as the
catalyst
“mainstreaming,” which is
is aa similar
similar concept
concept of
of integrating
integrating special
special
catalyst for
for "mainstreaming,"
education children
children into
into the
education
the regular
regular classroom.
classroom.35
35 From the time of
of the
the Brown
Brown decision
decision through
through the
the early
early 1970s,
1970s, attempts
attempts to
mainstream special
special education
education children,
children, even
were mostly
mainstream
even in Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, were
unsuccessfu136
federal governments
governments each
each responded
responded separately
separately
unsuccessful.36 The state and federal
Massachusetts responded
responded first,
first, and its
to this
its approach
approach became
became the
this problem.37
problem.37 Massachusetts
38
template
for the federal
federal response.
response.
template for
38
2. Massachusetts
Legislation
2.
Massachusetts Legislation

Massachusetts enacted
enactedits
its special
special education
education statute,
statute, known as
Massachusetts
as Chapter 766,
39
197239
major purposes
purposes of Chapter
Chapter 766
766 were
were to
to ameliorate
ameliorate past
past
in 1972. The
The two major
inadequacies
ensure that
children who
who need
need
inadequaciesand
andtotoprovide
provideflexibility
flexibility to ensure
that all children
Popularized as
Chapter 766, the
the
special education
education services
services receive
receivethem.40
them.40 Popularized
as Chapter
31
See LAURA
LAURA F.
F. ROTHSTEIN,
ROTHSTEIN, SSPECIAL
PECIAL EEDUCATION
DUCATION LAW
ed. 2000) (acknowledging past
past
31.. See
LAW11-12
11-12 (3d
(3d ed.
segregation
OBIN ET
., supra
segregation of
of special education students); T
TOBIN
ETAL
AL.,
supranote
note13,
13,atat§§9.3.1
9.3.1 (describing
(describing past
past practice
practice of
of
schools refusing admission
admission to
to special
special education
education students).
students).
32. See
SeeROTHSTEIN,
ROTHSTEIN, supra
11 (describing reasons
reasons for
past segregation
segregation of special
special education
education
32.
supra note
note 31, at 11
for past
students).
students).
33.. 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
33
(1954).
34
See id
id. atat 495
495 (holding separate
separate education
education facilities
facilities unequal);
unequal);ROTHSTEIN,
ROTHSTEIN, supra
supra note
note 31,
31, at
at 11-12
34.. See
(tracing
historyof
ofsegregation
segregation of
ofspecial
specialeducation
educationstudents).
students).
(tracing history
35
See ROTHSTEIN,
ROTHSTEIN, supra
(describing parallel between
between racial integration
integration and
and special
special
35.. See
supra note
note 31,
31, at 12
12 (describing
mainstreaming).
education mainstreaming).
36
SeeROTHSTEIN,
ROTHSTEIN, supra
success of
TOBIN ET
ET
36.. See
supranote
note31,
31, at
at 12
12 (describing
(describing lack
lack of success
of mainstreaming
mainstreaming effort);
efort); TOBIN
AL., supra note
note 13,
13, at
at §§ 9.3.1
9.3.1(documenting
(documentingpast
pastsegregation
segregation of
ofspecial
specialeducation
educationstudents
students ininMassachusetts).
Massachusetts).
AL.,
By 1975,
1975, nearly
nearly half
half of
ofthe
theeight
eightmillion
millionspecial
specialeducation
educationstudents
students in
in the
the United
UnitedStates
States were
were receiving either
By
an inadequate education or no public
publiceducation
educationatatall.
all.See
SeeROTHSTEIN,
ROTHSTEIN, supra note 31, at 12.
§§ 1400-1482
37
Compare Individuals
Individuals with
with Disabilities
Disabilities Education
Education Act (IDEA), 20 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§
1400-1482 (2000)
37.. Compare
GEN. LLAWS
AWS ch.
state
(defining
federal special
special education
education laws),
laws), with
withChapter
Chapter 766,
766,MASS.
MASS. GEN.
(defining federal
ch.71B
71B(2004)
(2004) (defining
(defning state
special education laws).
laws).
38
TIMSINDELAR,
SINDELAR,Legal
LegalRequirements
RequirementsofofSpecial
SpecialEducation,
Education,
inLEGAL
1 LEGAL
RIGHTSOF
OFINDIVIDUALS
INDIVIDUALS WITH
WITH
38.. TIM
in 1
RIGHTS
150 (describing
6.2.1 (2002),
DISABILITIES
DISABILITIES 6, §§ 6.2.1
(2002), available
(describing purpose
purposeof
of IDEA
available at
at Westlaw
Westlaw LRIDI
LRIDI MA-CLE 150
1400 (d)(1))). "The
U.S.C. §§ 1400(d)(1))).
“TheMassachusetts
Massachusettsstatute
statute ininsome
some respects
respects served
served as
as aa template
template for the
(quoting 20 U.S.C.
federal special
law.”
at §§ 6.2.3 (discussing
Massachusetts special
see also
also
(discussing Massachusetts
special education
education law);
law); see
federal
specialeducation
education
law."Id.
Id at
Massachusetts Office
1975, available at
Massachusetts
Officeon
onDisabilities,
Disabilities,Federal
FederalIndividuals
Individualswith
withDisabilities
DisabilitiesEducation
EducationAct
Act-– 1975,
15, 2006) (explaining
visited June
June 15,
federal
http://www.mass.gov/mod/DisabilityLaw.html#Education (last
(explaining federal
(last visited
special education
Chapter 766).
766).
education law
law modeled after
afer Chapter
39
SeeTOBIN
TOBIN ET
ET AL
., supra
of Chapter
Chapter 766).
766).
39.. See
AL.,
supra note 13,
13, at
at §§ 9.3.1
9.3.1 (describing
(describing history of
40. See
SeeBrief
BriefofofAmicus
AmicusCuriae
CuriaeFederation
Federation for
for Children
Children With
WithSpecial
Special Needs,
Needs, Inc., in Support
40.
Support of
of PlaintiffsplaintiffsOfEduc.,
Educ., 822
822 N.E.2d
N.E.2d 1134
1134 (Mass.
(Mass. 2005)
2005) (No.
(No. SJC-009267)
SJC-009267) (describing
Appellees at 5-6, Hancock v. Comm’r.
Comm'r. Of
766).
purposes of Chapter 766).
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specialeducation
education
statute
is now
also
known Law
as General
special
statute
is now also
known
as General
Chapter 71B.41
Law
Chapter
71B 41
Chapter
766 defines
several
Chapter
766
defines
several aspects
aspects of
of the
the special
special education
educationprogram.
program.42 It
it
42 the
directs
the state
state Department
Department of Education
Education to
to create
create regulations
regulations requiring
requiring
directs
schoolsto to
develop
"educational
programs"
for each
special
schools
develop
“educational
programs”
for each special
education
child.43
education
child.43to
Schools are
are required
required
to assure
assure that
that each
eachspecial
specialeducation
educationchild
child is
is receiving a
Schools
“free
and
appropriate
public
education
in
the
least
restrictive
"free and appropriate public education in the least restrictive
44
„44
environment
. . .”
environment. ...
A
A "free
“free and
and appropriate
appropriate public education"
education” (FAPE)
(FAPE) must
must be
be consistent
consistent with
the
5 The
“least restrictive
restrictive environment"
environment” requires
requires that
that
the federal
federal definition.
definition.45
The "least
children be
of
children
be mainstreamed,
mainstreamed, or
or integrated,
integrated, as
as much
much as
as possible.
possible.46 Removal
Removal a
46
child from
child
fromthe
theregular
regularclassroom
classroomisismeant
meantas
as aa last
last resort
resort ininthose
thosecases
cases where
the severity
severity of
the disability
disability prevents
prevents the
learning in aa regular
regular
the
of the
the child
child from learning
Chapter 766
766 prohibits the exclusive
classroom, even with
withaccommodations.47
accommodations.47 Chapter
use of standardized
standardized tests
considering aa child
for special
special
use
testsinin evaluating
evaluating or
or considering
child for
48
education
services.
education services.
48

3. Federal Legislation
3.

The
first major
major Congressional
Congressional action for
for special
special education
education came
came in 1974,
1974,
The first
when Congress
required states
statestotoprovide
provide“full
"full educational
opportunities to all
Congress required
educational opportunities
handicapped children”
children" in
handicapped
in order
ordertotoreceive
receivefederal
federaleducation
educationfunds.49
funds.49 Based on
stopgap measure,
measure, Congress
Handicapped
this stopgap
Congress passed
passedthe
theEducation
Educationfor
for All
All Handicapped
Children
in 1975,
1975, though
though itit did
did not
notbecome
become effective
effective until
Children Act
Act (EAHCA) in
50
1977.50
By passing
EAHCA, Congress
passing EAHCA,
Congress intended for all
all handicapped
handicapped children to
1977. By
41.
Trial Court Law
41. See
SeeMassachusetts
Massachusetts Trial
Law Libraries,
Libraries, Mass.
Mass. General
General Laws Popular
Popular Name
Name Table, available at
15, 2006)
http://www.lawlib.state.ma.us/popname.html
http://www.lawlib.state.ma.us/popname.html (last visited
visited June
June 15,
popular statute
statute names
names with
2006) (linking
(linking popular
actual citations).
citations).
42. MASS.
MASS.GEN.
GEN. LAWS
LAWS ch. 71B (2004)
(2004) (creating
(creating special
special education
education laws).
laws).
42.
43. IdId.
(definingeligibility
eligibility
specialeducation
educationservices).
services).
43.
atat§ §2 2(defining
forfor
special

44. Id
Id.
44.
45. Id
Id. at
at §§ 11 (defining terms
terms used
used throughout
throughout Chapter
Chapter 766).
The federal
federal definition
definition of
of "free
“free and
and
766). The
45.

appropriate
public education”
education" will
will be
further in
in the
appropriate public
be addressed
addressed further
the next
next section
section dealing
dealing with
with federal
federal special
special
statutes. See
See infra
notes 54-56 and accompanying text.
text.
education statutes.
infra notes
46. Ch.
Ch.71B,
71B,§ §1 1(2004)
(2004)(announcing
(announcingdisabled
disabledand
andnon-disabled
non-disabledchildren
childrenshould
shouldbe
be taught
taught together).
together).
46.
47. IdId.
(requiring
educationin in
leastrestrictive
restrictiveenvironment).
environment).Although
Although
much
progresshas
hasbeen
beenmade,
made, as
as
47.
(requiring
education
least
much
progress
of 2006,
least half
2006, over forty-four
forty-fourpercent
percentof
ofspecial
specialeducation
education students
students in
in Boston
Boston are
are still
still segregated
segregated during at least
their education.
education. Tracy
TracyJan,
Jan,InInBoston,
Boston,Special
SpecialEd
EdStudents
StudentsFind
FindBarrier
BarriertotoMainstream
Mainstream
Classes,BOSTON
BOSTON
of their
Classes,
GLOBE,
Mar. 1,
1, 2006,
2006, at
at A1
At (reporting
GLOBE, Mar.
(reportinglack
lackofofsuccess
success mainstreaming
mainstreamingspecial
specialeducation
education students).
students).
48.
ch. 71B,
71B, §§ 7 (2004) (requiring multiple
48. MASS.
MASS.GEN.
GEN. LAWS
LAWS ch.
multiple methods
methods of
of analysis
analysis for
for special
special education
education
students).
prohibitionon
onexclusive
exclusiveuse
use of
of standardized
standardized testing contrasts
requirement of aa
students). The prohibition
contrasts with
with the
the MCAS requirement
single standardized
standardized test
CompareMASS.
MASS.GEN.
GEN. LAWS
LAWS ch. 71B, §§ 77
test to
to determine
determine competency
competency for
for a diploma. Compare
(2004) (prohibiting exclusive
exclusive use
use of
ofstandardized
standardized testing
testing for
forspecial
specialeducation
educationstudents),
students),with
withMASS.
MASS.GEN.
GEN.
LAWS ch.
(2004) (requiring
(requiringMCAS
MCASsuccess
success in
inorder
order to
tograduate
graduate high
high school).
school).
LAWS
ch.69,
69,§§1D(i)
ID(i) (2004)
49. See
SeeROTHSTEIN,
ROTHSTEIN, supra
stopgapmeasure).
measure).
49.
supra note
note 31,
31, at
at 20
20 (describing
(describing Congress’s
Congress's initial
initial stopgap
50
See ROTHSTEIN,
ROTHSTEIN, supra
While debating
debating the
the
50.. See
supranote
note31,
31,atat20-21
20-21(introducing
(introducingprinciples
principlesofofEAHCA).
EAHCA). While
EAHCA,
individuals against
against the
the cost
cost of
of providing an
EAHCA, the
the Senate
Senate weighed the cost of supporting
supporting handicapped
handicapped individuals
an
adequate education
become productive
Tamara J.
J. Weinstein,
Weinstein, Note,
Note, Equal
Equal
adequate
educationtotoallow
allow them
them to
to become
productive citizens.
citizens. Tamara
Educational Opportunities
Opportunities for Learning
Learning Defcient
DeficientStudents,
Students, 68 G
EO. W
ASH. L.
REV. 500, 503 (2000)
Educational
GEO.
WASH.
L. REv.
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Congress also
also required
receive a FAPE
FAPE in
inthe
theleast
leastrestrictive
restrictiveenvironment.51
environment.51 Congress

that the education
education be
and appropriate
appropriate to
child’s unique
unique
that
be “individualized
"individualized and
to the
the child's
52
needs."52
Althoughthe
thebasic
basictenets
tenetsremained
remainedthe
thesame,
same, Congress
Congress amended
amended the
needs.” Although
EAHCA in
in 1990,
1990, renaming
renaming it the
the Individuals with Disabilities
Disabilities Education
Education Act
(IDEA).53
(IDEA).53
IDEA and
that children
children with disabilities
IDEA
and Chapter
Chapter 766 both mandate
mandate that
disabilities between
between
54
the ages
A FAPE
FAPE requires
requires aa special
special
ages of three and twenty-one
twenty-one receive
receiveaa FAPE.54
FAPE. A
education
public expense,
expense, meeting
meeting the standards
standards of the
the state's
state’s
education provided
provided at
at public
educational
requirements of
the individualized
individualized education
education
educational agency
agency and
and the
the requirements
of the
program
establish that a student
student was denied a FAPE, the
the student
student
program (IEP).55
(IEP).55 To establish
must
prove that there
there was
was a procedural
procedural violation which,
which, among
among other
other things,
things,
must prove
"caused
a deprivation
of educational
“caused
a deprivation
of educational
benefits.”56
benefits."56
Section
another federal statute
statute that increases
increases the
special
Section 504
504 is another
the rights
rights of special
education students.57
statute
states,
“No
otherwise
qualified
individual
education
students.57 The
The statute states, "No otherwise qualified
with aa disability
disability ...
. . shall,
. shall,solely
solelybybyreason
reason of
ofher
her or
or his
his disability,
disability,be
be excluded
excluded
with
from
the participation
participation in,
denied the
or be
besubjected
subjected to
to
from the
in, be
be denied
the benefits
benefts of,
of or
discrimination
activity receiving
receiving Federal
Federal fnancial
financial
discrimination under
under any
any program
program or
or activity
58
."58
assistance. ...
Although IDEA and
and Section
Section 504
504 overlap
overlap significantly,
significantly,
assistance
. . .”
Although
IDEA
has been
been the
the more
more powerful tool in
in the
the struggle
struggle for
forspecial
special education
education
IDEA has
rights.59
rights.59 One
One reason
reasonthat
thatIDEA
IDEA has
has been
beenmore
morepowerful
powerful isis that
that itit provides
provides for
federalsubsidies
subsidies
to carry
out its requirements,
federal
to carry
out its requirements,
while Sectionwhile
504 does not.60

Section 504 does not.60
(discussing Senate
Senatereport
report accompanying
accompanyingEAHCA).
EAHCA).
51.. See
51
See RROTHSTEIN,
OTHSTEIN, supra
31,
2121(describing
supranote
note
31,atat
(describingprinciples
principlesof
ofEAHCA).
EAHCA).
52
SeeROTHSTEIN,
ROTHSTEIN, supra
52.. See
supranote
note31,
31,atat21
21(listing
(listingmain
mainbeliefs
beliefsof
of EAHCA).
EAHCA).
53
SeeROTHSTEIN,
ROTHSTEIN, supra
21 (describing
(describingtransformation
transformationfrom
fromEAHCA
EAHCAtotoIDEA).
IDEA). IDEA
53.. See
supra note
note 31,
31, at 21

requires “special
requires
"special education
education and
and related
related services
servicesbe
be designed
designedtoto meet
meetthe
the unique
unique needs
needsof
of children
children with
`to prepare
them for
for employment
independent living.’”
living."' SINDELAR,
prepare them
employment and
and independent
SINDELAR, supra note
note 38, at
at §§ 6.2.1
6.2.1
disabilities ‘to
1400 (d)(1)). Congress
20 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§ 1400(d)(1)).
Congress amended
amended IDEA
IDEAinin1997,
1997,and
andagain
againinin2004.
2004.RICHARD
RICHARDN.
N.APLING
APLING
(quoting 20
&NANCY
NANCYLEE
LEEJONES,
JONES,CRS
CRSREPORT
REPORT FOR
FOR C
ONGRESS, 108
TH C
ONG., IINDIVIDUALS
NDIVIDUALS WITH D
ISABILITIES EDUCATION
EDUCATION
&
CONGRESS,
108TH
CONG.,
DISABILITIES
ACT (IDEA):
(IDEA):ANALYSIS
ANALYSISOF
OF CHANGES
CHANGES M
ADE BY
[hereinafter IDEA
IDEA2004
2004CHANGES],
CHANGES],
ACT
MADE
BYP.L.
P.L. 108-446
108-446 11 (2005) [hereinafter
available at
(highlighting dates
dates of
at http://www.cec.6pedorg/pp/docs/(,RSAnalisisofVewIDEAPL108-446.pdf
http://www.cec.sped.org/pp/docs/CRSAnalysisofNewIDEAPL108-446.pdf (highlighting
IDEAchanges
changes since inception).
inception).
IDEA
1412 (a)(1) (2000) (defining federal
54
Compare 20
20 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§ 1412(a)(1)
federal requirement
requirement for aa free
free appropriate
appropriate public
54.. Compare
with MASS.
MASS. G
EN. LLAWS
AWS ch.
766).
education), with
GEN.
ch.71B,
71B,§§11(2004)
(2004) (defining
(defining terms used throughout Chapter 766).
U.S.C. §§ 1401(9)
1401(9) (2000)
(2000) (defining
(defining FAPE). AAchild
55.. 20 U.S.C.
55
childwith
withaadisability
disabilityisisdefined
definedininMassachusetts
Massachusetts as
as
aa child
child "who,
“who,because
because of
of aadisability
disabilityconsisting
consisting ofofa adevelopmental
developmental delay
delay ororany
anyintellectual,
intellectual,sensory,
sensory,
neurological, emotional,
health impairment
impairment or combination
combination
neurological,
emotional, communication,
communication, physical,
physical, specific
specific learning
learning or
or health
thereof, is unable to progress
progress effectively
effectively in
requires special
special education
educationservices
services. ...
in regular
regular education
education and requires
. . .”
Ch.
." Ch.
(2004) (defining
(defining “school
"school age
agechild
childwith
with disability”).
disability").
71B § 1 (2004)
56.. See
supra note
note 38,
38, at
at §§ 6.2.1
6.2.1 (quoting
(quoting Amann v. Stow Sch.
56
SeeSINDELAR,
SINDELAR, supra
Sch. Sys.,
Sys., 982 F.2d 644, 652 (1st
Cit.
Cir. 1992))
FAPE).
1992)) (describing elements
elements of
of denial of FAPE).
57.. 29 U.S.C. § 794 (2000) (protecting
57
(protecting disabled
disabled in
in programs
programs receiving
receiving federal
federal funds).
funds).
58
. Id
Id. (preventing
the
(preventing discrimination
discrimination against
against disabled
disabledinin programs
programsreceiving
receivingfederal
federalmoney).
money). Among the
58.
many prohibited
prohibited discriminatory
discriminatorypractices
practices under
under Section
Section 504 is any activity
activity that
that denies
denies "a
“a qualified
qualifiedhandicapped
handicapped
person
theopportunity
opportunityto
toparticipate
participateininor
orbenefit
beneft from
fom the
104.4 (b)(1)(i)
person the
the aid, beneft,
benefit, or
or service."
service.” 34 C.F.R. §§ 104.4(b)(1)(i)
(2005) (emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).
(2005)
59
SeeROTHSTEIN,
ROTHSTEIN, supra
Section 504).
504).
59.. See
supranote
note31,
31,atat22-23
22-23(comparing
(comparingIDEA
IDEA with
with Section
60
ROTHSTEIN, supra note 31, at 22-23 (discussing differences between
and Section 504).
504).
60.. ROTHSTEIN,
between IDEA
IDEA and
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4. Individualizing
Individualizingthe
the Education
Education Plan
The cornerstone of
of special
special education
educationisisthe
theIEP.61
IEP.61 Federal statutes and state
regulations require
require each
each special
special education
education student
student to
to have
have an
an IEP.62
IEP.62 The IEP
“identifies
student’sspecial
specialeducation
education needs
needs and
and describes
describes the services
services a
"identifes aastudent's
63
school
district
shall
provide
to
meet
those
needs.i63
school
shall provide to meet those needs.” As its
its name
name implies, an
IEP is individualized,
individualized,addressing
addressingthe
theunique
uniqueand
andchanging
changingneeds
needs of
of each
each special
team, consisting
consisting at a
education
throughout the
the child's
child’sschooling.64
schooling.64 A team,
education child throughout
minimum of
minimum
ofthe
thechild's
child’sparents,
parents,aaspecial
specialeducation
education teacher,
teacher, a regular education
teacher,
and
a
school
district
representative,
defines
and then
then
teacher, and a school district representative, defnes the
the child’s
child's IEP and
65
updates
it
for special
special
updates it annually. When determining whether
whether aa child
child is eligible for
annually.65
education, IDEA
IDEA prohibits
education,
prohibits the
theuse
use ofofaa"single
“singlemeasure
measureororassessment
assessment as
as the
the

61
SeeTHOMAS
THOMAS F.F.GUERNSEY
GUERNSEY &
KATHE KLARE,
KLARE, SPECIAL
SPECIAL E
DUCATION LLAW
AW 101-03
ed. 2001)
61.. See
& KATHE
EDUCATION
101-03 (2d ed.
(introducing key
key components
components of IEP).
IEP).
(introducing
62
See20
20U.S.C.
U.S.C.§§1414(d)
1414(d)(2000)
(2000)(requiring
(requiring
IEP);
603
MASSCODE
. CODEREGS.
REGS. 28.05
62.. See
IEP);
603
MASS.
28.05 (2005)
(2005) (describing IEP
team and process).
process).
63.. 603 MASS.
63
MASS. C
ODE REGS. 28.02(11)
IEP).
CODEREGS.
28.02(11)(2005)
(2005)(defining
(defining IEP).
1414 (d)(1)(A)(i) (2000)
64
See 20
20 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§ 1414(d)(1)(A)(i)
(2000)(detailing
(detailingcontents
contentsofofIEP);
IEP);
seealso
also
GUERNSEY &&KLARE,
KLARE,
see
GUERNSEY
64.. See

The IEP
IEP must
must include:
include:
supra note 61, at
at 102
102 (summarizing
(summarizing statutory
statutory requirements
requirementsof
of IEP).
IEP). The

(I) aa statement
(I)
statement of
of the
the child's
child’spresent
presentlevels
levelsofofacademic
academicachievement
achievement and
and functional
functionalperformance,
performance,
including—
including(aa)
disabilityaffects
affectsthe
the child's
child’sinvolvement
involvementand
andprogress
progress ininthe
thegeneral
general education
education
(aa) how the child’s
child's disability
curriculum;.
...
curriculum;...
(cc) for
for children
childrenwith
withdisabilities
disabilitieswho
whotake
takealternate
alternateassessments
assessments aligned
aligned to
toalternate
alternate achievement
achievement
standards,
standards, aadescription
description of
of benchmarks
benchmarks or
or short-term objectives;
objectives;
(II)
statement of
ofmeasurable
measurable annual
. .designed
designed to
to—
(I) aastatement
annual goals
goals ....
(aa) meet
meet the
thechild’s
child's needs
needsthat
thatresult
resultfrom
fromthe
thechild’s
child's disability
disability to enable
the child
child to be
be involved
involved in
(aa)
enable the
and make progress
and
progress in
in the
the general
general education
education curriculum;
curriculum; and
each of
of the
the child’s
child's other educational needs
needsthat
thatresult
resultfrom
fromthe
thechild’s
child's disability;
disability;
(bb) meet each
(III)
descriptionofofhow
howthe
thechild's
child’s
progresstoward
towardmeeting
meetingthe
theannual
annual goals
goals described
described in
(II) a adescription
progress
subclause
willbe
bemeasured
measured . . . .
subclause(II)
(I) will
(IV) aastatement
statement ofofthe
thespecial
specialeducation
educationand
andrelated
relatedservices
services and
andsupplementary
supplementary aids
aids and
and
services
..
services .... . to be
be provided
providedto
tothe
thechild
child. ...
advance appropriately
appropriately toward attaining
(aa) to advance
attaining the
the annual
annual goals;
goals;
(bb) to be
be involved
involved ininand
andmake
make progress
progress in
in the
the general
general education
education curriculum in
in accordance
accordance with
subclause(I)
(I) and
and to
to participate
participate in extracurricular
activities; and
subclause
extracurricular and
and other
other nonacademic activities;
and
andparticipate
participatewith
with other
other children
children with disabilities
(cc) to be
be educated
educated and
disabilities and
and nondisabled
nondisabled children in
described in
in this
thissubparagraph;
subparagraph;
the activities
activities described
(V) an
an explanation
explanation of the
the extent,
extent, ifif any,
any, to which
which the
the child
child will
willnot
notparticipate
participatewith
withnondisabled
nondisabled
children in
in the
the regular
regular class
class and
and in
in the activities described in subclause
subclause (IV)(cc);
(IV)(cc);
(VI)(aa)
statement of
of any
any individual
individualappropriate
appropriateaccommodations
accommodationsthat
thatare
arenecessary
necessary to
tomeasure
measure the
the
(VI)(aa) aa statement
achievement and
and functional
functional performance of
academic achievement
of the
the child
childon
onState
Stateand
and districtwide
districtwideassessments
assessments
consistent
and
consistent with
with section
section 1412(a)(16)(A)
1412(a)(16)(A) of this title;
title; and
(bb) ififthe
theIEP
IEPTeam
Teamdetermines
determinesthat
thatthe
thechild
childshall
shalltake
takean
analternate
alternateassessment
assessment on a particular
particular State
State
or districtwide
districtwideassessment
assessment of student achievement, a statement
statement of
of why—
why
(AA)
thechild
childcannot
cannotparticipate
participateininthe
theregular
regularassessment;
assessment; and
and
(AA) the
(BB)
the particular
particular alternate
alternate assessment
assessment selected
...
(BB) the
selectedisisappropriate
appropriatefor
forthe
thechild
child. ...

(2000).
20 U.S.C. § 1414(d) (2000).
65.. 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(B) (2000) (defining
65
(defining IEP
IEP team).
team).
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sole
determining whether
sole criterion
criterion for
for determining
whetheraachild
childisis aa child
child with
with a disability or
determining
an appropriate
educational
program
determining an appropriate
educational
program for
the child.”66

for the child .,66

B. MCAS
MCAS
B.
1.
State Standards
Standards (Education
(Education Reform Act)
1.

In order
order to
to earn
earn aa high
high school
school diploma
diplomaininMassachusetts,
Massachusetts, aa child
child must
must pass
pass

the
EnglishLanguage
Language
and Mathematics
of the
the English
Arts Arts
and Mathematics
portions portions
of the MCAS
exam.67
MCAS
exam.67
This requirement
applies
requirement
applies to
to all
allstudents,
students, including
includingthose
thoseininspecial
specialeducation.68
education.68

Accommodations are allowed to compensate
for any disabilities
compensate for
disabilities as
as long
long as
as the
the
accommodations do
accommodations
do not
notalter
alterwhat
whatthe
thetest
testmeasures.69
measures.69
The Commonwealth created
the MCAS
MCAS exam
created the
exam pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the requirements
requirements
70
of the Education Reform Act
Act (ERA)
(ERA)ofof1993.70
1993. The Massachusetts
Massachusetts Legislature
passed the
law as
as an
an emergency
emergency measure
measure just three days
days after the
the
passed
the ERA
ERA into law
SupremeJudicial
JudicialCourt
Courtruled
ruledininMcDuffy
McDufy v. Secretary
Secretary of
of the
theExecutive
ExecutiveOffice
Ofice of
of
Supreme
Education that
the state
state was
was not
not fulfilling
fulfillingitsitsconstitutional
constitutionaleducational
educational
Education
that the
requirements.71
In
McDuffy, several
several students
students filed
filed suit
suit against
against the
the
requirements.71
In McDufy,
Massachusettsdid
did not
not properly finance
Commonwealth, alleging that
that because
because Massachusetts
public education,
education, the
its constitutional
constitutional obligation
obligation to
public
the state
statewas
wasnot
notfulfilling
fulflling its
72
educate.72
The
SJC agreed
agreed that
students in
communities had
had fewer
fewer
educate.
The SJC
that students
in poorer communities
educational
education than
than students
students in
educationalopportunities
opportunitiesand
andlower
lower quality
quality education
wealthier communities.73
communities.73
The
SJC declared
declared that
the state
state bore
bore the
the
The SJC
that the
responsibility
education for
for all
all children, rich
4
responsibility to
to provide
providean
an adequate
adequate education
rich or
or poor.
poor.74

1414 (b)(2)(B) (2000) (defining initial
66.. 20 U.S.C.
66
U.S.C. §§ 1414(b)(2)(B)
initial evaluation
evaluation procedures).
procedures). The
The federal
federal concept
concept of
prohibiting aa single
singlemeasure
measure or
or assessment
assessment when
prohibiting
when evaluating
evaluating aa special
special education
educationstudent
studentisisvery
very similar
similar to the
requirements of Chapter 766 in
and stands
standsin
instark
stark contrast
contrastto
to the
theMCAS
MCAS single-test standard
standard of
of
in Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, and

determining high school competency.
exclusive use
use of
competency. Compare 20
20 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§ 1414(b)(2)(B)
1414(b)(2)(B) (2000) (prohibiting exclusive
of
single measure
measure or assessment
assessment for special
special education
education students),
students), and
andMASS.
MASS. GEN.
GEN. LAWS
LAWS ch.
ch. 71B, §§ 7 (2004)
(2004)
GEN.LAWS
LAWS ch.
ch.
(prohibiting
exclusiveuse
useofofstandardized
standardizedtesting
testingfor
forspecial
specialeducation
educationstudents),
students),with
withMASS.
MASS.GEN.
(prohibiting exclusive
69, §
success in
order to graduate
graduate high
Dependency on aa single
single
(2004) (requiring
(requiring MCAS success
in order
high school).
school). Dependency
§ 1D(i)
ID(i) (2004)

assessment test
See generally
assessment
testinvolves
involvesrisk
risk that
that aastudent
studentwill
will be adversely
adversely and
and erroneously
erroneously affected.
affected. See
generally Marcella
Bombardieri &
& Tracy
TracyJan,
Jan,Colleges
CollegesScramble
ScrambleAmid
AmidSAT
SATGlitch,
Glitch,
BOSTONGLOBE,
GLOBE, Mar.
Mar. 9, 2006,
2006, atat A1
Al
Bombardieri
BOSTON
(reviewingextreme
extreme consequences
consequences of
mistake).
(reviewing
of single-exam scoring mistake).
67
SeeMCAS
MCASSUMMARY
SUMMARY 2005,
2005, supra
supra note
note 4,
4, at
at 77 (describing
(describing purpose
purpose and
and usage
usage of
exam).
67.. See
of MCAS
MCAS exam).
68
See MCAS
MCASSUMMARY
SUMMARY 2005,
(describing MCAS requirement
requirement for students
students with
68.. See
2005, supra
supra note
note 4,
4, at
at 9 (describing
disabilities).
disabilities).
69
SeeMCAS
MCASSUMMARY
SUMMARY 2005, supra note 4, at 10 (describing MCAS
accommodations).
69.. See
MCAS accommodations).
70
SeeMCAS
MCASSUMMARY
SUMMARY 2005,
2005, supra
supra note
note 4,
4, at
at 7 (describing
(describing purpose
purpose and usage
usage of
exam).
70.. See
of MCAS
MCAS exam).
71.. See
Hancock v.
v. Comm’r
Comm'r of
71
See Hancock
of Educ.,
Educ., 822
822 N.E.2d
N.E.2d 1134,
1134, 1137-38
1137-38 (Mass.
(Mass. 2005)
2005) (describing
(describing relationship
relationship
between
McDuf] and
between McDuffy
and the
the ERA).
ERA).
72
McDuffy
Sec’y
ExecutiveOffce
Office
Educ.,
615
N.E.2d516,
516,517-18
517-18(Mass.
(Mass.1993)
1993) (describing
(describing
72.. McDufy
v. v.
Sec'y
of of
thethe
Executive
of of
Educ.,
615
N.E.2d
plaintiff's
plaintiff’scomplaint).
complaint).
73.. IdId.
at at
616-17
73
616-17(discussing
(discussingimbalance
imbalanceofofeducational
educationalopportunities
opportunitiesbetween
between communities).
communities).
(requiring state
to improve educational
opportunities and
and quality).
quality). The
74
Id.atat555
555 (requiring
state to
educational opportunities
The SJC
SJC borrowed
borrowed
74.. Id
concepts
from the Kentucky Supreme
concepts from
Supreme Court in
in declaring
declaring that
that the
the State
State must
must ensure
ensure that all
all educated
educated children
possess
at least
least seven
seven capabilities:
capabilities:
possess at
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When itit enacted
enacted the ERA,
ERA, the
the Massachusetts
Massachusetts legislature wanted to ensure
ensure a
consistent
level
of
funding
so
that
all
children
would
be
able
to
reach
their
consistent level of
so that all
able reach their full
full
75
potential75
The
legislature expected
expected that
potential.
The legislature
that consistent
consistentfunding
funding would
would allow
children
up to
to be
be active
active contributors
contributors to
to the
the political,
political, social,
social, and
and
children to
to grow up
statute itself provides
provides a more
more
economic
ofthe
theCommonwealth76
Commonwealth.76 The
economic life of
The statute
particular, the
the
detailed,
legislative intent77
intent.77 In particular,
detailed, four-pronged
four-pronged description
description of legislative
legislature wanted
legislature
wanted to
to ensure:
ensure:
(1) that each
each public school
school classroom
classroom provides
providesthe
theconditions
conditionsfor
for all
all pupils to
engage
learning as
as an
an inherently
inherently meaningful
meaningful and
and enjoyable
enjoyable activity
engagefully
fully in learning
without threats
threats to their
their sense
sense of
of security
security ororself-esteem,
self-esteem, (2) aa consistent
consistent
without
commitment
resources sufficient
public education
education
commitment of resources
suffcient to provide a high quality public
child, (3)
(3) aa deliberate
deliberate process
process for establishing
establishing and
to every child,
and achieving
achieving specific
specifc
educational
effective mechanism
mechanism
educational performance
performance goals
goals for
for every
every child, and (4) an effective
for monitoring
monitoring progress
progress toward
toward those
those goals
goals and
and for
for holding
holdingeducators
educators
78
for their
accountable for
theirachievement.78
achievement.
79
MCAS was
was created
created to satisfy
satisfy the
the fourth
fourthprong
prongofofthe
thelegislative
legislativeintent.
intent.79
That prong holds
holds educators,
educators, not
not students,
students, accountable
accountable for
for the
the students'
students’success
success
contrast to the
the intent
intent of
ofthe
theERA,
ERA,Massachusetts
Massachusetts holds
holds students
students
or failure.80
failure.80 In contrast
accountable
success oror failure,
as evidenced
evidenced by
the MCAS
MCAS
accountablefor
for MCAS
MCAS success
failure, as
by the
graduation
graduation
requirement.81

requirement.81
(i) suffcient
sufficientoral
oraland
andwritten
writtencommunication
communicationskills
skillstotoenable
enablestudents
students to function
function in
in aa complex
complex and
and
rapidly changing
civilization; (ii)
changing civilization;
(ii)suficient
sufficientknowledge
knowledgeofofeconomic,
economic,social,
social,and
and political
politicalsystems
systems to
to
enable students
studentsto
to make
makeinformed
informed choices;
choices; (iii)
(iii) suficient
enable
sufficientunderstanding
understandingofofgovernmental
governmentalprocesses
processes
state, and
to enable the student
student to
to understand
understandthe
theissues
issuesthat
thataffect
afect his
his or
or her
her community,
community, state,
and nation;
nation; (iv)
(iv)
suficient self-knowledge
knowledge of
of his
his or her
her mental
mental and
andphysical
physicalwellness;
wellness;(v)
(v)sufficient
sufcient
sufficient
self-knowledge and
and knowledge
grounding in
in the
the arts
arts to
to enable
enable each
each student
student to appreciate
and historical
historical heritage;
heritage;
appreciate his
his or
or her cultural and
(vi)
sufficienttraining
trainingororpreparation
preparationfor
foradvanced
advancedtraining
traininginineither
eitheracademic
academic or
or vocational
vocational fields
fields so
so
(vi) suficient
as
lifelifework
as to
to enable
enable each
eachchild
childtotochoose
chooseand
andpursue
pursue
workintelligently;
intelligently;and
and(vii)
(vii)sufficient
suffcient level
level of
academic
enable public school
school students
students to
compete favorably
their
academicor
or vocational
vocational skills
skills to enable
to compete
favorably with their
counterparts in surrounding
surrounding states,
states, in academics
academics or in the job market.
market.
Id.
Id. at
at 554
554 (quoting
(quoting Rose
Rose v. Council
Council for
forBetter
Better Educ.,
Educ., Inc.,
Inc., 790
790 S.W.2d
S.W.2d 186,
186, 212
212 (Ky.
(Ky.1989))
1989))(describing
(describing seven
seven

of an
an educated
educated child).
requirements of
child).
75.. Hancock,
75
Hancock,822
822N.E.2d
N.E.2dat
at 1138
1138 (highlighting
(highlightingpurpose
purpose of ERA).
ERA).

76
(describinglong-term
long-termbenefits
benefitsofofeducation
education reform).
reform).
76.. IdId.
(describing
77
MASS.GEN.
GEN. LAWS
LAWS ch.
77.. MASS.
ch.69,
69,§§11(2004)
(2004)(describing
(describinglegislative
legislative intent
intent of
of ERA).
ERA).
78
(describingfour
fourlegislative
legislativegoals
goalsofofeducation
education reform).
reform).
78.. IdId.
(describing
79.. 603 MASS.
79
MASS. CCODEREGS.
ODE REGS. 30.03
30.03(2005)
(2005)(creating
(creatingMCAS
MCAS graduation
graduation requirement).
requirement).
80
Ch.69,
69, §§ 11(2004) (requiring
(requiringeducators
educators held
held accountable
accountable for
for students
students achieving
achieving goals).
goals).
80.. Ch.
81.. See
81
See Ch.
(2004)(requiring
(requiringMCAS
MCASsuccess
successfor
forstudents
studentstotograduate
graduatehigh
highschool);
school);603
603MASS.
MASS.
Ch. 69,
69, §§ 1D(i)
ID(i) (2004)
CODE RREGS.
EGS. 30.03(1)
scaled score
score of 220).
220).
CODE
30.03(1)(2005)
(2005)(requiring
(requiringstudents
studentstotopass
passboth
bothparts
partsofofMCAS
MCAS with scaled
“Satisfaction of
the requirements
requirements of
the competency
competency determination
high school
school
"Satisfaction
of the
of the
determinationshall
shallbe
be aa condition
condition for high
graduation.” Ch.
Ch. 69,
69, §§ ID(i)
1D(i)(2004).
(2004)."The
“The
Board
intendstoto
raisethe
thethreshold
thresholdscaled
scaledscore
score required
required for
for the
the
graduation."
Board
intends
raise
30.03(1)
Competency Determination
subjects in
years.” 603 MASS.
MASS. CODE
CODE REGS.
REGS. 30.03(1)
Competency
Determination and
and add
add additional
additional subjects
in future years."
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2. Federal Standards
2.
Standards (No
Behind)
(No Child
Child Left
Lef Behind)

Independent of
of the
Independent
the educational
educational changes
changes occurring in
inMassachusetts,
Massachusetts, the
the
government passed
passedits
itsown
own educational
educationalreform,
reform, known
known as
as the
the No
No Child
Child
federal government
describes itself
Left Behind
Behind Act
Act of
of2001
2001 (NCLB).82
(NCLB).82 NCLB describes
itself as
as an
anAct
Act “[t]o
"[t]o
close
and choice,
choice, so
so that
that
close the
the achievement
achievementgap
gapwith
withaccountability,
accountability,flexibility,
fexibility, and
child is
NCLB’spurpose
purpose "is
“istotoensure
ensure that all
all children
children have
have a
no child
is left
leftbehind."83
behind.”83 NCLB's
fair, equal,
equal, and
and significant opportunity to
to obtain
obtain aa high-quality
high-quality education
education and
and
reach, at
proficiencyon
onchallenging
challengingState
Stateacademic
academic achievement
achievement
reach,
at a minimum, proficiency
contrast to
the term
term
standards
stateacademic
academicassessments."84
assessments.”84 In
standards and state
In contrast
to the
“flexibility”
describedabove,
above, NCLB
NCLBrequires
requireseach
each state
state receiving
receiving federal
federal
"flexibility" asasdescribed
funds
utilize "the
“thesame
same academic
academic standards
standards that
State applies
funds to utilize
that the
the State
applies to
to all
schools
children
the 85
schools
andand
children
in the in
State.”
State."85
Each state
state is allowed to
to set
set its
its own
ownstandards,
standards, as
as long
long as
as the
the standards
standards meet
86
certain criteria.86
criteria.
lists guidelines
guidelines for
forstandards
standards for
for both
bothacademic
academic
NCLB lists
for academic
content for
standards for
academic content
content and
and academic
academic achievement.87
achievement.87 The standards
eachsubject
subject
be clearly
rigorous,
and
encourage
each
mustmust
be clearly
defined,defined,
rigorous, and
encourage
advanced
skills.88
advanced
skills.88
The
academic
achievement standards
the state's
state’s academic
academic
The
academic
achievement
standardsmust
mustalign
align with the
content standards,
basic, proficient, and
and
content
standards,and
andmust
mustlist
list three
three academic
academiclevels:
levels: basic,
89
advanced.89
"basic" standard
The “basic”
standard is the
the lowest
lowest of
of the
the three
three achievement
achievement levels,
advanced.
and
intended to "provide
“provide complete
complete information
information about
about the
the progress
progress of the
the
and is intended
lower-achieving children."90
lower-achieving
children.”90
also requires
requires schools
schools to
to make
make Adequate
Adequate Yearly
YearlyProgress
Progress (AYP)
NCLB also
91
toward
toward enabling
enabling all
allstudents
studentstotomeet
meetthe
thedefined
definedstandards
standards.91
Although NCLB
(2005).
(2005).
82.. No
ofof
2001,
82
NoChild
ChildLeft
LeftBehind
BehindAct
Act
2001,Pub.
Pub.L.L.No.
No.107-110,
107-110,115
115Star.
Stat.1425
1425(2002)
(2002)(codifed
(codifiedasasamended
amended
at 20
20 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§
§§ 6301-7941
6301-7941(Supp.
(Supp.2002)).
2002)).NCLB
NCLBisis aavoluminous
voluminousact,
act,comprising
comprising670
670pages.
pages.Id.Id NCLB is
actually an amendment
to and
of the
Education Act
Act of 1965,
actually
amendment to
and reauthorization
reauthorization of
the Elementary
Elementary and
and Secondary
Secondary Education
1965,
Star. 1425,
115 Stat.
codifed as
101, 115
codified
as 20
20 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§
§§ 6301-7941
6301-7941 (2000).
(2000). §§101,
1425, 1440 (2002).
115 Star.
107-110, 115
83
Pub. L.
L. No.
No. 107-110,
Stat. 1425,
Behind).
1425, 1425
1425(2002)
(2002)(introducing
(introducingNo
NoChild
ChildLeft
Lef Behind).
83.. Pub.
84
1001(stating
(statingpurpose
purpose of NCLB).
84.. IdId.
atat§ §1001
1111 (b)(1)(B) (requiring
85
Id.atat §§ 1111(b)(1)(B)
(requiringsame
same academic
academic standards
standards for
for all children).
children).
85.. Id
1111 (b)(1) (defining
86
. Id
Id. at
at §§ 1111(b)(1)
(defining guidelines
guidelines for academic
academic standards).
States are
are required
required to test
test
standards). States
86.
1111 (b)(1)(C)
mathematics, reading
at §§ 1111(b)(1)(C)
mathematics,
reading or
or language
languagearts,
arts,and
andasasofofthe
the2005–2006
2005-2006school
schoolyear,
year,science.
science.Id.
Id at
(defining academic
(defining
academicsubjects
subjectsstates
states must
must test).
test).
87.. Compare
87
CompareNo
NoChild
ChildLeft
LeftBehind
BehindAct
Actofof2001
2001Pub.
Pub.L.L.No.
No.107-110,
107-110,§§1111(b)(1)(D)(i),
1111(b)(1)(D)(i),115
115Star.
Stat. 1425,
1425,
1445 (2002) (defining
1445
guidelines for
academic content
No. 107-110, §§
(defining guidelines
for academic
content standards),
standards),with
with Pub.
Pub. L.
L. No.
Star. 1425,
115 Stat.
1111 (b)(1)(D)(ii), 115
1425, 1445
1111(b)(1)(D)(ii),
1445 (defining
guidelinesfor
foracademic
academicachievement
achievementstandards).
standards).
(defining guidelines
Star. 1425,
115 Stat.
1111 (b)(1)(D)(i), 115
1445 (defining guidelines
1425, 1445
content standards).
standards). At aa
88.. § 1111(b)(1)(D)(i),
88
guidelines for
for academic
academic content
§
minimum, states
states are
are required
required to defne
definecontent
contentstandards
standards for
formathematics,
mathematics, reading
reading or
or language
language arts,
arts, and
and
science. Id.
Id at
science.
at§§ 1111(b)(1)(C)
1111(b)(1)(C)(defning
(definingsubjects
subjectsrequiring
requiringstandards).
standards).
89.. IdId.
atat§ §1111(b)(1)(D)(ii)
(defning
guidelines
forfor
academic
achievement
89
1111(b)(1)(D)(ii)
(defining
guidelines
academic
achievementstandards).
standards).
1111 (b)(1)(D)(ii)(II) (describing
90. Id
Id.at
at §§ 1111(b)(1)(D)(ii)(III)
(describing purpose
contrast to the
the
purposeofof tracking
tracking lowest
lowest category).
category). In contrast
90.
NCLB
NCLB itself
itself does
not require
require or
or even
even mention
mention aa“warning”
"warning" or
NCLBstandards
standards implemented by Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, NCLB
does not
"failing"
note 4,
4, at
at 12
12 (listing
(listing warning level for
SUMMARY 2005,
2005, supra note
“failing”level
levelbelow
below"basic."
“basic.”Compare
CompareMCAS
MCASSUMMARY
MCAS), with § 1111(b)(1)(D)(ii)(III),
1111(b)(1)(D)(ii)(II), 115
115Star.
Stat. 1425,
as lowest
tracking).
1425, 1445
1445(requiring
(requiring “basic”
"basic" as
lowest level
level for tracking).
Star. 1425,
115 Stat.
1425, 1446
91. No
NoChild
ChildLeft
LeftBehind
Behind Act
Actofof2001,
2001, Pub.
Pub. L.
L. No.
No. 107-110,
107-110, § 1111(b)(2)(B),
91.
§ 1111 (b)(2)(B), 115
(2002) (requiring
(requiringeach
eachstate
state to
to make
make adequate
adequate yearly
yearly progress).
progress).
(2002)
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to define AYP,
AYP, ititdoes
2 Each state
allows states
states to
does provide
provide extensive
extensive guidelines.
guidelines.92
must track the
the performance
performance and progress
progress of its
its general
general school
school population,
population, as
as
well four
fourdistinct
distinctsubgroups:
subgroups:economically
economicallydisadvantaged
disadvantagedstudents,
students, students
students
well
from major
major racial
racial and
and ethnic
ethnic groups,
groups, students
students with
with disabilities,
disabilities,and
andstudents
students
93
with
NCLB's requirement
Despite NCLB’s
requirement that
that students
students
with limited
limitedEnglish
Englishprofciency.
proficiency.93
with disabilities
disabilities meet
meet the
thesame
sameacademic
academic achievement
achievement standards
standards as
as other
other
students, NCLB
NCLB also
students,
also demands
demands that
that states
states use
use separate
separate measurable
measurable objectives
for students
with disabilities
for
students with
disabilitieswhen
when determining
determiningAYP.
AYP.94
94 NCLB
NCLBrequires
requiresthat
thatstates
statesuse
use test
test results
results totoassess
assess the progress made by the
state,
the
local
school
districts,
and
the
individual
schools in meeting
meeting the
the
state, the local school districts, and the
schools
95
NCLB holds
holds those
those entities,
entities, not
not the
the individual
individualstudents,
students,
academic standards95
standards. NCLB
accountable for
NCLB states,
states, “[n]othing
this
accountable
for poor
poorperformance.
performance.96 In fact, NCLB
"[n]othing in this
96 shall
part
academic
part
shall be
be construed
construed to
toprescribe
prescribe the
theuse
useofofthethe
academicassessments
assessments
described in this part for
for student
student promotion
promotionororgraduation
graduationpurposes."97
purposes.”97
3. Accountability for MCAS Failure
3.

Departmentofof Education
Education believes
believesthat
thatMCAS
MCAS satisfies
satisfes
The Massachusetts
Massachusetts Department
the assessment
requirements
of
both
the
Massachusetts
Education
Reform
Act,
assessment requirements of both the Massachusetts Education Reform Act,
98
as well
well as
as the
the federal
federalNo
No Child
Child Left
Lef Behind
as
BehindAct.98
Act. Accountability for failure in

Massachusetts
schools,
however,
is muchthan
different
than
Massachusetts
schools,
however,
is much different
described
in NCLB.99
described
in NCLB.99
If
aa school
or
If
school district
district
orschool
schoolisisfound
foundtotobe
beunder-performing,
under-performing,the
theconsequences
consequences
can
besevere.100 For example,
example, ifif a school
school is found
found to
to be
be chronically
chronically underundercan be
101
performing,
the
principal
and
teachers
may
severe.100
performing, the principal and teachers may be replaced.
Similarly, for
for school
school
be replaced.101

92.
at at
§ 1111(b)(2)(C)
(setting
guidelines
states,
92. IdId.
§ 1111(b)(2)(C)
(settingAYP
AYP
guidelinesforfor
states,while
whileleaving
leavingdetails
detailsfor
forstates
statesto
toset).
set).
1111 (b)(2)(C)(v)(II) (mandating
to track
track four
four subgroups).
subgroups). NCLB defnes
93. Id
Id.atat §§ 1111(b)(2)(C)(v)(II)
(mandating states
states to
defines aa twelve-year
twelve-year
93.

timeline, starting
starting in the
the 2001–2002
school year,
year, for states
states to ensure
ensure that all
all students
students meet
meet or
or exceed
exceed the
the
timeline,
2001-2002 school
1111 (b)(2)(F)-(G). Concurrently,
"proficient"
tests. Id.
Id at
“proficient” level
levelon
onthe
the assessment
assessment tests.
at §§ 1111(b)(2)(F)-(G).
Concurrently,states
states must
must meet
meet certain
certain
intermediate goals to ensure
ensurethat
thatthey
theyare
aremaking
makingadequate
adequateyearly
yearlyprogress.
progress.Id.
Id at § 1111(b)(2)(H).
1111(b)(2)(H).
115 Stat.
Stat. 1425,
1111 (b)(1)(B)-(C), 115
1445 (requiring
1425, 1445
94. Compare
Compare §§ 1111(b)(1)(B)-(C),
states to apply
apply same
same academic
academic
(requiring states
94.
Star. 1425,
115 Stat.
1111 (b)(2)(C)(v)(II)(cc), 115
1425, 1446
standards
states to create
create
1446 (requiring states
standardstoto all
all children),
children), with §§ 1111(b)(2)(C)(v)(II)(cc),
separate
separatemeasurable
measurableobjectives
objectivesfor
forstudents
studentswith
withdisabilities
disabilitiesfor
for determining
determining AYP).
AYP).
Star. 1425,
115 Stat.
1111 (b)(1), 115
1425, 1444-45 (imposing
95.
95. §§1111(b)(1),
challengingacademic
academic standards).
standards).
(imposing challenging
1111 (b)(2) (creating accountability for
schools but
but not
not individual
96. Id
Id.at
at §§ 1111(b)(2)
for states,
states, school districts, and
and schools
96.
students).
students).
97. IdId.
§ 1111(l)(clarifying
(clarifying
assessmentresults
resultsnot
notintended
intendedas
asgraduation
graduation requirement).
requirement).
97.
at at
§ 1111(1)
assessment
98.
98. See
SeeMass.
Mass. Dept.
Dept. ofEduc.,
of Educ.,MCAS
MCASOverview:
Overview:Frequently
FrequentlyAsked
AskedQuestions
Questions (listing
(listingtesting
testing requirements
requirements
created by
by ERA),
created
ERA), at
athttp://www.doe.mass.edu/ccas/overvievv_faq.html?section=l
http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/overview_faq.html?section=1 (last
(last visited
visited Jan.
Jan. 3, 2006).
“In
addition to
to meeting
meeting the
the requirements
requirements of
the
"In addition
of the
the Education
EducationReform
ReformLaw,
Law, the
the MCAS
MCAS tests
tests also
alsofulfill
fulfill the
requirements of
requirements
ofthe
thefederal
federalNo
NoChild
ChildLeft
LeftBehind
Behind(NCLB)
(NCLB)law.”
law." Id.
Id
1425, 1445
99.
1445 (2002)
99. Compare
CompareNo
NoChild
ChildLeft
LeftBehind
BehindAct
ActPub.
Pub.L.L.No.
No.107-110,
107-110,§§1111(b)(2),
1111(b)(2),115
115Star.
Stat. 1425,
Star. 1425
(holding
115 Stat.
1111 (1), 115
1425
(holding states,
states, school districts,
districts,and
and schools
schools accountable
accountable for
foreducational
educationalsuccess),
success), and
and §§ 1111(l),
(declaring assessment
assessment results
MASS. G
EN. LLAWS
AWS ch.
resultsnot
not intended
intended as
asgraduation
graduation requirement),
requirement), with
with MASS.
GEN.
ch.69,
69,§§1D(i)
ID(i)
(2004) (requiring
(requiringstudents
students pass
pass MCAS
to graduate
graduate high
high school).
school).
MCAS to
100.. Ch.
(defining
sanctions
districts). The
100
Ch.69,
69,§§IJ-IK
1J-1K
(defining
sanctionsfor
forunder-performing
under-performingschools
schools and
and districts).
The MCAS
MCAS exam
exam is
used
603
MASS.
used to determine whether a specifc
specificprogram
programisislow
lowperforming.
performing.See
See
603
MASSCODE
. CODEREGS.
REGS. 2.05(1) (2005)
(defining
lowperforming
performingMathematics
Mathematicsprogram
program based
based on MCAS failure
failure rate).
rate).
(defining low
(creating penalties
penaltiesfor
for under-performing
under-performingschools).
schools). But
But see
Tracy Jan,
Hundreds of
of
101
Ch. 69, §§ 1J
see Tracy
Jan, Hundreds
101.. Ch.
IJ (creating
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districts determined
determined to
be chronically under-performing,
under-performing, the
districts
to be
the State
State Board
Board of
of
Education
is
authorized,
but
not
required,
to
appoint
a
receiver,
who
has
the
Education authorized, but
appoint a receiver, who has the
power
superintendent
andcommittee.
school 102
power ofof
thethe
superintendent
and school
committee.102
In stark
stark contrast
contrast to the
the subjectivity
subjectivity involved
involved ininsanctioning
sanctioning schools
schools and
and
103
willwill
have
severe
consequences.
103
If aa
districts, aa student's
student’s failure
failureononMCAS
MCAS
have
severe
consequences.
does not
not pass
pass MCAS,
MCAS, the student will
student does
willnot
notgraduate
graduatehigh
highschool.104
school.104 The
SJC, however,
however, has
has indicated
indicated that
that preventing
preventing graduation was
was not
not the
the intent
intent of the
SJC,
MCASexam.105
MCAS

exam. 105
C. Special
SpecialEducation
Educationand
andMCAS
MCAS Converge
Converge
1.
MCAS Accommodations
and Alternate
Alternate MCAS
1.
Accommodations and

Departmentof
ofEducation
Educationdoes
doesnot
notallow
allow for
for any leeway
The Massachusetts
Massachusetts Department
the
in MCAS
MCAStest
testresults
resultsfor
forspecial
specialeducation
educationchildren.106
children.106 Despite
Despite requiring the
same
regular and
and special
special education
education children, the
the state
state admits
admits
same results
results for
for both regular
that test
test scores
scores do
do not
notaccurately
accurately measure
measure effective
effective progress
progress in special
special
that
Even though special education
education children must
must bear
bear the
the
education children.107
children.107 Even
personal consequences
MCAS, the
the state
state removes
removes special
special education
education
personal
consequencesofoffailing
failing MCAS,
results when
low
results
when determining
determiningwhether
whethera aprogram
programwithin
withinaa school
school isis low
108
performing.
performing.
108

Teachers not
not Qualified,
Qualifed, City
Mar.24,
24,2006,
2006,atatA1
Al (reporting nine percent
Teachers
CitySays,
Says, BOSTON
BOSTON GGLOBE,
LOBE, Mar.
percent of Boston
Boston
teachers not licensed).

102
Ch.69,
69,§§ IK
1K(listing
(listingsanctions
sanctionsfor
forlow-performing
low-performingschool
school districts).
districts).
102.. Ch.
103
See Ch.
Ch. 69,
69, §§ID(i)
1D(i)(requiring
(requiring
MCAS
successininorder
orderto to
graduatehigh
highschool);
school);603
603MASS.
MASS.CODE
CODE
103.. See
MCAS
success
graduate
R
EGS. 30.03(1)
the
(requiring students
studentspass
passboth
bothparts
partsofofMCAS
MCASwith
with scaled
scaledscore
scoreofof220).
220). While the
REGS.
30.03(1) (2005) (requiring
assessment
testcan
cansingle-handedly
single-handedlyprevent
preventaastudent
studentfrom
from graduating,
graduating, itit represents
represents“merely
"merely one
one factor that
assessment test
shall be
Mass. Fed'n
Fed’n
be considered”
considered" by
by the
the commissioner
commissioner in
in determining
determining whether
whether aa school
school isis under-performing.
under-performing. Mass.
Teachers v.
Educ., 767 N.E.2d 549, 560 (Mass.
(Mass. 2002)
several factors
of Teachers
v. Bd. of Educ.,
2002) (allowing several
factors in
in determination
determination of
of
under-performing schools).
schools).
under-performing
104
See Ch.
Ch. 69,
69, §§ID(i)
1D(i)(requiring
(requiring
MCAS
successininorder
orderto to
graduatehigh
highschool);
school);603
603MASS.
MASS.CODE
CODE
104.. See
MCAS
success
graduate
REGS.
30.03(1)(2005)
(2005)(setting
(setting220
220as
asminimum
minimumpassing
passingscore
scorefor
forMCAS).
MCAS). The
of not obtaining
R
EGS. 30.03(1)
The consequences
consequences of
a high school
school diploma
diploma are
arevery
veryserious.
serious. Betsy
BetsyA.
A. Gerber,
Gerber,High
Hgh Stakes
StakesTesting:
Testing: A
A Potentially
Potentially Discriminatory
Discritninaton
Practice with
L.RREV.
863,879
879(2002).
(2002). “[H]aving
"[H]aving aa
EV. 863,
with Diminishing
Diminishing Legal
LegalRelief
Relief for
forStudents
Students at Risk,
Risk, 75 TEMP.
TEMP. L.
school diploma greatly
greatly infuences
influencesboth
bothwhether
whetheraa person
person obtains
obtains employment and the salary
high school
salary level of that
person.” Id.
person."
Id
105.. Hancock
105
Hancockv.v.Comm'r.
Comm’r.OfOfEduc.,
Educ.,822
822N.E.2d
N.E.2d1134,
1134,1143
1143(Mass.
(Mass. 2005)
2005) (stating
(stating MCAS
MCAS requirement
requirement not
intended
prevent underperforming
. . to
to
intended to
to prevent
underperformingstudents
studentsfrom
fromgraduating).
graduating). “The
"The requirement
requirementisis not
not designed
designed. ...
winnow
from the graduation
graduation process.”
process." Id.
Id
winnow underperforming
underperforming students
students from
CODE
30.03(1)
(2005)(setting
(setting220
220asasminimum
minimumpassing
passingscore
scorefor
for each
each part
part of
of
106.. 603 MASS.
106
MASS. C
ODE RREGS.
EGS. 30.03(1)
(2005)
MCAS).
allow for
MCAS). The
TheMassachusetts
Massachusetts Department
Department of
of Education,
Education, however,
however, does
does allow
for certain
certain accommodations
accommodations in
in the
the
administration of
infa notes
of MCAS
MCAStesting
testingfor
forspecial
specialeducation
education students.
students. See
See infra
notes113-122
113-122 and
and accompanying
accompanying text

MCASoptions
optionsfor
forspecial
specialeducation
educationstudents).
students).
(describing available MCAS
107.. MASS.
(2001),available
available at
107
MASSDEP'T
. DEP’TOF
OFEDUC.,
EDUC., IEP
IEP PROCESS
PROCESS GGUIDE
UIDE 7 7(2001),

http://www.doe.mass.edu/sped/iep/proguide.pdf (recommending IEP
IEP teams
teams consider
consider more
more than
than just
just test
test scores
scores
in evaluating special
education children).
children). "Relying
special education
“Relyingon
onaasingle
single test
test or
or single
single test
test battery for
for all
all students
students would

not be adequate
adequateororlegally
legallyappropriate.”
appropriate." Id.
Id
108.. Compare
REGS.
30.03(1)(2005)
(2005)(requiring
(requiring students
studentsto
to pass
passboth
both parts
parts of
of MCAS
108
Compare603
603MASS.
MASS. CODE
CODE R
EGS. 30.03(1)
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federal and
and state
state governments
governments created
created their
educational reform
When the federal
their educational
acts (IDEA
(IDEA and
acts
and ERA,
ERA, respectively),
respectively),they
theyboth
bothunderstood
understood that
that special
special education
109
The
government requires
requires aa state
state to
children have
haveunique
uniqueneeds.109
needs.
The federal government
coordinate
implementation
of NCLB
the
coordinate its its
implementation
of NCLB
with thewith
requirements
of IDEA.110 It
it
requirements
of IDEA.adaptations
110
also
requires "reasonable
“reasonable
and
also requires
adaptations
and accommodations
accommodationsfor
for students
students with
with
(as defined
disabilities (as
defned under section
section 602(3)
602(3) of
of the
the Individuals
Individuals with
with Disabilities
Education Act) necessary
necessary to measure
measure the
the academic
academic achievement
achievement of such
such
Education
students
State academic
academic content
content and
and State
State student
student academic
academic
students relative
relative to State
achievement
Consequently, the
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth included
included similar
similar
achievement
standards.”111 Consequently,
standards."111
language
in
its
own
guidelines:
“The
assessment
instruments
shall
...
language in its own guidelines: "The assessment instruments shall...
recognize sensitivity
different learning
learning styles
styles and
and impediments
impediments to
to
recognize
sensitivity to
to different
learning
. . [and] shall comply with
withfederal
federalrequirements
requirements for
for accommodating
accommodating
learning. ...
children with
children
withspecial
specialneeds."
needs.”112
112Based
Based on the federal and
and state
state requirements,
requirements, the
the Massachusetts
Massachusetts Department
of Education
Education allows for
for accommodations
accommodations in
test administration
administration for
in MCAS test
special education
According to the
the Department
Department of
of Education,
Education,
special
education students.
students.113 According
113
“[a]ccommodations
areas: changes
changes in
scheduling
"[a]ccommodations are
are allowed
allowed in four areas:
in timing or scheduling
of the
the test;
test; changes
changes in test
test setting;
setting; changes
changes in test
test presentation;
presentation; and changes
changes in
114
how
the
student
responds
to
questions."
how the student responds to questions.”
114The Commonwealth allows
to utilize the
allows the
the most
most severely
severely disabled students
students to
MCASAlternate
Alternate
Assessment
MCAS
Assessment
(MCAS-Alt).115 This option is intended
intended only
only for
(MCAS-Alt).'
15 disabilities
those
studentswhose
whose
disabilitiesprevent
preventthem
themfrom
from taking
taking the
the regular
regular MCAS
those
students

with scaled
scaled score
score of
of 220),
220), with
with603
603MASS.
MASS. CODE
CODE RREGS.
EGS. 2.05(1)
performing mathematics
mathematics
with
2.05(1)(2005)
(2005)(defining
(defning low
low performing
programs). "Any
“Anymiddle
middleororhigh
highschool
schoolininwhich
which30%
30%orormore
moreofofthe
thestudents
students fail
failthe
theMCAS
MCASmathematics
mathematics test,
test,
programs).
excluding
students who
who are
are enrolled in
shall be
to have
have aa Lowexcluding those
those students
in special
specialeducation
education .. .. .. , shall
be considered
considered to

,

Mathematics Program."
Program.” 603 MASS.
MASS. CODE
CODE REGS.
REGS. 2.05(1) (2005) (excluding special
special education
education
Performing Mathematics
students
oflow-performing
low-performingmathematics
mathematicsprograms)
programs)(emphasis
(emphasisadded).
added).
students from
from definition
definition of
1425,
109
See No
No Child
Child Left
LeftBehind
Behind Act
Actofof2001,
2001, Pub.
Pub. L.
L. No.
No. 107-110,
107-110, § 1111(b)(3)(C)(ix)(II),
115Star.
Stat. 1425,
109.. See
1111(b)(3)(C)(ix)(I), 115
GEN.
1450
(defining federal
federal requirement
requirement of
ofaccommodations
accommodations for
forspecial
specialeducation
educationchildren);
children);MASS.
MASS.GEN.
1450 (2002) (defining
11 (2004) (defining Massachusetts
LAWS ch.
Massachusetts requirement
accommodations for special
special education
education
requirement of
of accommodations
LAWS
ch. 69, §§ 1I
children).
children).
115 Stat.
Star. 1425,
110.. § 1111(a)(1),
110
1425, 1444
1444 (requiring
(requiring coordination
coordination between
betweenNCLB
NCLB and
and IDEA).
IDEA).
§ 1111 (a)(1), 115
115 Stat.
Star. 1425,
1425, 1450
111.. § 1111(b)(3)(C)(ix)(II),
111
requirement of accommodations
accommodations for
1450 (creating
(creating federal
federal requirement
§ 1111 (b)(3)(C)(ix)(II), 115
special education children).
children).
112
MASS.GEN.
GEN. LAWS
LAWS ch. 69, §§ 1I
112.. MASS.
11(2004)
(2004) (mandating
(mandating accommodations
accommodationsfor
for special
special education
education children
children in
Massachusetts).
Massachusetts).
113.. See
MCASRREQUIREMENTS,
supra
note
(guaranteeingright
righttotoaccommodations
accommodations for
for
113
See SSPECIAL
PECIAL EED
D MCAS
EQUIREMENTS, supra
note
1, 1,
at at7 7(guaranteeing
special education children).
children).
114
MCASSUMMARY
SUMMARY 2005,
10, (describing
(describing MCAS accommodations).
accommodations). Examples
Examples of
114.. MCAS
2005, supra
supra note
note 4,
4, at
at 10,
accommodations in
changes in
in test
test timing,
timing,scheduling,
scheduling, or
orpresentation;
presentation;
allowable accommodations
in test
test administration
administration include: changes
use of aa Braille
Braille edition;
edition; use
use of
ofaascribe
scribefor
forstudents
students who
whohave
have trouble
trouble writing;
writing;use
useofofgraphic
graphicorganizers,
organizers,
use
checklists,
supra note 1, at
checklists, and
and word
wordbanks;
banks;and
anduse
useofofaaword
wordprocessor.
processor.SPECIAL
SPECIALED
EDMCAS
MCASREQUIREMENTS,
REQUIREMENTS, supra
7-16 (articulating
allowableaccommodations).
accommodations).
(articulating allowable
115
MASS.DEP'T
DEP’TOF
OFEDUC.,
EDUC., MCAS
MCASALTERNATE
ALTERNATEASSESSMENT
ASSESSMENT (MCAS-A
LT): SUMMARY
SUMMARYOF
OF 2003
2003 STATE
STATE
115.. MASS.
(MCAS-ALT):
RESULTS 1 1(2004)
LT S
UMMARY], available
RESULTS
(2004)[hereinafter
[hereinafterMCAS-A
MCAS-ALT
SUMMARY],
available at
http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/alt/03statesum.pdf (describing MCAS
MCASAlternate
AlternateAssessment
Assessmentand
and results).
results).
http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/alt/03statesum.pdf(describing
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test,
test, even
even with
with accommodations.
accommodations.116 The student's
student’s IEP team is responsible
responsible for
117
116
decidingwhether
whether
tothe
use
the
To utilize the
the MCAS-Alt,
MCAS-Alt,aa student
student
deciding
to use
MCAS-Alt.

MCAS-Alt.
117
will
submit toto
theMassachusetts
Massachusetts Department
will
submit
the
Departmentofof Education
Educationaa portfolio
portfolio of
of
representative work
samples and
the student
student
representative
work samples
and other
other data
data intended
intended to show that the
118
has learned the required skills
To pass,
pass, students must earn a
skillsand
andknowledge.'
knowledge.18
minimum rating of
of "Needs
“Needs Improvement,"
Improvement,” which
whichisisthe
thesame
same requirement
requirement as
as
119
The state
state requires
exam.
the regular MCAS
MCAS exam.19
requires that
that students
studentsutilizing
utilizing MCASMCASAlt show
show aa level
level of
ofperformance
performance "comparable
“comparable to or
or higher
higher than"
than” students
students taking
Alt
Massachusettsdoes
doesnot
notutilize
utilize an
an option available
the regular
regular MCAS
MCASexam.120
exam.120 Massachusetts
through IDEA
and
NCLB,
which
is
to
allow
alternate
standards
against which
IDEA and NCLB, which is to allow alternate standards against
121measured.'2'
students
taking
alternate
assessments
would
be
Despite offering
students taking alternate assessments would be measured.
Despite
offering
the
MCAS-Alt
totoseverely
while simultaneously holding them
MCAS-Alt
severelydisabled
disabled students
students while
to the
as non-disabled
non-disabled students,
the state
does not expect the
the same
same standards
standards as
students, the
state does
the
disabled
students
to
do
well
on
the
assessment:
“the
vast
majority
of
students
disabled students to do well
assessment: "the
majority of students
taking alternate
(about90%)
90%)have
havesignificant
significantcognitive
cognitive disabilities,
alternate assessments
assessments (about
and
therefore do
not address
address learning
learning standards
standards at
or near
near grade-level
grade-level
and therefore
do not
at or
expectations. Therefore,
are not
not likely
likely to
expectations.
Therefore, these
these students
students are
to earn
earn scores
scores of
of Needs
Needs
116
See MCAS-ALT
MCAS-ALTSUMMARY,
SUMMARY, supra
supra note
note 115,
availability of MCAS-Alt
MCAS-Alt to
to certain
certain
115, at 11 (limiting
116.. See
(limiting availability
disabled
The State
State advises
advises that
intended for
for aa student
student who is
is "a)
“a) generally
generally unable
unable
disabled children). The
that the
the MCAS-Alt
MCAS-Alt isis intended
demonstrate knowledge
paper-and-pencil test,
on
to demonstrate
knowledge on
on aa paper-and-pencil
test,even
evenwith
with accommodations;
accommodations;and
andisisb)
b) working
working on
that have
havebeen
beensubstantially
substantiallymodified
modifed due
due to
to the
the nature
nature and
andseverity
severity of
of his
his or her
her disability;
disability;
learning standards
standards that
and
c) receiving
receiving intensive,
intensive, individualized
individualized instruction
. . .”
MASS. DEP'T
DEP’T OF
OF EDUC.,
EDUC., 2006
2006EDUCATOR'S
EDUCATOR’S
." MASS.
and is
is c)
instruction. ...
MANUAL FOR
FOR MCAS-ALT
MCAS-ALT 9
9 (2005) [hereinafter 2006 MCAS-ALT
MCAS-ALT MANUAL]
MANUAL] available
at
MANUAL
available at
http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/alt/manual.pdf (advising
(advising teachers
teachers which
which students
students are appropriate candidates
candidates for
MCAS-Alt).
117.. See
117
See MCAS-A
LT S
UMMARY, supra
responsibility
MCAS-ALT
SUMMARY,
supranote
note115,
115,atat1 1(assigning
(assigning
responsibilityfor
forutilizing
utilizingMCAS-Alt
MCAS-Alt to
IEP Team).
Team).
IEP
118.. See
118
See MCAS-A
LT S
UMMARY, supra
procedure). Teams
Teams may
may
MCAS-ALT
SUMMARY,
supranote
note115,
115,atat1 1(highlighting
(highlightingMCAS-Alt
MCAS-Alt procedure).
such as
as data
data charts,
charts,work
work samples,
samples,and
andvideo
video clips.
clips. See
submit evidence
evidence such
See 2006 MCAS-ALT
MCAS-ALT MANUAL,
MANUAL, supra
note 116 passim
passing(describing
(describingmaterials
materialssubmitted
submittedfor
forMCAS-Alt).
MCAS-Alt).
119
SeeMCAS-ALT
MCAS-ALTSUMMARY,
SUMMARY,supra
supranote
note 115,
115, at
at 88 (requiring
(requiringall
allstudents
studentstotopass
pass at
at the
the same
same level).
119.. See
level).
120.. See
120
See 2006
2006 MCAS-ALT
MCAS-ALTMANUAL,
MANUAL, supra
supra note
note 116,
116, atat 21
21(defining
(definingcompetency
competencystandards
standards for
for students
students
MCAS-Alt).The
The
Massachusetts approach
approach is
is inincontrast
contrast totothe
theUnited
UnitedStates
States Supreme
Supreme Court's
Court’s
utilizing MCAS-Alt).
Massachusetts
recognition that
[t]he requirement
requirement that States
States provide “equal”
educational opportunities
opportunities would
would thus
thus seem
seem to
to present
present
"equal" educational
an entirely unworkable
unworkable standard
standard requiring
impossible measurements
measurements and
. . . It is clear
clear
requiring impossible
and comparisons
comparisons. ...
that the benefits
benefits obtainable
obtainableby
bychildren
childrenat
atone
oneend
endofofthe
thespectrum
spectrumwill
willdiffer
difer dramatically
dramatically from
from those
those
obtainable
other end
end ....
. . . One
may have
have little dificulty
difficultycompeting
competing
obtainableby
by children
children at
at the
the other
One child
child may
successfully
an academic
academic setting
setting with nonhandicapped
nonhandicapped children
another child
may
successfullyinin an
children while
while another
child may
encounter
in acquiring
acquiring even
even the
the most basic
basic of self-maintenance
self-maintenance skills.
do not
not
encountergreat
greatdifficulty
diffculty in
skills. We do
attempt today
today to establish
attempt
establish any one
one test
test for
fordetermining
determining the
theadequacy
adequacy of
ofeducational
educational benefits
benefits
conferred upon all children
children covered
covered by the Act.
Act.
of Educ.
Educ. v.
v. Rowley,
Rowley, 458
458 U.S.
U.S. 176,
176, 198-202
198-202 (1982).
(1982).
Bd. of
108-446, §
121
See Individuals
Individuals with Disabilities
Disabilities Education
Education Improvement
2004, Pub.
Pub. L. No.
No. 108-446,
121.. See
ImprovementAct
Act of
of 2004,
§

Star. 2647, 2687 (allowing states
118 Stat.
612(a)(16)(C)(ii)(II)(2004),
states to
to utilize
utilizealternate
alternateassessments
assessments and
and
612(a)(16)(C)(ii)(II)(2004), 118
16 (describing
standards); see
see also,
also, IDEA 2004
supra note
note 53,
53, at 16
standards);
2004 CHANGES,
CHANGES, supra
utilizing alternate
alternate
(describing option
option of utilizing

academic standards).
standards).
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Improvement,
Proficient,
or Advanced
on the 122
Improvement,
Proficient,
or Advanced
on the MCAS-Alt.”
MCAS-Alt."122
2.
2.

MCAS &
& Special
Special Education Students.
Students: The
The Actual
Actual Experience
Experience

Special
Special education
education students
studentsfail
fail the
theMathematics
Mathematicsportion
portion of
of the
the MCAS
MCAS exam
at aa rate
ratealmost
almost
times
as as
high
as regular
at
fourfour
times
as high
regular
educationeducation
students.123 Special
students.123
education
rate more than
education students
studentsfail
fail the
the English
English Language
Language Arts
Arts portion at aa rate
sixtimes
times
as regular
education
six
as as
highhigh
as regular
education
students.124 For those students electing to
students.124
submit
forthe
theMCAS
MCASAlternate
AlternateAssessment,
Assessment, the
the statistics
statistics are
are even
even
a portfolio
portfolio for
morebleak:
bleak:
over
ninety-nine
more
over
ninety-nine
percent fail.125
percent
fail.125whether regular or special education,
If
any student,
student,
he or
or she
she
If any
education, fails
fails MCAS, he
126
will
be
allowed
to
retake
the
exam
several
If
the special
special education
education
will be allowed to retake the exam several times.
If the
times.126
student
butotherwise
otherwise meets
meets certain
certain requirements,
requirements, the
the
student continues
continuesto
to fail, but
superintendentof
of the
the child’s
child's school
superintendent
school district
districtmust
mustfile
fileananappeal.127
appeal.127 Despite
treating special
special and
and regular
regular education
education students
students the same
same in the
the scoring
scoring process,
process,
128
the state treats them differently
differentlyininthe
theappeals
appealsprocess.128
process.
For special education
122
See MCAS-ALT
MCAS-ALTSUMMARY,
SUMMARY, supra
122.. See
supra note
note 115,
115, at
at 88 (reducing
(reducing expectations
expectationsfor
for students
studentsutilizing
utilizing MCAS
Alternate Assessment).
Assessment).
Alternate
123.. See
2005, supra
supra note
note4,
4,atat23
23tbl.17
tbl. 17(listing
(listingMCAS
MCAS Mathematics
Mathematicsresults).
results). Only ten
123
SeeMCAS
MCASSUMMARY
SUMMARY 2005,
percent of
regular education
education students
the Mathematics
Mathematics portion,
thirty-nine percent
percent of
of special
special
percent
of regular
studentsfail
fail the
portion, while
while thirty-nine
education students
education
studentsfail
fail that
that same
sameportion.
portion. Id.
Id
124.. See
2005, supra
supra note
note 4,
4, at
at22
22tbl.17
tbl.17 (listing
(listing MCAS
124
SeeMCAS
MCASSUMMARY
SUMMARY 2005,
MCAS English
EnglishLanguage
Language Arts
Arts results).
results).
Only
fail the English Language
Language Arts
Arts portion,
portion, while thirty-one
Only five
fivepercent
percent of
of regular
regular education
education students
students fail
thirty-one percent
percent
of special education
education students
studentsfail
fail that
that same
sameportion.
portion. Id.
Id
125
SeeMASS.
MASS.DEP'T
DEP’TOF
OFEDUC.,
EDUC., MCAS
MCASALTERNATE
ALTERNATE ASSESSMENT
ASSESSMENT (MCAS-A
LT): SUMMARY
SUMMARY OF
OF 2003
2003
125.. See
(MCAS-ALT):
STATE
tbl.3(2004),
(2004),available
available at
at http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/alt/03statesum.pdf
http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/alt/03statesum.pdf (listing
(listing results
S
TATE RRESULTS
ESULTS 5 5
tbl.3
results
participating in
in MCAS Alternate
for students
students participating
Alternate Assessment).
Assessment). For
For 2003
2003 (the
last year
year reported),
reported), out
610
(the last
out of 610
portfolios submitted
ten, only
only three
three passed
passedthe
theEnglish
EnglishLanguage
Language
Arts
portion.Id.
Id Of
submitted in grade
grade ten,
Arts
portion.
Ofthose
those three,
three,
none was
rating
of of“Needs
Improvement.”
Id.Id Likewise,
Likewise, out
out of 610
610
none
was higher
higher than
thanthe
thelowest
lowestacceptable
acceptable
rating
"Needs
Improvement."
submissions, only
only three
three passed
passedthe
theMathematics
Mathematicsportion.
portion. Id.
Id The
submissions,
TheState
Statebreaks
breaksdown
downthe
thepassage
passage rate according
each portion,
TheState
State does
does allow
allow
to each
portion, but
but does
doesnot
notlist
list aa pass
passrate
ratefor
forthe
thetwo
two portions
portionscombined.
combined.Id.
Id The
resubmission
of the
the portfolio
portfolio in grades
elevenand
andtwelve.
twelve. Id.
Id at
resubmission of
grades eleven
at 8. However,
However,out
outofofeighty-two
eighty-tworesubmissions,
resubmissions,
only eight
the English Language
Arts portion, and
eight passed
passed the
Language Arts
and only
only twelve
twelvepassed
passed the Mathematics portion (none
(none
at 5.
5.
higher than the
the lowest
lowest acceptable
acceptablerating
ratingofof“Needs
"NeedsImprovement”).
Improvement"). Id.
Id at
126
SeeMCAS
MCASSUMMARY
SUMMARY 2005, supra note 4, at 7 (discussing option of
of retaking
retaking exam).
exam).
126.. See
127
See603
603MASS.
MASS. CODE
CODE R
EGS. 30.05(2)(a)
superintendents or their
their designees
designees to
127.. See
REGS.
30.05(2)(a)(2005)
(2005)(allowing
(allowing only superintendents
file appeals).
appeals). "A
“Aperformance
performanceappeal
appeal on
on behalf
behalf of
ofaastudent
student may
may be
be filed
filed only
onlyby
bythe
thesuperintendent
superintendent of
of schools
schools
file
the school
school district in which
which the
the student
student is
For special
special
for the
is enrolled,
enrolled, or
or by
by the
the superintendent’s
superintendent'sdesignee.”
designee."Id.
Id For
the parent
parent requests
requests it and
and the
the child
childmeets
meets certain
certain requirements.
requirements.
education students,
students, this
this appeal
appeal is
is mandatory
mandatory if
if the
30.05 (2) (b). First,
at §§ 30.05(2)(b).
First,the
thestudent
student must
must have
have taken
at §§
taken the
the MCAS
MCAS exam
examatatleast
leastthree
threetimes.
times.Id.
Id at
Id. at
30.05
30.05(3)(a).
Second, barring
barring disability
disabilityororserious
seriousillness,
illness,the
thestudent
student must
must have
have a ninety-five
ninety-five percent
percent or
or better
better
(3) (a). Second,
attendance
record. Id.
Id at
attendance record.
at §§30.05(3)(c).
30.05(3)(c). Third,
Third,the
theschool
schoolmust
musthave
haveoffered,
offered,and
andthe
thestudent
student participated
participated in,
in,
tutoring
academic services.
services. Id.
Id at
tutoring and
and other academic
at §§ 30.05(3)(d).
30.05(3)(d). The
Thesuperintendent's
superintendent’s appeal
appeal must include (1) one or
teacher recommendation(s);
complete local
local graduation
graduation
more teacher
recommendation(s);(2)
(2) aa statement
statementthat
that the
the student
studentisis on
on track
track to complete
(3) aa statement
statement that the IEP team supports the graduation; (4)
(4) the
the student's
student’s grades;
grades; (5)
(5) the
the grades
grades
requirements; (3)
and MCAS scores
scores of the student's
student’s peers;
requested for
and
peers; and
and (6)
(6) other
other information
information requested
for inclusion
inclusion by the IEP team or
at §§ 30.05(5)(a)-(h).
30.05(5)(a)-(h). AAPerformance
Performance Appeals
Appeals
the superintendent
superintendenttotoprove
provethe
thechild’s
child'slevel
levelof
of knowledge.
knowledge. Id.
Id at
at § 30.05(7)(a)-(c).
30.05(7)(a)-(c).
Board reviews the submission and
and makes
makesaarecommendation
recommendationtotothe
theCommissioner.
Commissioner. Id.
Id at
128
See, e.g.,
e.g., 603 MASS.
MASS. C
ODE RREGS.
EGS. 30.05(3)(b)
(2005)
CODE
30.05(3)(b)
(2005)(requiring
(requiringonly
onlystudents
studentswithout
without disabilities
disabilities to
128.. See,
students with disabilities to
to
score
score 216
216 or
or higher
higher to
to appeal);
appeal); id.
id. at
at § 30.05(5)(b)-(c),(h)
30.05(5)(b)-(c),(h) (2005)
(2005) (allowing
(allowing only students
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children, ififthe
thesuperintendent
superintendent can
can show by
by aa "preponderance
“preponderance of the evidence"
evidence”
that the child
thenecessary
necessaryknowledge
knowledgeand
andskills,
skills, “the
"the Commissioner
child possesses
possesses the
shall grant
the appeal
appeal isis granted,
granted, the
the student
student isis treated
treated as
as
shall
grant the
theappeal.
appeal.”129 If
If the
,129 passed
having
passed
the disputed
portion
of 130
having
the disputed
portion of
the MCAS.

the MCAS.130
3.
3.
Challenges to MCAS

a.
a.
Rational Basis
Basis
Standard of Review:
Review. Rational

When presented
presented with
challenge, a Massachusetts
Massachusetts court
with a constitutional challenge,
courtwill
will
analyze
suspect classifications
determine the
the
analyze fundamental
fundamental rights
rights and
and suspect
classifcations to determine
appropriate
standard
of 131 From
federal standpoint,
standpoint, the
the United
appropriate
standard
of review.
From the federal
132 v. Doe,132 ruled
States
Supreme
in the
case v.ofDoe,
Plyler
review.131
States
Supreme
Court,Court,
in the case
of Plyler
ruled that education is not
133
fundamental
right.
education
is notAlthough
Although the
the Massachusetts
Massachusetts Constitution devotes
devotes an
aathat
fundamental
right.
133
entire
the case
case of
Doe v.
v.
entire section
sectiontoto education,
education,a asplit
split SJC
SJCruled
ruledinin the
of Doe
134 that education is not a fundamental 135
Superintendent
of
Superintendent of Schools
that education is not a fundamental right.
Schools134the
the SJC
SJC analyzed
analyzedright.135
Doe v.
v. Superintendent
Superintendent of Schools
Schools using the
the
Accordingly,
Doe
rational
basis
rather
than
the
strict test.136
rational basis
rather
than the
strict
scrutiny

scrutiny test.136

submit additional
additional supporting
supporting material);
material); id.
id at
of
submit
at §§ 30.05(10)
30.05(10) (2005)
(2005) (requiring
(requiring Commissioner
Commissioner to grant appeal
appeal of
special education
education students
studentsmeeting
meetingrequirements).
requirements). But see
SettlementOffers
Ofers More MCAS
special
see Settlement
MCAS Help
Help totoStudents,
Students,
BOSTON
May27,
27,2006,
2006,atat14
14 (reporting
(reporting legal
legal settlement
ERALD, May
settlement of case
case brought by
by students
students concerning
concerning
BOSTON HHERALD,
MCAS). The
Thestate
stateagreed
agreed to
to eliminate
eliminate"the
“therequirement
requirementthat
thatstudents
students earn
earn a minimum
of 216
216 on
on the
the grade
grade 10
10
MCAS).
minimum of
MCAS test
test to qualify for
for aa performance
performance appeal.”
MCAS
appeal." Id.
Id
129.. 603 MASS.
30.05 (10) (2005) (requiring
129
MASS. CODE
CODE REGS.
REGS. §§ 30.05(10)
Commissioner to
appeal of special
special
(requiring Commissioner
to grant appeal
education
studentsmeeting
meetingrequirements).
requirements).AA “preponderance
"preponderanceofofthe
theevidence”
evidence"isis defined
defined primarily
primarily either by
education students
the grades
of the student
student as
as compared
comparedto
topeers
peersinintheir
their class
classwho
who passed
passedMCAS,
MCAS,or
or by
by an
an analysis
analysis of
of the
the work
work
grades of
samples
samples produced
producedby
bythe
thestudent.
student. Id.
Id
130.. 603 MASS.
130
MASS. CCODEREGS.
ODE REGS. 30.05(11)
appeal is approved).
approved).
30.05(11)(2005)
(2005)(treating
(treating student
studentas
aspassing
passingMCAS
MCAS if appeal
131.. See
131
See Goodridge
standard of
Goodridge v.
v. Dept.
Dept. of Pub. Health, 798 N.E.2d 941, 960 (Mass. 2003) (summarizing standard
of
review).
review).
132.. 457 U.S. 202 (1982).
132
(1982).
133
See Plyler
Plyler v.
v. Doe,
Doe, 457
457 U.S.
U.S. 202,
202, 223
223 (1982)
(1982) (declaring
(declaring education
educationnot
notfundamental
fundamentalright).
right). “Nor
"Nor is
133.. See
education aa fundamental
fundamental right;
right; a State
State need
neednot
notjustify
justify by
by compelling necessity
necessity every variation in the
the manner in
education isis provided
which education
providedto
toits
itspopulation.”
population." Id.
Id
134.. 653 N.E.2d 1088 (Mass. 1995).
134
1995).
135.. Compare
pt. 2,
2, ch.
ch. 5,
5, §§ 22 (declaring
(declaring importance
importance of
of education),
education), with Doe, 653 N.E.2d at
135
CompareMASS.
MASS.CONST.
CONST. pt.
1095 (declaring
(declaring education
education not
not fundamental
fundamental right
right in Massachusetts).
1095
Massachusetts). But
But see
see Doe, 653 N.E.2d at 1098 (Liacos,
(arguing education
educationisis fundamental
fundamentalright
rightinin Massachusetts).
Massachusetts).InInDoe,
Doe,the
theplaintiff,
plaintif, who
who was
was
C.J., dissenting) (arguing
expelled from school
school for
for behavioral
behavioral issues,
issues, claimed
claimed that
that she
she should
should be
be allowed
allowed back
back totoschool
schoolbecause
because
expelled
education
fundamentalright.
right. Id
education isis aa fundamental
Id.atat1095.
1095.The
TheSJC
SJCmade
madeaaqualifed
qualifiedstatement
statementthat
thateducation
education was
was not
not aa
fundamental
right “which
"which would trigger strict
wheneverschool
schoolofficials
ofcials determine,
fundamental right
strict scrutiny
scrutiny analysis
analysis whenever
determine, in the
the
interest
safety, that
that aa student’s
student'smisconduct
misconductwarrants
warrantsexpulsion.”
expulsion." Id.
Id InInan
interest of safety,
anaccompanying
accompanyingfootnote,
footnote, the
the SJC
SJC
statedits
its opinion
opinion without
without qualification:
qualification: "[W]e
stated
“[W]ejoin
jointhe
thecourts
courtsofofseveral
several other
other jurisdictions
jurisdictions in holding
holding that
that
education is
Id.atat1095
1095n.4.
n.4.InIna adissenting
dissentingopinion,
opinion,Chief
ChiefJustice
JusticeLiacos
Liacosstated
stated that
that
education
is not
not aa fundamental
fundamentalright.”
right." Id
because
the Massachusetts
MassachusettsConstitution
Constitutionmade
madesuch
suchexplicit
explicit reference
reference to
to the state's
because the
state’s duty to
to educate,
educate, education
education
be considered
consideredaafundamental
fundamentalright
rightininMassachusetts.
Massachusetts.Id.
Id at
at 1098-99
1098-99 (Liacos,
(Liacos, C.J.,
C.J.,dissenting).
dissenting). “There
"There is
should be
Federal constitutional right
right to
to education
education comparable
comparable to that
that provided
provided by
bythe
theMassachusetts
Massachusetts Constitution.”
no Federal
Constitution."
Id. at
at 1099
1099 n.4
n.4 (Liacos,
(Liacos, C.J.,
C.J., dissenting).
dissenting).
Id.
136
See Doe,
Doe, 653
N.E.2d at 1097 (applying rational
rational basis
basis analysis
analysis rather
rather than
than strict
strict scrutiny
scrutinybecause
because
136.. See
653 N.E.2d
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Another factor that
that aa court
court examines
examines to
to determine
determine whether
whether itit should
should use
use
Another
rational
rational basis
basis or strict scrutiny
scrutiny analysis
analysis is the classifcation
classificationofofaaparty
partyas
as suspect
suspect
137
or
In the case
case of
Living Center,
Center,
or quasi-suspect.
of City of Cleburne v. Cleburne Living
quasi-suspect.137
Inc.,138
theSupreme
SupremeCourt
Courtruled
ruledthat
thatthe
thementally
mentallyretarded
retardedplaintiffs
plaintiffs were not a
Inc.,138 the

quasi-suspect
therefore applied
applied rational
rationalbasis
basisanalysis.139
analysis.139 In
quasi-suspect class,
class, and
and therefore
Massachusetts,
subset of special
special
Massachusetts,mentally
mentally retarded
retardedchildren
children are
are treated
treated as
as aa subset
140
education
courtwill
will apply aa rational
Thus, a Massachusetts
Massachusetts court
rational basis
basis
education students.
analysis
when
it adjudicates
eitherorgeneral
or special
students.140
analysis
when
it adjudicates
either general
special education
issues.141

education issues.141
b.
Similar Challenges
b.
Comparing MCAS Challenges to Similar
Challenges in
in Other
Other States
States

To date, there have
have been
beenvery
very few
few court challenges to MCAS,
MCAS, and
and none
none have
have

been
the leading
leading case
case of
of Student
Student No.
No. 99 v.
Board of
been successful.142 In the
v. Board
of
Education,143
successful.142
the plaintiffs
plaintiffs failed
failed to
to obtain
obtain an
aninjunction
injunction against
against the
the
Education,143 the
administration
MCAS exam,
exam, arguing
arguing unsuccessfully
unsuccessfully that
was
administration of
of the MCAS
that MCAS was

unlawful
because
it was
not sufficiently
unlawful because
it was
not sufficiently
comprehensive.144 In its
its opinion,
opinion, the
the
comprehensive. 144

education not
right).
our conclusion
conclusion that
does not
not have
have aa
education
not considered
consideredfundamental
fundamental
right).“In
"In light
light of our
that the
the plaintiff
plaintif does
fundamental
right to an
under Part
Part II,
II, c. 5, §§ 2, we apply the lowest level of scrutiny,
fundamental right
an education
education under
scrutiny, the
the rational
rational
." IdId.Under
rational
basis
analysis,
basis test
. . .”
Under
rational
basis
analysis,it itdoes
doesnot
notmatter
matterif ifa aless
lessonerous
onerousalternative
alternative exists
exists as
as long
basis
test. ...
as the
as
the state’s
state'schosen
chosenoption
optionisisrationally
rationally related
relatedto
to aalegitimate
legitimate state
stateinterest.
interest. Id.
Id
137.. See
137
See City
City of
ofCleburne
Cleburne v.
v. Cleburne
Cleburne Living
LivingCtr.,
Ctr.,Inc.,
Inc.,473
473U.S.
U.S.432,
432, 442
442 (1985)
(1985) (reversing
(reversing decision
decision of
Court of
class); Goodridge
Goodridge v.
v. Dept. of Pub.
of Appeals
Appeals treating
treating retarded
retarded citizens
citizens as
as quasi-suspect
quasi-suspect class);
Pub. Health,
Health, 798
N.E.2d 941, 960 (Mass.
(Mass. 2003)
2003) (subjecting
(subjecting suspect
suspectclassification
classifcation to
to strict
strict scrutiny).
scrutiny). "Where
“Whereaa statute
statute implicates
a
right or
or uses
usesaa suspect
suspectclassification,
classifcation,we
weemploy
employ‘strict
`strictjudicial
judicialscrutiny’
scrutiny'. ...
a fundamental
fundamental right
. . . For all other
other
statutes,we
weemploy
employ the
the‘rational
'rational basis’
basis' test.”
test." Goodridge,
statutes,
Goodridge,798
798 N.E.2d
N.E.2d at
at 960.
960.
138.. 473 U.S. 432 (1985).
138
(1985).
139
See Cleburne,
Cleburne, 473
473 U.S.
U.S. at
at 442
442 (reversing
(reversing Court
Court of
ofAppeals'
Appeals’treatment
treatmentofofretarded
retarded citizens
citizens as
as quasiquasi139.. See
suspectclass).
class). In
In Cleburne,
Cleburne, aa city
city tried to prevent
the opening
opening of
of aa home
homefor
for the
thementally
mentally retarded.
retarded. Id.
Id at
suspect
prevent the
at 435.
435.
While
While the
the Court
Court did
did not
not apply
apply strict
strict scrutiny,
scrutiny, ititultimately
ultimatelyheld
heldthat
thatpreventing
preventingthe
the home
home from
from opening
opening was
was not
rationally related
related to
at 448
448 (holding
(holding no
no rational
rational basis
basis for believing
believing
rationally
to any
any reasonable
reasonableinterest
interestofofthe
thecity.
city. Id.
Id at
retarded
citizens posed
posedspecial
specialthreat
threattotocommunity).
community). In fact, the Court held that the city’s
city's viewpoint
retarded citizens
viewpointwas
wasbased
based
"on an irrational prejudice against
against the
thementally
mentallyretarded.”
retarded." Id.
Id at
“on
at 450.
450.
140.. See
28.02(7)(c)(2005)
(2005)(defining
(defining“intellectual
"intellectual impairment”
impairment" as
as category
category of
of
140
See 603
603 MASS.
MASS. CODE
CODE RREGS.
EGS. 28.02(7)(c)
disability).
disability).
141.. See
141
See Cleburne,
Cleburne, 473
473 U.S.
U.S. at
at 442
442 (reversing
(reversing decision
decision of
of Court
Court ofofAppeals
Appealstototreat
treatretarded
retarded citizens
citizens as
as
quasi-suspect class);
U.S. 202, 223 (1982) (declaring education
education not a fundamental
fundamental right);
quasi-suspect
class);Plyler
Plyler v. Doe, 457 U.S.
right);
Goodridge, 798 N.E.2d
N.E.2d at 960 (describing
scrutiny); Doe
Doe v.
v.
(describing when
when courts
courts use
use rational
rational basis
basisor
or strict
strict scrutiny);
1088, 1096
Superintendent
Sch., 653 N.E.2d 1088,
1096 (Mass. 1995)
Superintendent of
of Sch.,
1995) (declaring
(declaring education
education not
not fundamental
fundamental right
right in
Massachusetts).
Massachusetts).
142
See Student
Student No.
No. 99 v.
v. Bd.
Bd.Of
OfEduc.,
Educ.,802
802N.E.2d
N.E.2d105,
105,114-15
114-15(Mass.
(Mass.2004)
2004)(rejecting
(rejectingcontention
contention state
state
142.. See
providingadequate
adequate education).
education).
not providing
143.. 802 N.E.2d 105 (Mass. 2004).
143
2004).
144
See MASS.
MASS. GEN.
GEN. LAWS
LAWS ch.
ch. 69, §§ ID
1D (2004)
(2004) (requiring assessment
assessment of mathematics,
mathematics, science
science and
and
144.. See
technology,
technology, history and
and social
social science,
science, foreign
foreign languages,
languages, and
and English);
English); Student
Student No.
No. 9, 802
at 115
115
802 N.E.2d at
(holding Massachusetts
Massachusetts meets
requirements).
based their
argument on
the
(holding
meetseducational
educational
requirements).The
Theplaintiffs
plaintifs based
their argument
on the
Massachusetts
statutethat
that requires
requires the
the State
Stateto
to base
baseits
itscompetency
competencydetermination
determination on
on not
not just English
Massachusetts statute
English language
language
arts
but also on
arts and
and mathematics,
mathematics, but
on science
science and
and technology,
technology, history,
history, social
socialscience,
science, and
and foreign
foreignlanguages.
languages.
No. 9, 802
113 (summarizing
interpretation ofofstatutory
statutoryMCAS
MCASrequirements).
requirements).
Student No.
802 N.E.2d at 113
(summarizing plaintiffs’
plaintifs' interpretation
claimedthat
that"the
“theMCAS
MCASexam
examisisunlawful
unlawful
becausethe
thecompetency
competencydetermination
determinationdoes
does not
not take
take
The plaintiffs
plaintifs claimed
because
account the
The SJC
SJC refused
refused to
into account
the other
other core
coresubjects
subjectsmentioned
mentionedininthe
thestatute.”
statute."Id.
Id The
to hold
hold MCAS unlawful
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141
141

SJC
may present
present equal
equal protection
protection or
or disparate
disparate impact
impact
SJC stated
stated that
that MCAS may
concerns,
particularly
in
regard
to
special
education
students,
but
it
refused
concerns, particularly regard to special education students, but refused to
addressthose
thoseissues
issuesbecause
because
theywere
werenot
notraised
raisedbybythe
theplaintiffs.
plaintiffs.145 In an
an
address
they
141 case
concerning education
education reform
reform in general, Hancock v. Commissioner
earlier
case concerning
146
of Education,
Education,146
therequested
SJC requested
a report
from
a Superior
the SJC
a report from
a Superior
Court
judge on the
of
Courtof
on the
status
ofjudge
education
in Massachusetts,
butrejected
rejectedthe
thejudge’s
judge'sfindings
fndings that the
status
education
in
Massachusetts, but
the
147
state
was
still
not
meeting
its
constitutional
state was still not meeting its constitutional educational mandate.
educational
mandate.147
While court
While
court challenges
challenges to
to MCAS
MCAShave
haveso
sofar
farbeen
beenunsuccessful,
unsuccessful, challenges
challenges
similar high-stakes
high-stakes exams
exams in
other states
states have
least a small
small
to similar
in other
have met
met with
with at least
amount of
key differences
differences between
between the
the court
court challenges
challenges
amount
ofsuccess.148
success.148 One of the key
and elsewhere
elsewhere is
is that due process
and equal protection have
in Massachusetts
Massachusetts and
process and
have
whereas they
they have
have been
been in
not yet
yet been
been the
the contested
contested issues in Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, whereas
Florida's use
other states.149
the case
case of Debra
Debra P.
P. v.v.Turlington,150
Turlington,150 Florida’s
use of an
other
states.149 In the
assessment
violated
bothprotection
equal protection
and 151 The main
assessment
test test
violated
both equal
and due process.
due process.151
problem
was
due to
to past
past segregation
segregation and
notice, the
the
problem
was that
that due
and insufficient
insufcient notice,
examination
test was
what
was actually
taught
to 152 The court
examination
diddid
not not
test what
actually
taught to all
students.
all students.152
enjoined
Florida’s
use of
of the
the test
test until
untilthe
thestate
state ensured
ensured that
that all
all students
students were
were
enjoined
Florida's use
integrated
during
their
entire
schooling,
and
that
all
students
were
provided
integrated during
schooling,
all students were provided
because the
ininthe
various
requirements
ofof
G.L.
because
theState
Statewas
wasmaking
makingprogress
progressphasing
phasing
the
various
requirements
G.L.ch.
ch.69.
69.Id.
Id at
at 114
114 (allowing
(allowing
phase
in of requirements).
McDufv, the
phase in
requirements). Further,
Further, the
the SJC
SJC stated
stated that McDuffy,
thecase
case that
that spawned
spawned the Education Reform
and MCAS, did
did not
not require
require a graduation
at 115 (stating
(stating agreement
Act and
graduationrequirement.
requirement. Id.
Id at
agreementwith
withplaintiffs
plaintifs would
undermine education
education reform
reform despite
despite lack
lack of
of graduation
graduation requirement
requirementin
inMcDuffy).
McDufy).
145
StudentNo.
No.9,9,802
802N.E.2d
N.E.2datat116
116n.16
n.16(refusing
(refusingtotoaddress
addressspecial
specialeducation
education issue).
issue).
145.. Student
146.. 822 N.E.2d 1134 (Mass. 2005).
146
2005).
147.. See
of lower court judge). See
147
See id
id.atat1136-37
1136-37(rejecting
(rejectingconclusion
conclusion and
and recommendation
recommendation of
See generally
generally
Hancock v.
No. 02-2978, 2004
877984 (Mass.
(Mass. Super.
Super. Ct.
Apr. 26, 2004) (recommending
2004 WL 877984
Ct. Apr.
Hancock
v. Driscoll, No.
Massachusetts still
not meeting
meeting educational
educational requirements).
requirements). Hancock
Hancock v.v. Driscoll
the report
report and
and
Massachusetts
still not
Driscoll is the
recommendations
provided by
by Superior
Superior Court Judge
Judge Margot
Margot Botsford, as
requestedby
bythe
theSJC.
SJC. See
Seeid.
id at *1.
recommendations provided
as requested
*1.
Judge
with three
three high-income
high-income model
model districts,
districts, and
and found
found serious
serious
Judge Botsford
Botsford compared
comparedfour
four low-income
low-income districts with
problems with both the level of funding
id at
157-60 (summarizing
funding and
and the level of MCAS
MCAS performance.
performance. See
See id.
at **157-60
report).
still not properly funding
report). Judge
Judge Botsford
Botsford concluded
concluded that
that Massachusetts
Massachusetts isisstill
funding education
education in the
the poorer
poorer
districts, and
“not receiving
receiving the
the education
education to which
which they
they are
are
districts,
and therefore
therefore children
children in
in those
those districts
districts are
are still
still "not
entitled.” See
See id
id.atat**160
(reporting insuffcient
insufficientprogress
progress since
since McDufy
McDuffycase).
case).
constitutionally entitled."
160 (reporting
148
Compare Student
Student No. 9 v.
v. Bd.
Bd. Of
OfEduc.,
Educ., 802
802 N.E.2d
N.E.2d 105,
105, 107
107 (Mass.
(Mass. 2004)
2004) (affirming
(affirming decision
decision of
of
148.. Compare
Superior
Ill. Bd.
Bd.ofofEduc.,
Educ.,697
697 F.2d
F.2d 179,
179, 184
184
Superior Court
Court denying
denying injunction
injunction to
to prevent
prevent MCAS),
MCAS), with Brookhart
Brookhart v. Ill.
1983) (finding
(finding due process
processviolation
violation due
due to
to insufficient
insuffcient notice
(7th Cir.
Cir. 1983)
notice of
oftesting),
testing),and
and Anderson
Anderson v.
v. Banks,
Banks, 520
substantial due
due process
process violation
due to testing material
material not
not taught).
taught).
F. Supp. 472, 509 (S.D. Ga. 1981) (finding
(finding substantial
violation due
149
CompareStudent
StudentNo.
No.9,9,802
802N.E.2d
N.E.2datat116
116n.16
n.16(noting
(notingequal
equalprotection
protectionissue
issue not
not properly
properlypresented
presented
149.. Compare
184 (finding due
before SJC),
SJC), with Brookhart,
Brookhart, 697
F.2d at 184
due process
process violation
before
697 F.2d
violationdue
duetotoinsufficient
insuficient notice
notice of
testing), and Anderson, 520 F. Supp. at 509 (basing violation
violation of
ofdue
due process
process on testing material not
not taught).
taught).
150.. 730 F.2d 1405 (11th Cir. 1984).
150
1984).
1407 (describing
151
. Id.
at 1407
reasons for
for delaying
delaying implementation
implementation ofofassessment
assessment test).
test). In
(describing two
two reasons
151.
Id at
Massachusetts,
"[a] statute
statute that
that arbitrarily
arbitrarily and capriciously
class of
of litigants violates
Massachusetts, “[a]
capriciously discriminates
discriminates against
against a class
violates the
the
equal protection
equal
protectionprovisions
provisionsofofthe
theConstitution
Constitutionofofthe
theCommonwealth.”
Commonwealth."Murphy
Murphyv.v.Comm’r
Comm'r of
of the
the Dep’t
Dep't of
Indus. Accidents,
Accidents, 612
612 N.E.2d
N.E.2d 1149,
1149, 1158
1158 (Mass.
(Mass. 1993)
1993) (summarizing
(summarizingequal
equal protection
protectionininMassachusetts).
Massachusetts).
152.. Debra
violations). The district court
152
DebraP.,
P.,730
730F.2d
F.2datat1407
1407 (finding
(findingequal
equalprotection
protection and
and due
due process
process violations).
court
violation due
due to
to the
the use
use of
of the
the SSAT-II
SSAT-IItest
testas
asaadiploma
diplomasanction
sanctionagainst
against students
students
found an equal protection violation
who had
had suffered
suffered through
earlier
in in
their
The district
district court
court also
also found
found that
that
who
throughsegregation
segregation
earlier
theirschooling.
schooling.Id.Id The
insufficientnotice
noticeofoftesting
testingcaused
caused aa due
due process
insufcient
processviolation.
violation. Id.
Id
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proper
proper notice.
notice.153
154
153Brookhart
Illinois
State
of Education154
is another
is another notable
case for
Brookhart v. v.
Illinois
State
BoardBoard
of Education

155
couple
notable
case for
Like Debra
to be
be in
in violation
violation
aa couple
of of
reasons.
Like
Debra P.,
P., the
the court
court held
held the state
state to
of
due
processbybynotnotproviding
providing
enough
notice
the 156 More
reasons.155
of
due process
enough
notice
of theof testing.
testing.156
importantly,
however,
importantly,
however, were
were the
the failed
failed arguments
arguments made
made on behalf of
of the
the special
special
education plaintiffs,
plaintiffs, which
state violated
violated the
the Education
Educationfor
for All
All
education
which claimed
claimed that the state
157
Handicapped
Children
Act,
as
well
as
Handicapped Children Act, as well as Section 504.
Section
504.157
In addition
addition
thecourts,
courts,other
otherbranches
branches ofofgovernment
governmenthave
havepresented
presented
totothe
challenges to the way states
handle the
the issue
issue of
of special education
education children and
challenges
states handle
exit exams.158
Arizona, for
forexample,
example, the
the Attorney
AttorneyGeneral
General issued
issued an opinion
exit
exams.158 In Arizona,
that special education
students in
in that state
should not be required to take
education students
state should
take the
the
exit exam.159
Instead, the
the Attorney General
General declared
declared that local
local school
school boards
boards
exit
exam.159 Instead,
shouldestablish
establish
graduation
response, the
state
should
graduation
requirements.160 In response,
the Arizona state
requirements.
160
superintendent
approved
a
change
to
allow
special
education
students
superintendent approved a change to
special education students to
graduate high school ififthey
theyhave
havepassed
passed their
their courses
courses and met the requirements

of diploma sanction).
sanction). The
153
. Id
Id. (delaying use
use of
The district
district court
court remedied
remedied both
both problems by delaying testing
153.
1983, which
which allowed for
for six
sixyears'
years’notice,
notice,and
andalso
alsoallowed
allowedany
anystudents
studentswho
whohad
hadbeen
beensegregated
segregated to
to
until 1983,
graduate without
After
a seriesofofappeals
appealsquestioning
questioningwhether
whetherthe
the test
test was
was
graduate
without being
being subjected
subjectedtotothe
thetesting.
testing. Id.
Id Afer
a series
appropriate
court ultimately
ultimatelyheld
heldthat
that the
the State
State met its burden of proving that
appropriate for
for students
students after
afer 1983, the circuit court
it was
was testing what was
Id.atat1412
1412(rejecting
(rejectinginference
inferenceofofState
State testing
testing material
material not
not taught).
taught).
was actually
actually taught.
taught. Id
Cit. 1983).
154.. 697 F.2d 179 (7th Cir.
154
1983).
183 (finding no
184 (declaring
155
. See
See id.
at 184
notice); id. at
at 183
no
(declaring liberty
liberty interests
interestsviolated
violatedby
by insufficient
insuffcient notice);
155.
id at
violation of
of EHA);
EHA);id.
id.atat183-84
183-84 (finding
(findingno
no violation
violationofofSection
Section 504).
504).
violation
156
See id
id.atat187
187 (fnding
(findingone
oneand
and one-half
one-half years
years insufficient
The court held
held that
156.. See
insuffcient notice).
notice). The
that the
the plaintiffs
plaintifs
had
to failure to receive
had "an
“an interest
interest in protecting
protecting their
their reputations
reputations and
and avoiding the stigma attached
attached to
receive a high
school
at 185.
The court
court also
also held that
that the
the plaintiffs
had "a
“a right
rightconferred
conferred by
by state
state law to
to
185. The
plaintifs had
schooldiploma.”
diploma." Id.
Id at
receive aa diploma
they met
met the
the requirements
requirements . ...
. . . In changing
changing the diploma requirement,
requirement, the
. . School
School
the. ...
receive
diploma if they
the individual
individual of
of aa right or interest
previouslyheld
heldunder
understate
statelaw.”
law."Id.
Id at 185.
District deprived
deprived the
interest previously
185. The
The court
court
also held significant
significant that
that the
the IEPs
IEPs of
ofthe
thestudents
students were
were geared
geared toward
toward meeting
meeting their
their unique
unique needs,
needs, rather
rather than
toward
the assessment
assessmenttest.
test.Id.
Id at
anan
educational
toward passing
passing the
at 187.
187. "`[I]n
“‘[I]n
educationalsystem
systemthat
thatassumes
assumes special
special education
education
students
studentslearn
learnatataa slower
slowerrate
ratethan
thanregular
regulardivision
divisionstudent,’
student,'aayear
yearand
andaahalf
half atat most
most to
to prepare
prepare. ..... is
insufficient.”
at 187
(quoting
schoolsuperintendent).
superintendent).
insufcient." IdId.
at 187
(quoting
school
157
See id
id.at
at 183
183 (fnding
(findingno
no violation
violation of
of EHA);
EHA); id
id.atat183-84
183-84 (fnding
(findingno
noviolation
violationof
ofSection
Section 504).
504). The
The
157.. See
court refused
that by denying
refused to accept
accept the argument
argument that
denying aa diploma
diploma totothe
thespecial
specialeducation
educationstudents,
students, the
the state
state
denied
them aa “free
"free appropriate
appropriatepublic
public education,”
education," which
which would
would have
have been
beenaaviolation
violationof
of the
the Education
Educationfor
for All
All
denied them
Handicapped Children
Id.atat182-83.
182-83. Although
Althoughfailing
failingthe
theexit
exitexam
examwas
wasthe
theonly
onlyreason
reason the child did not
Handicapped
ChildrenAct.
Act. Id
graduate,
the court
court held that because
the child
child needed
needed to
to meet
meet two
two other requirements in order to
graduate, the
because the
to graduate,
graduate, the
test did not violate
violate the
the EHA
EHArequirement
requirement that
that there
there be no single procedure
procedure or
determining an
an
test
or criterion
criterion “for
"for determining
appropriate educational
at 183
183 (quoting
(quoting 20
20 U.S.C.
U.S.C. § 1412(5)(C)). The
Thecourt
court also
also held
held
appropriate
educationalprogram
programfor
foraachild.”
child." Id.
Id at
that, while
in testing procedure,
procedure, any
any modification
modification to
while Section
Section 504
504 requires
requires the school to make
make accommodations
accommodations in
the test
test itself
itself would result
result in
in aa “substantial
"substantialmodification”
modification" and
and aa“‘perversion’
"`perversion' of
of the
the diploma
diplomarequirement.”
requirement." Id.
Id
at 184 (quoting respectively S.E. Cmty.
Crary. Coll.
Coll. v. Davis,
Davis, 442 U.S. 397, 413 (1979) and Brookhart v. Ill.
Ill.State
State Bd.
Bd.
1982)).
of Educ., 534 F. Supp.
Supp. 725,
725, 728
728 (C.D.
(C.D. Ill.
Ill. 1982)).
158
SeePATRICIA
PATRICIASULLIVAN
SULLIVANETETAL.,
AL.,
CENTERON
ONEDUCATION
EDUCATIONPOLICY,
POLICY, STATE
STATE HIGH
HIGH SCHOOL
SCHOOL EXIT
EXIT EXAMS:
EXAMS:
158.. See
CENTER
S
TATES TTRY
RY H
ARDER, BBUT
UT GGAPS
APS PPERSIST
ERSIST 6464
(2005),
STATES
HARDER,
(2005),available
available at
at
http://www.cep-dc.org/highschoolexit/reportAug2005/hseeAug2005.pdf (surveying
approaches of
different
(surveying approaches
of different
states
states to
to exit
exit exam
exam requirements
requirements for
for special education children).
children).
159.. IdId.(stating
159
(statingopinion
opinionofofArizona
ArizonaAttorney
AttorneyGeneral).
General).
160
(assigninglocal
localschool
schoolboards
boardsresponsibility
responsibilityfor
forestablishing
establishinggraduation
graduationrequirement).
requirement).
160.. IdId.
(assigning
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of their
theirIEP.161
of
IEP.161
c.
Due Process
Process and
and Equal
Equal Protection:
Protection: Other
c.
OtherUseful
UsefulCases
Cases

Two additional
additional cases,
cases, both decided
decided by the
the United
UnitedStates
States Supreme
Supreme Court,
Court,
provide
important
insight
regarding
equal
protection
and
due
process
provide important insight regarding equal protection and due process
analysis.162
the landmark
landmark case
case of Yick Wo v. Hopkins, the Court held
held there
there
analysis.162 In the
was an
an equal
equal protection
protection violation, not
not in
in aa statute,
statute, but in
in the
the way
wayaa statute
statute was
was
applied.163
San Francisco
Francisco had
had passed
passedaastatute
statuteeffectively
effectively shutting
shutting down
down all
applied.163 San
laundries housed
housed in
in wooden buildings, unless
laundries
unless the board of
of supervisors
supervisors granted
granted
consent.164
board
denied
all
applications
by
Chinese
owners,
consent.164 The
The board denied
applications by Chinese owners, while
approving
all
but
one
of
the
applications
from
approving all but one of the applications from non-Chinese
owners.165 The
non-Chinese
owners.165
Court
held
the
implementation
of
the
statute
to
be
discriminatory
Court held the implementation of the statute to be discriminatory and
and illegal.166
illegal.166
In Mathews
Mathews v. Eldridge, the
the Court
Court defined
defined three
three factors
factors that aa court
court must
must
167
consider
in
a
due
process
First, the court
court must
must examine
examine the private
consider in a due process claim.
claim.167
Second, the
the court
court must
must weigh
interest affected by
by the
thegovernmental
governmentalaction.168
action.168 Second,
the risk of
of an
anerroneous
erroneous deprivation
deprivation of that
that interest
interest against
against the
the
the value
value of
of
alternative
the court
court must
must examine
examine the
the government's
government’s
alternative
safeguards.169 Finally, the
170
interest.
safeguards.169
interest.
170

161
. Id
Id. (allowing otherwise
otherwise qualified
special education
qualifed special
educationchildren
childreninin Arizona
Arizona to
to graduate).
graduate). Similarly,
Similarly, in
161.
Washington, the
state legislature
students to substitute
substitute poor test
test results
results with
Washington,
the state
legislature recently
recently passed
passedaabill
bill allowing students
or results
results of
of college entrance
examinations. See
Jason McBride,
McBride, Alternatives to
good grades
grades or
entrance examinations.
See Jason
to WASL
WASL Passed;
Passed; 4
SEATTLE
Mar.8,8,2006,
2006,atatB2
B2(reporting
(reporting
Options Would
Would Be
Be Available
AvailabletotoThose
ThoseWho
WhoFail,
Fail,
SEATTLEPOST-INTELLIGENCER,
POST-INTELLIGENCER, Mar.

passed bill
exit exam
exam failure).
recently passed
bill allowing
allowing options for exit
failure).
162.. See
162
See generally
generally Mathews
Mathews v. Eldridge,
Eldridge, 424
424 U.S.
U.S. 319 (1976) (describing
three considerations
considerations in due
due
(describing three
process analysis);
process
analysis);Yick
Yick Wo
Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356
356 (1886)
(1886) (holding equal
equal protection
protection violation
violation in application

of statute).
statute).
163
YickWo,
Wo,118
118U.S.
U.S.at
at 373-74
373-74 (finding
(findingdiscrimination
discriminationand
and violation
violationofofFourteenth
Fourteenth Amendment).
Amendment).
163.. Yick
164
366(disagreeing
(disagreeing with
withSupreme
Supreme Court
Court of
of California).
California). The
Thestatute
statute was
was implemented
implemented for fire
164.. IdId.atat366
safety
TheCourt
Courtwas
wastroubled,
troubled, however,
however, by
by the
the "naked
“naked and
and arbitrary
safety reasons.
reasons. Id.
Id The
arbitrary power
power to
to give
give or withhold
consent” from
“a competent
competent and
and qualifed
qualified person
person ..... .having
havingcomplied
complied with
withevery
everyreasonable
reasonable condition
condition
consent"
from "a
demanded . ...
. . .”
Id.
demanded
." Id
165
356(describing
(describing prior
prior history).
history).
165.. IdId.atat356
166
. Id.
at 373-74 (holding
statute unconstitutional).
The Court
Court stated
stated that
government is
“‘a
(holding statute
unconstitutional). The
that our government
is "`a
166.
Id at
government of
For,the
thevery
veryidea
idea that
that one
one man
man may be compelled
or the
the
government
of laws and
and not
not of
of men.’
men.' For,
compelled to
to hold his life, or
means
of living,
living, or
means of
or any
any material
material right
rightessential
essential to
to the
the enjoyment of
of life,
life,atatthe
the mere
mere will
willofofanother,
another,seems
seems to
to be
be
intolerable
freedom prevails
prevails. ...
intolerable in any country where
where freedom
. . .”
370(partially
(partiallyquoting
quotingMassachusetts
Massachusetts Bill
." IdId.atat370
Bill of
Rights (MASS.
CONST.
pt.1,1,art.
art.30)).
30)). The
(MASS. C
ONST. pt.
The Court
Court agreed
agreed that
that government
government needs
needs the power to
to regulate,
regulate, unless
unless
"such
and color
color of regulating,
“such an exercise
exercise of legislative
legislative power,
power, as,
as, under
under the pretence
pretence and
regulating, should
should subvert
subvert or
injuriously
(1832)). The
injuriously restrain
restrain the right itself."
itself.” IdId.atat371
371(quoting
(quotingCapen
Capenv.v.Foster,
Foster,29
29 Mass.
Mass. 485, 489 (1832)).
The Court
Court
held that there
was no
no reason,
reason,other
otherthan
thanthe
thewill
willof
of the
the supervisors,
supervisors,that
thatthe
theplaintiffs
plaintifs should “not
"not be
there was
be permitted
theirharmless
harmless and
and useful occupation,
at374.
374.
to carry on ..... .their
occupation, on
on which
which they
theydepend
dependfor
foraalivelihood.”
livelihood." Id.
Id at
167
Mathews,424
424U.S.
U.S.atat334-35
334-35(requiring
(requiringconsideration
considerationofofthree
threefactors
factorsinindue
dueprocess
process analysis).
analysis).
167.. Mathews,
168
335(describing
(describingfirst
firstfactor
factorinindue
dueprocess
processanalysis).
analysis).
168.. IdId.
atat335
169
(describing
secondfactor
factorinindue
dueprocess
processanalysis).
analysis).
169.. IdId.
(describing
second
analysis). As
170
. Id
Id. (describing third factor in
in due
due process
process analysis).
As part
part of
of examining
examining the
the government's
government’s interest,
interest,
170.
the court will
will also
also examine
examine "the
“the function
function involved
involvedand
and the
the fscal
fiscaland
andadministrative
administrativeburdens
burdens that
that the
the additional
or substitute
substitute procedural
proceduralrequirement
requirementwould
wouldentail.”
entail." Id.
Id
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III.
ANALYSIS
III. ANALYSIS
RationalBasis
BasisAnalysis
Analysis
A. Rational
attempt to
to prove
prove the
the MCAS
MCASexam
examunconstitutional
unconstitutional requires
requires rational
rational
Any attempt

basis
basis analysis.171 Proving a constitutional
constitutional violation
violation under
under the
the rational
rational basis
basis
172
standard
is difficult,
butimpossible.
not
analysis.171
Under this
standard
is difficult,
but not
this standard,
standard, courts
courts presume
presume
impossible.172
that
the
government's policy
plaintiff bears
that
the government’s
policyisis constitutional.173 The plaintiff
bears the
the burden

constitutional.173
of
proving that
that the
the policy
policy isisnot
notrationally
rationallyrelated
related to
to aalegitimate
legitimate state
state
proving
174
interest.
interest.
174In order to apply rational basis analysis to the MCAS graduation
order to apply rational basis analysis to the MCAS graduation
requirement for
special education
education children,
must be
be determined
determined what the
the
requirement
for special
children, it must
Commonwealth’s
is
Commonwealth'slegitimate
legitimateinterest
interestis,is,and
andwhether
whetherthe
theMCAS
MCAS policy
policy is
175
rationally
related
to
that
As previously
the MCAS
MCAS exam
previously discussed,
discussed, the
rationally related to that interest.
was
developed
a result
of the Education
interest.175
purpose of the
was developed
as a as
result
of the Education
Reform Act.176 The purpose
Reform
Act was
was toAct.176
education to enable
Act
improve education
enable all
all children
children to reach
reach their
their full
full potential
and become
becomeactive
activecontributors
contributorsto
to the
thepolitical,
political, social, and
and economic
economic life
life of the
and
the
177
Commonwealth.
The Commonwealth’s
Commonwealth.
Commonwealth's goal
goal was
was to
to provide
provide children
children with a
177
high-quality,
enjoyable
high-quality,
enjoyableeducation.178
education.178 The
calls for
for children
children to
to learn
learn
The Act
Act calls
without
withoutany
anythreats
threatstototheir
theirsense
senseofofsecurity
securityororself-esteem.179
self-esteem.179 The Legislative
intent
was also
also to
to create
create "an
“an effective
effective mechanism
mechanism for
for monitoring
monitoringprogress
progress
intent was
toward those
those goals
goals and
and for
for holding
holdingeducators
educators accountable
accountable for
their
toward
for their

171.. See
City of Cleburne
Cleburne Living
Living Ctr.,
decision of
of
171
See City
Cleburne v. Cleburne
Ctr., Inc.,
Inc., 473
473 U.S.
U.S. 432,
432, 442
442 (1985)
(1985) (reversing decision
Court of
class); Plyler
Plyler v. Doe,
of Appeals
Appeals to
to treat
treat retarded
retarded citizens
citizens as
as quasi-suspect
quasi-suspect class);
Doe, 457
457 U.S.
U.S. 202, 223 (1982)
(declaring education
education not
Dept. of
of Pub.
Pub. Health,
Health, 798
798 N.E.2d
N.E.2d 941,
941, 960
960 (Mass.
(Mass.
not fundamental
fundamental right);
right); Goodridge v. Dept.
1095 (Mass.
1088, 1095
(Mass.
2003) (describing when rational basis
basis used);
used); Doe v. Superintendent
Superintendent of Sch.,
Sch., 653 N.E.2d
N.E.2d 1088,
1995) (declaring education not fundamental
fundamental right
rightininMassachusetts).
Massachusetts).

1993)
172
See Murphy
Murphy v.
v. Comm'r
Comm’rofofthe
theDep't
Dep’tofofIndus.
Indus.Accidents,
Accidents,612
612N.E.2d
N.E.2d 1149,
1149, 1157-58
1157-58 (Mass. 1993)
172.. See
(describing difficulty
rationalbasis
basisargument).
argument).
diffculty ofofrational

not lightly
lightlyundertake
undertake to
to invalidate
invalidate aa statute
statute under
under the
party
We do not
the rational
rational basis
basis standard.
standard. A party
challenging the constitutionality
constitutionalityofofaalegislative
legislativeenactment
enactmentbears
bears the
the heavy burden of overcoming the
presumption
of constitutionality
presumption of
constitutionality that
that is the
the starting
starting point
point for
forcourts
courtsreviewing
reviewingstatutes
statutes under
under the
the
however,isisnot
notaa“toothless”
"toothless" one.
one...
basis standard.
. . . This standard,
standard, however,
. . . Where
Where the
rational basis
standard...
the plaintiff
plaintiff
demonstrates that
that aachallenged
challengedclassification
classifcation lacks any rational
demonstrates
rational basis
basis to a legitimate
legitimate State
State interest, we
unconstitutional.
must declare
declare such
suchclassification
classifcation unconstitutional.
Id.
Id.

173.. See
173
See id
id.(explaining
(explainingplaintiff's
plaintiff’sburden
burdenininrational
rationalbasis
basisanalysis).
analysis).
174
See id
id.(describing
(describing plaintif's
plaintiff’srequirement
requirementofofproving
provingno
norational
rationalrelationship).
relationship).
174.. See
175
See id
id.(applying
(applyingrational
rationalbasis
basisstandard
standard to
to MCAS
MCASdebate).
debate).
175.. See
176.. 603 MASS.
176
MASS. CCODE
ODE RREGS.
EGS. 30.03
graduate high
30.03(2005)
(2005)(creating
(creatingrequirement
requirementofofpassing
passingMCAS
MCAS to graduate

school).
177.. Hancock
177
Hancockv.v.Comm'r
Comm’rofofEduc.,
Educ.,822
822N.E.2d
N.E.2d1134,
1134,1138
1138 (Mass.
(Mass. 2005)
2005) (highlighting
(highlightingpurpose
purpose of ERA).
ERA).
178
MASS. GEN.
GEN. LAWS
LAWS ch.
ch. 69, §§ 11 (2004) (describing
educational environment
environment envisioned
envisioned by
178.. MASS.
(describing educational
Commonwealth).
179.. IdId.(requiring
179
(requiringthreat-free
threat-freelearning
learningenvironment).
environment).
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achievement." 180
achievement.”
180It is
is also
also imperative
imperative to
to remember
remember that children
children have
have no choice but to
to attend
attend
181
school.181
During their
their entire
entire compulsory
compulsory education,
education, the
the state
state treats
treats special
special
school.
182
recognizes that these
these children
children learn
The State recognizes
education children
childrendifferently.
differently.182
and at
at aa different level
at a different pace
pace and
level than
than regular
regular education
education children, and
and
requires
schools
to
meet
the
unique
learning
needs
of
special
education
requires schools to meet the unique learning needs of special education
children.183
children.183
Ensuring that each
each child
receives an
child receives
an education
education uniquely
uniquely suited
suited to
to his or her
needs
making education
education enjoyable
enjoyable without
without threatening
threatening
needs is
is rationally related to making
the security or
or self-esteem
self-esteem of
ofthe
thespecial
specialeducation
educationchildren.184
children.184 Creating the
MCAS
test is
is rationally
rationallyrelated
related to
to assessing
assessing whether
all schools
schools
MCAS test
whether all
all children in all
arereceiving
receiving
education
demanded
by the Massachusetts
are
thethe
education
demanded
by the Massachusetts
Constitution.185
Constitution.
185
Utilizing
the
test
Utilizing
theMCAS
MCAS
testresults
resultstotohold
holdeducators
educatorsaccountable
accountable for
forthe
thesuccess
success or
failure of their
their teaching
teaching is rationally related
related to the
the ERA goal of creating
creating "an
“an
effective
mechanism for
monitoring progress
progress toward
effective mechanism
for monitoring
toward those
those goals
goals and
and for
holding
accountablefor
fortheir
theirachievement.”
achievement.186
holding educators
educators accountable
"186
The
State treats
treats special
for administrative
administrative
The State
special education
education children
children differently
differently for
purposes as
as well.187
well.187 Because
special
education
children
learn
Because special education children learn at
at aa different
pace and
pace
and may
may not
not be
be at
at grade
grade level
level when
when they
they take
take the
the MCAS
MCAS exam,
exam, itit is
for the
the State
State to
to remove
remove their
their scores
scores in
in determining
determining whether
whether aa school
school
rational for
also rational
rational for
for the
the State
State to allow
allow
program is
is low
lowperforming.188
performing.188 It isis also
program
accommodations
for
special
education
children
taking
the
MCAS
exam,
accommodations for special education children taking the MCAS exam,
because
this may
may increase
increase the
the chance
chancefor
for those
those children
children to successfully
because this
successfully show
what they
the State
State recognizes
recognizes that a
because the
theyhave
havelearned.189
learned.189 Furthermore, because
may have
have difficulty
demonstrating his or her
her level
level of
of knowledge,
knowledge, it is
is
child may
difculty demonstrating

180
(intending
creationofofprogress
progressmonitoring
monitoringand
andaccountability
accountabilityofofeducators).
educators).
180.. IdId.
(intending
creation
181
MASS.GEN.
GEN. L
AWS ch.
children).
181.. MASS.
LAWS
ch.76,
76,§§11(2004)
(2004)(requiring
(requiring education
education for
for all children).
CODEREGS.
28.02(11)(2005)
(2005)(mandating
(mandating documentation
documentation of student's
182.. 603 MASS.
182
MASS. C
ODE REGS. 28.02(11)
student’s special
special needs
needs as
as part
of IEP).

CODE
28.02(11)
(2005)(defining
(definingIEP
IEPrequirement
requirementofof tailoring
tailoring programs
183.. 603 MASS.
183
MASS. C
ODE RREGS.
EGS. 28.02(11)
(2005)
programs to meet
meet

child’s
special needs);
needs); 603
603 MASS.
MASS. C
ODE RREGS.
EGS. 28.05(2)(a)(1)(i)
child's special
CODE
28.05(2)(a)(1)(i)(2005)
(2005)(acknowledging
(acknowledgingdisability
disability may prevent
students from
from progressing).
special education students
progressing).
28.05 (2) (a)(1)(i) (2005) (conceding
184
Compare 603 MASS.
MASS. CODE
CODE REGS.
REGS. 28.05(2)(a)(1)(i)
student not progressing
progressing
(conceding student
184.. Compare
result of
of disability),
disability),with
withMASS.
MASS.GEN.
GEN.LAWS
LAWS ch.
ch. 69, §§ 11(2004)
(2004) (articulating
(articulating intention
intention of
of ERA
ERA for
possibly result
enjoyable, non-threatening environment).
environment).
185
See ch.
ch. 69,
69, §§ 11(requiring use
use of
of assessment
assessment mechanism);
mechanism);Hancock
Hancockv.v.Comm’r
Comm'r of Educ., 822 N.E.2d
185.. See
1137-38 (Mass.
(Mass.2005)
2005)(describing
(describingrelationship
relationshipbetween
betweenMcDuffy
McDufi and
1134, 1137-38
and ERA).
ERA). Note
Notethat
thatthe
theMassachusetts
Massachusetts

requires use
use of
of an
an assessment
assessment“mechanism,”
"mechanism,"not
not aasingle
single assessment
assessment“test.”
"test." Ch. 69, § 1 (2004).
statute requires
186
Ch.69,
69, §§ 11(2004) (holding
(holding educators
educators responsible for
meeting goals).
goals).
for meeting
186.. Ch.
2.05 (1) (2005) (defining
187
See generally
generally 603 MASS.
MASS. CODE
CODE REGS.
REGS. 2.05(1)
low performing
performing mathematics
mathematics
(defining low
187.. See
programs).
programs).
education students
studentsfrom
from definition
definition of
188
. Id
Id. (excluding special
special education
of low-performing
low-performingmathematics
mathematics program);
program);
188.
see
also Brookhart
Brookhart v.
v. Ill.
Ill. State
see also
State Bd. of
of Educ.,
Educ., 697
697 F.2d
F.2d 179,
179, 187 (7th Cit.
Cir.1983)
1983) (quoting
(quotingschool
schoolsuperintendent
superintendent
admitting
admitting slower
slower pace
pace of
of learning
learning for
forspecial
specialeducation
educationstudents).
students).
189
SeeMCAS
MCASSUMMARY
SUMMARY 2005, supra note 4, at 10
accommodations).
189.. See
10 (describing
(describing MCAS
MCAS accommodations).
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rational for
for the
theState
State to
to allow
allowappeals
appealsofofthe
theMCAS
MCASresults.190
results.190 By processing
processing
appeals,
and
allowing
the
child
to
earn
a
diploma,
the
State
ensures
the
appeals, and allowing the
to earn a diploma, the State ensures that the
child has
has the chance
chance to
potential,
to continue
continue on
on to
to college,
college, reach
reachhis
his or
or her
her full
full potential,
and become
becomeactive
activecontributors
contributorsto
to the
thepolitical,
political, social, and
and economic
economic life
life of the
and
the
191
Commonwealth.
Commonwealth.
191
Through the many ways in
in which
whichthe
theState
State treats
treats special education
education children
differently, itit has
has proved
proved aa rational
rational relationship
relationship between
between its
its interest
interest and
and the
the
differenttreatment.192 Given the rational
rational ways
ways ininwhich
whichMassachusetts
Massachusetts treats
treats
different
treatment.192
special
in both
both education
education and
and administration, the
the
special education
education children
children differently
differently in
Commonwealth’s
requirement that special
special education
education children pass
pass the
Commonwealth's requirement
the MCAS
MCAS
exam at
at the
the exact
exact same
same level
level as
as regular
regular education
education children
children in order to receive
exam
receive
their high
high school
school diploma
diploma is
is not
not rationally
rationally related
related to
to any
anylegitimate
legitimate state
state
their
interest.193
Indeed, by
by using
using the
the MCAS
MCAS exam
exam to
to prevent
prevent an
anotherwise-qualified
otherwise-qualifed
interest.193 Indeed,
special education child from
from earning
earning aa diploma,
diploma,the
theState
State helps
helps to
to ensure
ensure that its
legitimate
her full
full potential
potential and
and
legitimate interests—helping
interests helping the
the child
child reach
reach his
his or
or her
194
become
a productive
member
of society
will
not be
become a productive
member
of society—will
not be
fulfilled.

fulfilled.194
190
See603
603MASS.
MASS.CODE
CODE R
EGS. 30.05
performance appeals).
appeals).
190.. See
REGS.
30.05(2005)
(2005)(allowing
(allowing performance
191
SeeMASS.
MASS. GEN.
GEN. LLAWS
AWS ch.
of Educ.,
Educ.,
191.. See
ch.69,
69,§§11(2004)
(2004)(describing
(describinggoals
goalsof
of statute);
statute);Hancock
Hancockv.
v. Comm’r
Comm'r of
822 N.E.2d
N.E.2d 1134,
1134,1138
1138(Mass.
(Mass.2005)
2005)(highlighting
(highlightingpurpose
purposeofofERA);
ERA);McDuffy
McDuffy v.
v. Sec’y
Sec'y of
of the
the Executive
ExecutiveOffice
Offce
view of
of John
John Adams
Adams toward
toward education);
education); Gerber,
Gerber, supra
of Educ., 615 N.E.2d 516, 584 (Mass. 1993) (describing view
of not
not having
having high
high school
school diploma).
diploma).
note 104, at
at 879
879 (describing
(describing life-long
life-long impact of
176-191 and
192
See supra
supra notes
notes 176-191
accompanying text
rational relationship
relationship between
between state's
state’s
and accompanying
text (detailing rational
192.. See
interests and
is rationally
rationallyrelated
related to
to the
the state's
state’s legitimate
legitimate interests
interests to
interests
and treatment
treatmentof
of special
specialeducation
educationchildren).
children). It is
have aa system
system of
of compulsory
compulsory education,
education, (2)
(2)acknowledge
acknowledge and
and address
address the
the unique
unique learning
learning needs
needs of
of each
each
(1) have
special
during their
their compulsory
compulsoryeducation,
education, (3)
(3)acknowledge
acknowledgeand
andaddress
address the effect that
that special
special
special education
education child
child during
education
have on
on assessment
assessment results
programs, (4)
education children may have
resultswhen
when determining
determining low-performing
low-performing school programs,
acknowledge
acknowledge and
and address
addressaccommodations
accommodationswhich
whichspecial
specialeducation
educationchildren
childrenmay
mayrequire
require to
to take
take the
the MCAS
exam,
special education
different pace
pace and
and may not
not be
be at
at grade
grade
exam, (5) acknowledge that special
education children
children may learn at a different
level, and (6) acknowledge,
acknowledge, via
via the
the appeals
appeals process,
special
process,the
theunfairness
unfairnessof
ofpreventing
preventingan
anotherwise-qualified
otherwise-qualifed special
education child from
from obtaining
obtainingaadiploma.
diploma.See
Seesupra
supranotes
notes 176-191
176-191 and
and accompanying
accompanying text.
text.
193
See Brookhart,
Brookhart,697
697F.2d
F.2d at
at 187
187 (quoting
(quoting school
school superintendent
superintendent admitting slower pace
pace of
193.. See
of learning
learning for
LT SUMMARY,
SUMMARY, supra
all students
students to
to pass
pass
special education students); see
see also
also MCAS-A
MCAS-ALT
supra note
note 115,
115, at
at 88 (requiring
(requiring all
MCAS at
at same
same level while
while admitting
admitting many
many will
willnot
notpass).
pass).The
TheSJC
SJCrecognized
recognizedthis
thisissue
issue when
when ititstated
stated that
that
MCAS
MCAS was
was not
not intended
intended to "winnow
“winnowunderperforming
underperforming students
students from
from the
the graduation
graduation process."
process.” Hancock,
Hancock, 822
822
MCAS
N.E.2d at
at 1143 (stating
requirement not
not intended
intended to
to prevent
prevent underperforming
underperforming students
students from
from
(stating MCAS requirement
N.E.2d
graduating).
graduating).
194
CompareHancock,
Hancock, 822
822 N.E.2d
N.E.2d at
at 1138
1138 (highlighting
(highlightingpurpose
purpose of
of ERA),
ERA),with
withGerber,
Gerber,supra
supra note
note 104,
104,
194.. Compare
at 879 (describing
of not
not having
having high
high school
school diploma).
diploma). Special
Specialeducation
education children,
children, who
who have
have
(describing life-long
life-long impact of
likelysuffer
sufferaathreat
threattototheir
theirsense
sense of
of security
security and
and
IEPs and
and are
are treated
treateddifferently
differently during
during their
their schooling,
schooling, will
will likely
self-esteem,
exam that they learned the same
self-esteem, knowing
knowing that they are expected
expected to
to show
show on
on the
the MCAS
MCAS exam
same amount
amount of
of
the same
same amount
as the
See Debra
730 F.2d
F.2d
material in the
amount of
of time as
the regular
regular education
education children.
children. See
Debra P.
P. v.
v. Turlington, 730
1984) (finding equal
1405, 1407
equal protection
protection violation when
when exam
exam does
does not test
test material
material actually
actually
1407 (11th
(11th Cir.
Cit. 1984)
Sacchetti & Jan,
Jan, supra
supra note
note 88 and
and accompanying
accompanying text (analyzing
(analyzing trend
trend of
of increasing
increasing dropout
dropout rate).
rate).
taught); Sacchetti
Romney admitted
admitted that
that MCAS
MCASmay
maybe
be increasing
increasing the
the risk
risk of
of students
students dropping out of
of school,
school, but
Governor Mitt
Mitt Romney
sees
. . .”
Mittell,
seesthis
thisrisk
risk “as
"as aaregrettable
regrettableby-product
by-productof
ofmaking
makingthe
thestate
statecompetitive
competitiveininthe
theworld
world economy
economy. ...
." Mittell,
supra note
note 8 (summarizing
(summarizing Governor’s
goals of the
the
supra
Governor's acknowledgement
acknowledgementofofincreasing
increasingdrop-out
drop-outrisk).
risk). The
The goals
include helping
helping children
children to
to reach
reach their full
fullpotential
potentialand
and become
become productive members
members of
Education Reform Act include
of
society,
society, but
but make
make no
no reference
referenceto
to helping
helping the
the State
Statebecome
becomecompetitive
competitiveininthe
theworld
worldeconomy.
economy. Compare
Compare id.
id
(approving higher
higher drop
dropout
outrate
rateto
tomake
makestate
state competitive
competitiveininworld
worldeconomy),
economy),with
with
MASSGEN.
. GEN.LAWS
LAWS ch.
ch. 69,
69, §§
(approving
MASS.
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NCLB
NCLBuses
uses federal
federal financial
financialassistance
assistance as
as the
the incentive
incentive totoensure
ensure that
that states
states
195
Massachusettshas
hasaalegitimate
legitimate interest
interest in
in meeting
follow itsitsrequirements.
195
Massachusetts
follow
requirements.
196
the
NCLBprovisions
provisions
soitthat
it can continue
to receive
the NCLB
so that
can continue
to receive federal
grants.federal
NCLB
grants.196
requires
states
to hold
hold educators
educators responsible
responsibleifif aa school
school does
does not
not meet
meet its
its AYP
AYP
statesNCLB
to
educationalgoals.197
Furthermore,
NCLB
specifically
states
that
its
educational
Furthermore, NCLB specifically states that its
goals.197 should
requirements
should not
not be
be construed
construed to
tomandate
mandate the
theuse
use of
ofthe
theassessment
assessment test
In contrast,
for graduation
contrast, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, by
by using
using its
itsassessment
assessment
for
graduationpurposes.198
purposes.198 In
test to deny
deny diplomas
diplomas to
to otherwise-qualified
otherwise-qualifiedspecial
special education
education students,
students, holds
holds
test
those students,
those
students, rather
rather than
than the
the educators,
educators,accountable
accountablefor
foraaschool’s
school's failure
failure to
meetthethe
students'
educational
meet
students’
educational
needs.199

needs.199
DueProcess
Process Analysis
Analysis
B. Due
described in Mathews,
Mathews, aa court
court should
should examine
examine three
three factors
factors when
when
As described
analyzing
potential due
dueprocess
processviolation.200
violation.200 First,
the private
private interest
interest
analyzing aa potential
First, the
affected
graduation requirement
earn a high
affected by
by the
the MCAS graduation
requirementisis the
the ability
ability to earn
201
school
diploma.
201
school diploma.
childwho
whomade
madeexcellent
excellentprogress
progress during
during school,
school,
A child
received
had perfect
perfect attendance,
attendance,and
andtruly
truly tried his best
received high grades,
grades, had
best may be
be
unable to
earn a diploma
diploma due
due solely
solely to
to failing
failingthe
theMCAS
MCASexam.202
exam.202 This
unable
to earn
erroneous
deprivation
of a diploma
price 203
erroneous
deprivation
of a diploma
can have can
a highhave
price a
forhigh
the student.

for the student.203
11(2004) (failing
to list
listcompetitiveness
competitiveness in
in world
worldeconomy
economy as
as goal of ERA).
ERA).
(failing to
Star. 1425,
115 Stat.
1111 (a)(1), 115
1425, 1444
195
NoChild
ChildLeft
LeftBehind
BehindAct
Actofof2001,
2001,Pub.
Pub. L.
L.No.
No.107-110,
107-110, §§ 1111(a)(1),
1444 (2002)
195.. No
state compliance
desires to
to receive
receive federal grant). "For
“Forany
anyState
State desiring
desiring to
to receive
receive
(requiring state
compliance with
with NCLB
NCLB ififititdesires
a grant under this part, the State educational agency shall submit
submit to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary a plan, developed by
by the
the State
State
educational agency
. that
requirements ofof this
. . the
the
educational
agency. ....
that satisfies
satisfes the
the requirements
this section
section and
and that
that isis coordinated
coordinatedwith
with. ...
Individuals with Disabilities
Disabilities Education
. . .”
MCAS
satisfies
most
requirements, not
not only
only of
of the
the
." IdId.MCAS
satisfes
most
requirements,
Individuals
EducationAct
Act. ...
Massachusetts
Education Reform Act,
Act.
MASS.
DEPT.
. DEPTOF
. OFEDUC.,
EDUC.,MCAS
MCASOVERVIEW:
OVERVIEW:
Massachusetts Education
Act, but
butalso
alsoofofthe
theNCLB
NCLB
Act.
MASS
FREQUENTLY
QUESTIONS,
at http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/overview_faq.html?section=l (last
(last visited
FREQUENTLY AASKED
SKED QUESTIONS
, at http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/overview_faq.html?section=1
2006).
Jan. 3, 2006).
Star. 1425,
115 Stat.
1425, 1444
196.. § 1111(a)(1),
196
desires to
to receive
receive
1444 (requiring
(requiring State
Statecompliance
compliancewith
withNCLB
NCLB if ititdesires
§ 1111 (a)(1), 115
grant).
federal grant).
Star. 1425,
115 Stat.
1425, 1440
1440 (holding
(holding only educators
responsiblefor
forpoor
poorperformance).
performance). NCLB
197.. § 1001(4),
197
educators responsible
§ 1001 (4), 115
instructs
instructs that
that its
its purpose
purpose be
be accomplished
accomplished by
by "holding
“holdingschools,
schools,local
localeducational
educationalagencies,
agencies, and
and States
States
accountable for
the academic
academic achievement
accountable
for improving the
achievementof
of all
all students,
students, and
andidentifying
identifying and
and turning around lowperforming schools
schools that
high-quality education
education to their
their students,
students, while providing
providing
performing
that have
have failed
failed to provide aa high-quality
alternatives to
to students
students. ..... to receive
receive aahigh-quality
high-qualityeducation.”
education." Id.
Id
alternatives
115 Star.
198.. § 1111(l),
198
Stat. 1425
assessment results not intended as graduation requirement).
1425 (clarifying
(clarifying assessment
§ 1111 (1), 115
1001 (4),
199
Compareid(clarifying
id.(clarifying
assessmentresults
resultsnot
notintended
intendedas
as graduation
graduation requirement),
requirement), and
and §§ 1001(4),
199.. Compare
assessment
115 Star.
(holding only
. GEN.LAWS
LAWS ch.
ch. 69,
69,
115
Stat. 1425, 1440 (holding
onlyeducators
educatorsresponsible
responsiblefor
forpoor
poorperformance),
performance),with
withMASS.
MASSGEN.
§§ 1D(i)
MCASsuccess
success ininorder
ordertotograduate
graduatehigh
highschool),
school),and
and
603
MASSCODE
. CODEREGS.
REGS.
603
MASS.
ID(i) (2004) (requiring MCAS
(1) (2005) (requiring
both parts
parts of
of MCAS
MCAS with
30.03
30.03(1)
(requiringstudents
students to
to pass
pass both
withscaled
scaled score
score of
of 220).
220).
200
Mathewsv.v.Eldridge,
Eldridge,424
424U.S.
U.S.319,
319,335
335(1976)
(1976)(describing
(describingdue
dueprocess
process analysis). To
Tosummarize,
summarize, the
200.. Mathews
court will
willexamine
examine the
the private
private interest
interest afected
affectedby
bythe
thegovernmental
governmental action,
action, the
the risk
risk of
ofan
an erroneous
erroneous deprivation
weighed against the
the value
value of
of alternative safeguards,
safeguards,and
andfinally
fnally the
the government's
government’s interest.
interest.
201
See MASS.
MASS. G
EN. LLAWS
AWS ch.
(2004) (requiring
(requiring MCAS
MCASsuccess
success in order
order to
to graduate
graduate high
201.. See
GEN.
ch.69,
69,§§1D(i)
ID(i) (2004)
school).
202
SeeMorrison,
Morrison,supra
supranote
note7,7,atat1167
1167(describing
(describingtwo
twocases
caseswhere
wherepotential
potentialgraduates
graduates denied
denied diplomas
202.. See
due to failing
graduation tests).
tests).
failing graduation
1105, 1111-12
1111-12 (Conn.
203
See Cuillo v. Cuillo,
Cuillo, 763 A.2d 1105,
Super. Ct.
Ct. 2000)
(quoting chairperson
chairperson of
(Conn. Super.
2000) (quoting
of
203.. See
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Examining the
second factor
factor described
described in Mathews,
Mathews, the
the State
State should
should
Examining
the second
safeguardsalready
alreadyin
in place
placein
in order
order to
to counteract
counteractthe
therisk
risk of
of
consider extending safeguards
204
For instance,
instance, the
the State
State
an erroneous
erroneous deprivation of
of aa high
highschool
schooldiploma.204
diploma.
now evaluates
evaluates multiple
when itit determines
determines whether
whether a
multiple pieces
pieces of
of information when
student should be
be placed
placed in
in special
special education,
education, when
when it judges an MCAS
MCAS appeal,
student
appeal,
multiple
and when itit determines
determines aa school
school program
program to
to be
be low
lowperforming.205
performing.205 If
If multiple
pieces of
information are
are required
required for
for these
these purposes,
purposes, they
also be
be
pieces
of information
they might also
in determining
determining whether
whether aa failing
failingMCAS
MCASscore
scoreshould
should prevent
prevent aa special
special
helpful in
special education
education students,
students,
education student from
from receiving
receivingaadiploma.206
diploma.206 For special
there should be a safeguard
safeguard in
in place
place such
such that
that if
if a student meets
meets certain
certain criteria,
aa failing MCAS
MCAS score
score will
willnot
notprevent
preventthat
thatstudent
student from
from earning
earning aa diploma
diploma he
he
an otherwise-qualified
otherwise-qualified special
special
or she
she files
filesa aformal
formalappeal.207
appeal.207 Allowing an
education
earn a diploma
reduce the number
number of
educationchild
child who
who fails
fails MCAS to earn
diploma will
will reduce
of
appeals,
which
in
turn
will
reduce
the
administrative
costs
to
local
school
appeals, which in turn will reduce the administrative costs local school
only will
willsuch
suchsafeguards
safeguards
districts and
and the
the state
state Board
BoardofofEducation.208
Education.208 Not only
reduce
the cost
cost of
of administration,
administration, but
but more
more importantly,
importantly, they
they will
will ensure
reduce the
ensure that
that
state meets
each child to
to reach
reach his or her
her
the state
meetsthe
theERA’s
ERA's objective
objective of
of allowing each
full potential
potential
become
a productive
full
andand
become
a productive
member ofmember
society.209
of The
society.209
state’s
the third factor
factor considered
considered in Mathews,
Mathews, is to
The
state's interest,
interest, which
which is
is the
the
ensure
and value
value of
ofaahigh
highschool
schooldiploma.210
diploma.210 Extending the
ensure the
the integrity and
current
appeals process
become an
an automatic
automatic safeguard
safeguard for otherwiseotherwisecurrent appeals
process to
to become
qualified special
special education
education students
nothing more
more than
than ensure
ensure that
studentswill
will do nothing
that all

Connecticut
Bar Association
Association Committee
Committeeregarding
regardingeffect
effectofofnot
nothaving
havingdiploma).
diploma).“[A]n
"[A]n individual
Connecticut Bar
individual who
who lacks
lacks aa
high school diploma in this country today, is both socially stigmatized
stigmatized and
andvocationally
vocationally handicapped.”
handicapped." Id.
Id
204
See infra
infra note
note 205
205 and
accompanying text
(explaining State
State uses
uses several
information
and accompanying
text (explaining
several pieces
pieces of
of information
204.. See
determining low
low performing
performing schools).
schools).
1414 (b)(2)(B) (2000) (defining initial
205
See 20
20 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§ 1414(b)(2)(B)
initialevaluation
evaluationprocedures);
procedures); 603 MASS.
MASS. CODE
CODE
205.. See
REGS.
2.05(1)(2005)
(2005) (defining
(defining low
R
EGS. 2.05(1)
lowperforming
performingmathematics
mathematicsprograms);
programs);603
603MASS.
MASSCODE
. CODEREGS.
REGS. 30.05 (2005)

(allowing
performanceappeals).
appeals).
(allowing performance
206
Seesupra
supranote
note 205
205 and
and accompanying
accompanying text
State’s use
use of
pieces of
206.. See
text (highlighting State's
of multiple pieces
of information
for
school analysis).
analysis).
for school
207
Seesupra
supranote
note205
205and
and accompanying
accompanying text
text (summarizing
(summarizing steps
steps taken by state
207.. See
state analyzing
analyzing schools).
schools). For
instance,
similar to the criteria
instance, similar
criteria for
forapproving
approvingan
an appeal,
appeal, ififaa child
childhas
hasaa ninety-five
ninety-fivepercent
percentororbetter
betterattendance
attendance
average grades,
record, above average
grades, and
and perhaps
perhapsmeets
meetscertain
certainother
other requirements,
requirements,the
thechild
child should
should automatically
than be
be denied,
denied, aa diploma.
diploma.See
See603
603MASS.
MASS.CODE
CODE REGS.
REGS. 30.05
performance
obtain, rather than
30.05 (2005)
(2005) (allowing performance
appeals).
208
See603
603MASS.
MASS. CODE
CODE R
EGS. 30.05
In the
thecurrent
currentappeal
appeal process,
process,
208.. See
REGS.
30.05(allowing
(allowing performance
performance appeals).
appeals). In
with the
the parent's
parent’s approval,
all criteria
criteria are
are
with
approval, the
the child’s
child's superintendent
superintendentmust
mustfile
filean
anappeal.
appeal.Id.
Id at
at §§ 30.05(2)(b).
30.05(2)(b). If
If all
met, the
the Commissioner
Commissioner must
mustgrant
grantthe
theappeal.
appeal. Id.
Id at
of
at §§ 30.05(10)
30.05(10) (requiring
(requiring Commissioner
Commissioner to grant
grant appeal
appeal of
special education students meeting requirements).
requirements).
1134, 1138
1138 (Mass.
(Mass. 2005) (requiring state
209
Hancock v. Comm'r
Comm’r of
of Educ.,
Educ., 822
N.E.2d 1134,
state to
to educate
educate
209.. Hancock
822 N.E.2d
enable full
potential and
and contribution
to society).
society).
children to enable
full potential
contribution to
335 (1976) (describing
210
Mathews v.
v. Eldridge,
Eldridge, 424 U.S.
U.S. 319, 335
three considerations
considerations in due
due process
process
(describing three
210.. Mathews
179, 182
182 (7th
(7th Cir.
Cit. 1983)
analysis);
Brookhart v. Ill.
Ill. State
analysis); Brookhart
State Bd.
Bd. of
of Educ.,
Educ., 697
697 F.2d
F.2d 179,
diploma).
1983) (ensuring
(ensuring value
value of diploma).
"The
“The School
School District's
District’s desire
desire to
to ensure
ensure the value
value of
of its
its diploma
diploma by
byrequiring
requiringgraduating
graduating students
students to
to attain
attain
minimal skills
skillsisisadmirable,
admirable,and
and the
the courts will
willinterfere
interferewith
witheducational
educationalpolicy
policydecisions
decisionsonly
onlywhen
whennecessary
necessary
minimal
protect individual
to protect
individual statutory
statutory or
orconstitutional
constitutionalrights.”
rights." Id.
Id
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students
who
deserve
a diploma
students
who
deserve
a diploma
get one.211 By guaranteeing
guaranteeing that each
each and
and
get one.
211
every
student
who deserves
deserves aahigh
student
high school
school diploma
diploma receives
receives one,
one, the
the State
Statewill
will
212
raise,
not
lower,
the
integrity
and
value
of
a
high
raise, not lower, the integrity and value of a high school diploma.
school diploma.212
C. Equal
EqualProtection
Protection Analysis
Analysis
The
MCAS exam
exam presents
presents an
an equal
equal protection
protection violation because
because of
its
The MCAS
of its
"arbitraryand
andcapricious”
capricious"
treatment
of special
education
“arbitrary
treatment
of special
education
children.213 In
214
Murphy
Commissioner
the Department
of Accidents,
Industrial
children.213
the SJC
Murphy v.v.
Commissioner
of the of
Department
of Industrial
Accidents,214
the
SJC
“[a] statute
statute that
that arbitrarily
arbitrarilyand
andcapriciously
capriciously discriminates
discriminates against
against a
held that "[a]
class of
class
of litigants violates the
the equal
equal protection
protection provisions
provisions of
of the
the Constitution
Constitution of
of
215
the
Commonwealth.
Massachusettsenforces
enforcescompulsory
compulsory education
education for
for all
Massachusetts
the Commonwealth.”
,215
specialeducation
education
Massachusetts demands
demands that
that schools recognize
special
children.216 Massachusetts
children.216
and
address the
learning needs
needs and
of special
special education
education
and address
the different
different learning
and abilities
abilities of
childrenthroughout
throughout
Massachusettsgoes
goesso
sofar
far as
asto
to allow
allow
children
theirtheir
schooling.217 Massachusetts
schooling.217
alternate assessment
method for certain
an
assessment method
certain special
specialeducation
educationchildren.218
children.218 The
State does
doesall
all of
of this
this to fulfill
State
fulfillitsitsconstitutional
constitutionalmandate
mandateconcerning
concerning education,
education,
and
and to
to meet
meet the
thegoal
goalof
of the
theEducation
EducationReform
ReformAct
Acttotohelp
helpall
allchildren—even
children even
special
growup
up to
to fulfill
fulfilltheir
theirgoals
goalsand
andbecome
become active
active
special education
educationchildren—to
children to grow
contributors to
After recognizing
recognizingand
and addressing
addressing the unique learning
contributors
tosociety.219
society.219 After
needs and
andabilities
abilities of
of special
special education
education children
children during
during their entire compulsory
needs
schooling, the Commonwealth's
Commonwealth’sdemand
demandthat
thatthese
these children
childrenpass
pass an
an exam at the
exact
exact same
samelevel
level as
as the
the general
generalpopulation
populationinin order
order to
to earn
earn their
their diploma is
arbitrary,
capricious,
andanthus
equal violation.220
arbitrary,
capricious,
and thus
equalan
protection
TheMCAS-Alt
MCAS-Alt
exam
presents
equal issue.221 Just as the
protection
violation.220
The
exam
presents
anotheranother
equal protection
protection
issue.221
ordinance
inin Yick
Wo was
was a violation
violation of
ofequal
equal protection
protection because
because of
its
ordinance
Yick
Wo
of its
application
language, the
also a
application rather
ratherthan
thanits
its plain
plain language,
theMCAS-Alt
MCAS-Alt exam
exam is
is also
211
See603
603MASS.
MASS.CODE
CODE REGS.
REGS. 30.05
performance appeals).
appeals).
211.. See
30.05(2005)
(2005) (allowing
(allowing performance
212
Seesupra
supranotes
notes210-211
210-211and
and accompanying
accompanying text
text (explaining
(explainingbenefit
benefitofofextending
extendingappeals
appealsprocedures).
procedures).
212.. See
213.. See
213
See infra
infranotes
notes214-220
214-220 and
and accompanying
accompanying text (explaining
(explaining arbitrary
arbitrary and
and capricious
capricious treatment
treatment of
special education
education students).
students).
214
1993).
214.. 612 N.E.2d 1149 (Mass. 1993).
215
1158(explaining
(explainingreason
reasonfor
forequal
equal protection
protection violation).
violation).
215.. IdId.
at at
1158
216
MASS.GEN.
GEN. LAWS
LAWS ch.
children).
216.. MASS.
ch. 76,
76, §§ 11(2004)
(2004)(requiring
(requiring compulsory
compulsory education
education for
for all children).
217
MASS. CCODE
ODE RREGS.
EGS. 28.02(11)
(2005)
28.02(11)
(2005)(defining
(definingIEP
IEPfor
for special
special education
education children).
children).
217.. 603 MASS.
(describing MCAS Alternate
218
See MCAS-ALT
MCAS-ALTSUMMARY,
SUMMARY, supra note
note 115,
Alternate Assessment
Assessment and
and
115, at 11 (describing
218.. See
results).
Hancock v.
v. Comm’r
Comm'r of
219
SeeMASS.
MASS. CONST.
CONST. pt. 2, ch.
ch. 5, §§ 2 (defining duty
duty to
to educate);
educate); Hancock
of Educ.,
Educ., 822
822
219.. See
purpose of ERA).
ERA).
N.E.2d 1134, 1138 (Mass.
(Mass. 2005)
2005) (highlighting
(highlighting purpose
220
CompareMASS.
MASS.GEN.
GEN. L
AWS ch.
220.. Compare
LAWS
ch.76,
76,§§11(2004)
(2004)(requiring
(requiring compulsory
compulsory education
educationfor
for all
all children), and
603 MASS.
CODE
28passim
passim(2005)
(2005)(defining
(defning special
MASS.
MASS. C
ODE RREGS.
EGS. 28
specialeducation
educationregulations),
regulations),and
and603
603
MASSCODE
. CODEREGS.
REGS.
30.03
30.03(1)
score of
students totopass
(1) (2005) (requiring minimum score
of 220
220 for
for all students
passMCAS),
MCAS),with
withMurphy
Murphyv.v.Comm’r
Comm'r of
of
ofIndus.
Indus. Accidents,
Accidents,612
612N.E.2d
N.E.2d1149,
1149,1158
1158 (Mass.
(Mass. 1993)
1993) (describing
(describing arbitrary
arbitraryand
and capricious
capricious statute
statute
the Dep’t
Dep't of
as violating
protection).
as
violating equal protection).
221
CompareYick
YickWo
Wov.v.Hopkins,
Hopkins,118
118U.S.
U.S.356,
356,374
374(1886)
(1886)(recognizing
(recognizing discrimination
discrimination in
in application
application
221.. Compare
of ordinance
than wording of
supra note
note 115,
115, at
at 55 (illustrating
(illustrating
ordinance rather than
of ordinance),
ordinance), with
with MCAS-ALT
MCAS-ALTSUMMARY,
SUMMARY, supra
high failure
failure rate
rate for
for students
students participating in
in MCAS
MCASAlternate
AlternateAssessment).
Assessment).
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violation
equal
violation ofofequal
protection.222 The plain language
language of
ordinance in
of the ordinance
in Yick
protection.222
Wo
did
not
specify
that
all
Chinese
laundries
would
be
shut
down,
its
Wo did
specify that all Chinese laundries would be shut down, yet its
application had
the MCAS-Alt
MCAS-Altdoes
does not
not state
state that all
application
had that
that effect.
effect.223 Similarly, the
223
special
willbe
bedenied
denied diplomas,
diplomas, yet
special education
educationchildren
childrenwho
whoutilize
utilizeMCAS-Alt
MCAS-Alt will
224
because
in which
the process
is administered,
it has
because of of
thethe
wayway
in which
the process
is administered,
it has that effect.
that
effect.224
The State
presentsthe
theMCAS-Alt
MCAS-Alt as
State
presents
as an alternative for
for students
students who
who are
are unable
unable
225
to
display
their
knowledge
in
a
regular
paper
and
On the other
to display their knowledge in a regular paper and pencil test.
pencil
test.225
hand, over
ninety-nine percent
the students
students who
hand,
over
ninety-nine
percent of
of the
who attempt
attempt the
the MCAS-Alt
226
fail.226
allowing this
Despite allowing
thisoption,
option,the
theState
State admits
admits that
that ititexpects
expects such
such a high
fail.
failure rate
rate because
because the
MCAS-Alt
students
do
not
work
at
a
high
enough
the MCAS-Alt students do not
a high enough
227
cognitive
refused to
to utilize
Compounding this problem, the
the State
State has
has refused
cognitive level.
level.227
the option provided
provided by
by the
the federal
federal government
government to
to implement
implementalternate
alternatestandards
standards
for those
those students
students submitting
submittingananalternate
alternateassessment.228
assessment.228 The Commonwealth
denies
denies the
the equal
equal protection
protection rights
rights of special education
education students
studentsby
by giving
giving them
the MCAS-Alt
MCAS-Altoption
optionand
anddemanding
demanding that
that they
they perform
perform at
at the
the same
same level
level as
as
the
simultaneously expecting
and in
regular education
education children,
children, while
while simultaneously
expecting them
themto
to fail
fail and
factfailing
failing
over
ninety-nine
fact
over
ninety-nine
percentpercent
of them.229

of them.229

D. Alternatives
Alternatives
To avoid
avoid violating
violating the
the due
due process
process and
and equal
equal protection
protection rights of
of special
special
education students,
Massachusettsshould
should consider
consider several
several options
options that are
education
students, Massachusetts
are
related to the
the state's
state’s goals
goals and
and that meet
meet the demands
demands of
rationally related
of IDEA,
230
NCLB,
.210
NCLB,and
andthe
theERA
ERA.
First, the State
State should consider
consider implementing a true
assessment
mechanism,
as
required
by
state
statute,
rather
assessment mechanism, as required
rather than
than an
anassessment
assessment
231
test,
as
implemented
in
the
state
Such aa mechanism
mechanismwould
would look
look
test, as implemented in the state regulations.
Such
regulations.
231
similar
to the
the mechanism
mechanism
used in the appeals
appeals process,
to
used
process,but
butwould
would apply
apply to
to all
222.. Yick
222
YickWo,
Wo,118
118U.S.
U.S.at
at 374
374 (fnding
(findingdiscrimination
discriminationand
andviolation
violationofofFourteenth
FourteenthAmendment).
Amendment).
223
356(describing
(describing prior
prior history).
history).
223.. IdId.
atat356
224.. See
accompanying text
text (detailing
(detailing MCAS-Alt
MCAS-Alt results).
224
Seesupra
supranote
note 125
125 and
and accompanying
results).
225
See MCAS-ALT
MCAS-ALTSUMMARY,
SUMMARY, supra
only by
by severely
severely
225.. See
supra note
note 115,
115, at 11 (intending
(intending use
use of
of MCAS-Alt only
disabled students).

226
SeeMCAS-ALT
MCAS-ALTSUMMARY,
SUMMARY, supra
results for students
students participating
226.. See
supra note
note 115,
115, at
at 55 (listing
(listing results
participating in
in MCAS
Alternate
Alternate Assessment).
Assessment).

227
SeeMCAS-ALT
MCAS-ALTSUMMARY,
SUMMARY, supra
supra note
note 115,
115, at
at 88 (acknowledging
(acknowledgingreduced
reduced expectations
expectations for
for students
students
227.. See
utilizingMCAS
MCASAlternate
AlternateAssessment).
Assessment).
utilizing
108-446, §
228
See Individuals
Individuals with
with Disabilities
Disabilities Education
Education Improvement
Improvement Act
2004, Pub.
Pub. L. No.
No. 108-446,
228.. See
Act of 2004,
§

Star. 2647, 2687 (allowing states
118 Stat.
612(a)(16)(C)(ii)(II)(2004),
states to
to utilize
utilizealternate
alternateassessments
assessments and
and
612(a)(16)(C)(ii)(II)(2004), 118
standards); see
seealso
also IDEA
IDEA 2004
supranote
note53,
53,at
at 15-16
15-16 (describing
(describing option of
standards);
2004 CHANGES,
CHANGES, supra
of alternate
alternate academic
academic

standards).
standards).
118 U.S.
229
Compare Yick Wo
Wo v.
v. Hopkins,
Hopkins, 118
U.S. 356, 374 (1886)
(1886) (recognizing
application of
of ordinance
ordinance
(recognizing application
229.. Compare
discriminatory), with MCAS-ALT
MCAS-ALT SUMMARY,
SUMMARY, supra
rate for
for special
special
discriminatory),
supranote
note115,
115,atat55 (illustrating
(illustrating high
high failure rate
SUMMARY, supra
(acknowledging
education
andMCAS-ALT
MCAS-ALTSUMMARY,
education students
studentsutilizing
utilizing MCAS-Alt),
MCAS-Alt), and
supra note
note 115,
115, at 8 (acknowledging
expectations for
lower expectations
for special
special education
educationstudents
studentsutilizing
utilizingMCAS-Alt).
MCAS-Alt).
230
See infra
infraPart
Part II.D
III.D(discussing
(discussingMCAS
MCASalternatives).
alternatives).
230.. See
231
CompareMASS.
MASS.GEN.
GEN. LAWS
LAWS ch. 69, §§ 11(2004) (requiring
(requiring use
use of
ofassessment
assessment mechanism),
mechanism), with 603
603
231.. Compare
ODE REGS. 30.03(1)
based upon
test results).
results).
MASS. CCODEREGS.
MASS.
30.03(1)(2005)
(2005)(defining
(defining high
high school competency based
upon MCAS
MCAS test
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special
initialassessment,
assessment, not
those who are
are
special education
education children
children in
in their initial
not just those
forced
to
endure
the
process
of
failing
several
times
before
applying
for
an
forced endure the process of
several times before applying
an
appeal.232
232
The
mechanism would
different standards,
standards, as
appeal.
The mechanism
would utilize different
as allowed
allowed by
federal law,
law, and
and would
wouldutilize
utilizemultiple
multipleassessment
assessmentinstruments,
instruments,such
suchas
as grades,
grades,
progress as measured
measured against the JEP,
IEP, attendance
attendance records, teacher evaluations,
andother
other
evidence
of progress
and 233
and
evidence
of progress
and knowledge.
knowledge.233
A second
second option is to
to allow
allow special
special education
education children to pass
pass MCAS at a
A
different
level
than
regular
education
limitingthis
this exception
exception to
different level
than
regular
education
children.234 By limiting
children.234
diplomas, the
the State
State can
single test
test as
as its
the
granting of diplomas,
can continue
continue to
to utilize aa single
assessment
mechanism
while
continuing
to
meet
the
requirement
of
holding
assessment mechanism while continuing to meet the requirement of
235
schools
accountable
the progress
of their
Arizona implemented
implemented
schools
accountable
for thefor
progress
of their students.
astudents.235
similar process,
process, allowing both
both regular
regular and
and special
special education
education students
students to
a similar
increase
their exit exam score
score by
by up
up to twenty-five
increase their
twenty-five percent
percent ififthey
theyearn
earn grades
grades
of
A,B,B,ororC C
in key
of A,
in key
subjects.236
subjects.236
A
MCAS at the
A third
thirdoption
optionisistotoensure
ensure that
that special
special education
education children pass
pass MCAS
samerate
rateas as
general
accomplish this
same
thethe
general
population.237 One
One way
way to accomplish
this is
is to
population.237
analyze the
the pass
pass rate
rate for
for regular education
analyze
education children
children and
and apply
applythat
thatsame
same pass
pass
rate to special
utilizing 220
special education
educationchildren.238
children.238 For example,
example, in 2005, utilizing
220 as
as the
minimum passing
score, ninety-five
ninety-fve percent
minimum
passing score,
percent of
of the
the regular
regular education population
passed the
to to
only
fifty-nine
percent of
passed
theEnglish
EnglishLanguage
LanguageArts
Artsexam,
exam,compared
compared
only
ffy-nine percent
of
Under this option,
option, the
the state
state would
would therefore
therefore
special education
education children.239
children.239 Under
allow ninety-fve
ninety-fivepercent
percent ofofspecial
specialeducation
education children
childrentotopass
passasaswell.240
well.240

232
Cf.MASS.
MASSGEN.
. GEN.LAWS
LAWS ch.
ch. 69
69passing
passim (2004) (requiring
(requiringmultiple
multipleassessment
assessment instruments);
instruments);603
603MASS.
MASS.
232.. Cy
C
ODE RREGS.
EGS. 30.05
performance appeal).
appeal).
CODE
30.05(2005)
(2005)(defining
(definingcriteria
criteria and
and process
processfor
for MCAS
MCAS performance
30.05 (3),(5) (2005) (describing
233
See 603 MASS.
MASS. CODE
CODE REGS.
REGS. 30.05(3),(5)
considered for
MCAS
233.. See
(describing criteria
criteria considered
for MCAS
16 (allowing alternate
performance appeal);
2004 CHANGES,
CHANGES, supra
alternate academic
academic
performance
appeal); see
see also
also IDEA
IDEA 2004
supra note
note 53,
53, at 16
standards).
Massachusetts G.L. Chapter
Chapter 69
uses only the
the plural
plural "instruments,"
“instruments,” rather
rather than
than the
the singular
singular
standards). Massachusetts
69 uses
GEN.LAWS
LAWS ch.
ch. 69
69passing
passim (2004)
(2004) (describing
(describingassessment
assessment mechanism
mechanism Department
“instrument.”
MASS.GEN.
"instrument." MASS.
Department of
willcreate).
create). Washington
Washingtonisisananexample
exampleofofa astate
statethat
thathas
hasrecently
recentlyimplemented
implementedaatrue
trueassessment
assessment
Education will
POST-INTELLIGENCER, Mar.
2006,
SeeJason
Jason McBride,
McBride,Alternatives
Alternatives
WASL
Passed,
SEATTLEPOST-INTELLIGENCER,
mechanism. See
to to
WASL
Passed,
SEATTLE
Mar. 8, 2006,
at B2 (reporting
(reporting Washington
Washington Legislature
at
Legislaturepassed
passedbill
billproviding
providingoptions
optionstotostudents
studentswho
whofail
fail exam).
exam). While
does utilize
test similar to
to the
the Massachusetts
Massachusetts MCAS
Washington does
utilize a test
MCAS exam,
exam, itit also provides four alternatives for
students
exam. Id
Id.For
For
example,the
thegrades
gradesofofa astudent
studentcan
can be
be used
used to
studentstotoobtain
obtainaadiploma
diplomaifif they
they fail
fail the exam.
example,
Id.The
The
resultsofof
other
standardizedtests,
tests,such
suchas
as the
the SAT,
SAT, can
can also
also be
be used
used in
offset a failed exam. Id
results
other
standardized
in place
place of
of
the official
the
official WASL exam.
exam. Id.
Id
234
But see
see 603 MASS.
MASS. CODE
CODE R
EGS. 30.03(1)
same passing
passing score
REGS.
30.03(1) (2005) (defining same
score applicable
applicable to
to all
234.. But
students).
students).
235
See MASS.
MASS. GEN.
GEN. LAWS
LAWS ch.
ch. 69, §§ 11 (2004) (establishing
student
235.. See
(establishing educator
educator accountability
accountability for student
achievement); No
Left Behind
Behind Act
Actofof2001,
2001,Pub.
Pub.L.
L.No.
No.107-110,
107-110,§§1001(4),
1001(4),115
115Star.
Stat. 1425,
1425, 1440 (2002)
achievement);
No Child Left
(holding educators
educators accountable
accountable for
for student
student achievement).
achievement).
(holding
236
SULLIVAN, supra
supra note
note 158,
158, at
at 22 (describing
(describing innovative
innovativeapproach
approach used
used by Arizona
Arizona to
tosupplement
supplement test
test
236.. SULLIVAN,
scores).
scores).
237
Butsee
see603
603MASS.
MASS.CODE
CODE R
EGS. 30.03(1)
minimumpassing
passing score).
score).
237.. But
REGS.
30.03(1)(2005)
(2005)(defining
(defining MCAS
MCAS minimum
238
Butsee
seeMCAS
MCASSUMMARY
SUMMARY2005,
2005,supra
supranote
note4,
4,at
at 77 (setting
(setting220
220as
as minimum
minimumpassing
passing score).
score).
238.. But
239
See MCAS
MCASSUMMARY
SUMMARY 2005,
pass rates
differentsubsets
subsets of
of student
student
239.. See
2005, supra
supra note
note 4,
4, at
at 22
22 (listing pass
rates for
for diferent
population).
population).
240
Butsee
seeMCAS
MCASSUMMARY
SUMMARY 2005, supra note 4, at 77 (setting
(setting 220
220 as
as minimum
minimum passing
passing score
score without
240.. But
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NCLB requires
requires that
that states
states hold
holdeducators
educators accountable
accountable for
for making
makingadequate
adequate
NCLB
yearly
standards for
yearly progress,
progress, mandates
mandates that states
states utilize
utilizethe
thesame
same assessment
assessment standards
all students,
students, and
prohibits states
construing NCLB
as aa diploma
diploma
and prohibits
states from
from construing
NCLB as
sanction.241
proposed change
change to
equalize the percentage
percentage of
sanction.241 Therefore,
Therefore, this proposed
to equalize
of
regular and
and special
special education
regular
education students
studentswho
who pass
passshould
shouldonly
only be
be allowed
allowed for
purposes
of granting diplomas for
purposes of
for children,
children, and
and not
notfor
forpurposes
purposes ofofassessing
assessing
242
schools
and
This change
change would ensure
ensure that the
the state
state meets
meets the
the
schools and districts.
districts.242
federal
requirements of using
using the
the same
same assessment
assessment test
requirements
test and
and standards
standardsfor
for all
children,
not treating
treating special
special education
education children
children arbitrarily
arbitrarily and
and
children, while
while not
243
capriciously.
Further, this modification would
would allow
allowthe
the State
State to use MCAS
capriciously.
243its true
for
true purpose
purpose –Improving
Improvingeducation
educationand
andholding
holdingeducators
educatorsaccountable
accountable –
while
notpenalizing
penalizing
special
education
students
because
of 244
while not
special
education
students because
of their
disabilities.

their disabilities. 244
IV.
CONCLUSION
IV. CONCLUSION
Special
pace and
Special education
education children
children learn
learn at
at aa different
different pace
and at
at aa different
different level
than regular
regular education
education children.
Federal, state,
state, and
and local
local governments
governments all
than
children. Federal,
recognize this
Thisisismanifested
manifestedby
bythe
theexistence
existence of
ofprograms
programs such
such as
as
recognize
this fact. This
IDEA
and Chapter
Chapter 766.
766. School
Schoolsystems
systems treat
treat these
these children differently,
differently, as
as
IDEA and
required by
their IEPs,
IEPs, throughout
throughout their
Most of
of these
these
required
by their
their entire
entire schooling.
schooling. Most
children do make
make progress,
meeting
goals
defined
in
their
IEPs
from
year
to
progress, meeting goals defned in their IEPs
year. Despite
Despite the
theproper
properway
waythat
thatschool
schoolsystems
systems treat
treatspecial
special education
education
year.
children differently, when
when itit comes
comes to taking the MCAS
MCAS exam
exam in
in high
high school,
school,
the State ignores these
these differences and suddenly treats the children
children the
thesame
same as
as
Compounding this injustice,
injustice, when
when the children do
regular education
education children.
children. Compounding
not meet
meet these
these unrealistic
unrealistic expectations,
expectations, the
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth denies
denies them
them a
diploma.
The
injustice of denying
denying aa diploma
diploma to
to aa special
special education
education child, simply
simply
The injustice
because
he
or
she
is
unable
to
perform
at
the
same
level
as
a
regular
education
because he or she is unable to perform
same
child on
on one
one exam,
exam, is aa problem
problem the
the State
State must
Whilethe
theState
State has
has
must resolve.
resolve. While
made
some progress
progress by
allowing accommodations
accommodations in administration
administration and
and
made some
by allowing
permitting appeals
appeals of
results, the
problem remains
remains unaddressed:
permitting
of results,
the root
root problem
unaddressed: after
afer
exceptions for special education children).
children).
1425, 1440
241.. See
241
SeeNo
NoChild
ChildLeft
LeftBehind
BehindAct
Actofof2001,
2001,Pub.
Pub.L.L.No.
No.107-110,
107-110,§§1001(4),
1001(4),115
115Star.
Stat. 1425,
1440 (2002)
Star. 1425,
1111 (b), 115 Stat.
(holding educators
educators responsible for
poor student
student performance);
performance); §§ 1111(b),
same
1425, 1445 (requiring
(requiring same
(holding
for poor
Star. 1425
115 Stat.
1111 (1), 115
assessment
assessment results not intended
intended as
as
assessmentstandards
standardsfor
forall
all children);
children); §§ 1111(l),
1425 (clarifying
(clarifying assessment
graduation requirement).
requirement).
Star. 1425,
1001 (4), 115 Stat.
1111 (b)(1)(B),
1425, 1440
242
See §§ 1001(4),
1440 (requiring
(requiring educator
educator accountability
accountability for
for AYP); §§ 1111(b)(1)(B),
242.. See
Star. 1425,
Star. 1425
115 Stat.
1111 (1), 115
1445 (mandating
1425
1425, 1445
115 Stat.
childrentake
takesame
sameassessment
assessment exam);
exam); §§ 1111(l),
(mandating all children
(prohibitingState
State interpretation
interpretation of
of NCLB
NCLBas
asgraduation
graduation requirement).
requirement).
(prohibiting
243.. See
243
See§§1111(1),
1111(l),115
115 Star.
Stat. 1425
assessment results not intended as graduation requirement);
requirement); §§
1425 (clarifying
(clarifying assessment
Star. 1425,
1001 (4), 115 Stat.
1001(4),
onlyschools,
schools, local
localeducational
educationalagencies,
agencies, and
and states
states responsible
1425, 1440
1440 (holding only
responsible for
for poor
Star. 1425,
115 Stat.
student performance);
1111 (b)(1)(B), 115
1445 (requiring same
1425, 1445
student
performance); §§ 1111(b)(1)(B),
same assessment
assessment standards
standardsfor
for all
students).
students).
244
Seesupra
supranotes
notes78-79
78-79 and
and accompanying
accompanying text
text (explaining
(explaining MCAS
MCASpurpose
purposeand
and goals).
goals).
244.. See
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years
years of learning
learning in
inan
an environment
environmentthat
thatrecognizes
recognizesand
and addresses
addresses their unique

difficulties, special
special education
education children
children are
are ultimately
ultimately expected
expected to pass
pass the
the
MCAS
education children
children in order to receive
MCAS exam
exam at
at the
the same
same level as regular education
receive
their high school diplomas. Treating
Treatingspecial
special education
education children one way during
entire schooling and
and aa different way
way on
on the
the high-stakes
high-stakes MCAS exam
exam is
their entire
arbitrary and
and capricious. Such
Suchchildren
childrenare
aredenied
deniedboth
bothdue
dueprocess
process and
and equal
equal
protection rights. The
TheState
Statemust
mustdevelop
develop an
an alternative
alternative that
that strikes
strikes aa balance
balance
between ensuring
the public
public
between
ensuring special
special education
educationstudent
studentparticipation
participationinin the
recognizing their
educational system, and recognizing
theirunique
uniqueneeds
needs and
and challenges.
challenges.
James
M. Baron
James M.

